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The Greatest Educational Work o( the Age

New Publications
Tbe Organist

Indian Songs
By THURLOiV UEUKANCE
Price, Sl.25
This volume' contains a set of original
Indian melodies which have been personally
^•inscribed and arranged by Mr. Lieurance,
’ for a time with the Indians
" Mrae»crenut

STANDARD GRADED

COURSE
STUDIES

Headquarters for Everything in Music

Theodore Presser Co.

FOR THE PIANOFORTE

1712-1714 Chestnut St., Philadelphia

Compiled by W. S.B.JBATHEWS
i MONTHLY JOURNAL FOR THE MUSICIAN, THE
MUSIC STUDENT, AND ALL MUSIC LOVERS.
Edited by JAMES FRANCIS COOKE
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Etude Trial Subscription Offer

EVERYBODY

Any Three Copies for Twenty-five Cents

SING
Song, of

THE

THE MUSICIANS LIBRARY

PUBLISHED BY
The Willis Music Company, Cincinnati

Sixty-four Volumes Issued

We will forward to anyone sending us 25 cents any three copies of THE ETUDE.

«- tss -ft

in,“'1^THSjT HuS”;

HHilsUSss
this ofFer, 25 cents cash for any three issues.

Seasonable Premiums
Every Article is of the Best make and Guaranteed by
Us to Give Entire Satisfaction
LAWN SWING
wiT°hoidTfou

The Crowning of the Gypsy Queen

r I^HE Masterpieces of Song and Piano Music
in a series of splendid volumes, edited with
authority and engraved, printed and bound
with surpassing excellence.
Send for Free Booklet giving portraits of
Editors and tables of contents.

The Feast of the Red Com

i§F

OLIVER

DITSON

COMPANY

Room 11 Oliver Ditson Building,

BOSTON, MASS.

England’s Greatest Song Success
-SOMEWHERE A VOICE IS CALLING."

An artistic composition
creating a furore in th
British Empire

WKWft.—.

Published in Four Keys
Sop. in G
Alto in Eb
Mez. in F
Bass in D
Price, 30c Postpaid

The Feast of the Little Lanterns

T. B. HARMS COMPANY
62-64 West 45th Street
NEW YORK CITY
Sole Selling Agents for the United States

A Practical Piano Course for Beginners
By EDUARD HOLST

■ersifying type. It starts the^pupils
icher of long experience, Mr. Holst
>k that his was no easy task, considiame subject already published. Af-

ful from the useless, and being benefited
by the mistakes of his predecessors,
succeeded finally in finishing the most

.ughly reliable work, easily compresd. Already being used with
ess by thousands of teachers.

M. WITMARK & SONS
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List Price, 75c
SPECIAL
PRICE
post.me

35c

48 Witmark Building, New York

STANDARD COMPOSITIONS TOR THE PIANO

NIwiS“

Vol. I, Grade 1. to Vol. VI, Grade 6.
Price, 50 Cents EacH
Compiled by W. S. B. MATHEWS
spouding grade of Mathews’ Standard Graded

SILVER MESH COIN PURSE
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THEODORE PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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CLIPPING FROM
“ MUSICAL AMERICA”
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FILLMORE MUSIC HOUSE
Cincinnati, 0.,

-

JOHN ADAMS LOUD’S “In My Garden,” to
J an English translation of an Emanuel Geibel
poem, is one of the finest songs of the year. Its
design, its workmanship and, most important of
all, its contents are of a very high order and
show Mr. Loud to be a creative musician of
distinction. The song should prove an ideal
recital number for serious singers.

of the Dawn

Co., I

iPilSr-

Charming Songs by
John Adams
LOUD
Flower Rain.$0.50
Low Voice Bb (a-C)
Med. Voice Db (c-E)
High Voice Eb (d-F)
Home-Longing (Heimweh)
.50
Low Voice Gm (b-E)
High Voice B&m (d-g)
In My Garden (In meinem
Garten).50
Low Voice Am (a-D)
Med. Voice Cm (c-F)
• High Voice Em (E-a)
In Maytime.60
High Voice F (E-b)

White-Smith Music Publishing Company
BOSTON

NEW YORK
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CANTATAS, OPERETTAS AND
MUSICAL RECITATIONS

CHICAGO
Please mention THE ETUDE

TERSE FACTS for
BUSY TEACHERS
IT

IS NOT POSSIBLE TO OVERESTIMATE
the value of having on hand a stock of music
(on sale) consisting of the best pieces for
instruction and recreation, as large as the
number of pupils demands, added to monthly,
by packages of new music or for special
needs as they arise. Settlement once a year.

TO CATER SUCCESSFULLY to the needs and
desires of a clientage of educators requires
peculiar conditions and advantages possessed
by but few houses.
THE HOUSE OF THEO. PRESSER has an experi¬
ence of over twenty-five years as publishers,
based on an intimate knowledge of the needs
of the profession, the result of actual work.
JTT Basis: — A large well selected stock of the
^JJ publications of all houses, American and Foreign
constantly added to, by the best of the new
of all publishers.
JTT A constantly increasing catalog of original
publications of great educational value which will
be found in the studio of almost every music
teacher.
One of our publications, “Mathews’
Standard Graded Course,” enjoys the unique dis¬
tinction of having been imitated and paralleled to
a greater extent than any other educational work
ever published.
JIT^A force of 200 efficient employees, drilled and
trained for our own particular business; That
over 80 per cent, of our employees of ten years
ago are still with us and 67 per cent, of five years
ago, are significant facts.
JIT Publications for particular
purposes selected
from the catalogs of the world, made into con¬
venient lists and sold as though our own pub¬
lication, at large discounts, is a sample of up-to-date
service furnished in one particular.
TO WHICH WE ADD:—
Large Discounts, the same upon “On Sale” as
upon regular orders.
Liberal Terms and Courteous Treatment.
Promptness in Filling Orders.
Accounts Solicited with any responsible pro_ fessional musician.
Satisfaction Absolutely Guaranteed.
Catalogs, special lists, our system of dealing, informa¬
tion on every subject connected with music, freefor the asking.
Large or small orders receive exactly the same atten¬
tion. “On Sale”i packages sent cheerfully, even though
regular orders or renewals of “On Sale” packages are sent
through the local dealer.
Headquarters

for\ Everything

Needed in the Teacher’s Work

THEO. PRESSER CO.
1712 CHESTNUT ST.
addressing our advertisers.

::

PHILADELPHIA, PA.
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A Thorough Grounding in Pianoforte Essentials

NEW
SONGS
B, NETTIE D. ELLSWORTH

“Silver Threads Among the Gold”

::::: 1!

tent Steos for both the student and the teacher
TTm
An eminent pianoforte teacher has outlined
Modern thought in piano study in the wholesome and

The f
£

Butterfly waiw

stimulating book

Master Lessons in Pianoforte Playing

MUSICAL AUTHORS

By E M. BOWMAN.

). Lichner. H. Mattie’s Polka, Op
135, No. 2.v»°
1 Lichner, H. On the Playground.
1. Lichner, H. The Dancing Lesson
?. Lichner, H. The Parade March.
5. Lichner, H. Op. 104, No. 6. At
Home ..
5. Losey, F. H. Op. 48. March of

V

'• nCpSstHhan^'(Po^ • •
L
%ar6a5n6te.g' J
--W Hr. 556. NO. 5.

1. Gounod, Ch. MKehe Romaine
(Marche Pontifieale) ."
1. Gurlitt, 0. Xdylle......... - - - •
3 Hanisch, M. Festival Polonaise,

100fertory in D Major.
2843. V. Wiekede, Pr. Op. 83, No. j
First Thought .

i. Hall, King: Can
i. Landon, Chas W.. School of Reed
organ'Playing, Vol. Ill. 1
). Le Defile. Marche Militaire. ....
L. LeThiere, Chas. Danse Des ad-

1558. Battmann, J. L.

Organ Over-

1567. Battmann, 3. L. Op. 75, No. 11.
fWert.nrft—Voluntary in V. . .

Price, *1.00 postpaid.

m. •

i , rittpn In engaging, non-technical language, consists
“^affSer/lc an imaginary hud™ telling
lust exactly what materials to use and how to use them. It is
identical with the instruction given by Mr. Bowman in person
SSe to both the teacher and the student.

vaudeTillepiTnopuying

THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Eight Excellent Piano Solos
Special Price, 15c each 8 for $1.00

H. S. Gordon 14sn«t6th New York

HARMONY TEXT BOOKS

HARMONY BLANK BOOKS

Selected Magazine Combinations
Prices Void after September 30, 1913
hHE cost of a year’s subscription to The Etude can be greatly reduced by
_o_can be sent to different
ordering one of the special clubs below. Magazines
be new or renewal.
names and addresses. Subscriptions
:s; on other magazines about ?(1 cents,
Canadian postage:—On The Etude, 25
.other
magazines about $1.W.
Foreign postage:—On The Etude, 72 centi

T
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Special Offer for a Limited Time
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m

-

. rriTHE ETUDE . . .
fc.g.1-jcollier’s Weekly . .

23

±

23 THE ETUDE .
25 Woman’sHomeComp.'' |

V/VYVr>3C
PIANO BOOKS

Regular value, $3.00

Recreational collections which will afford beneficial practice as well as pleasant
entertainment during vacation time.
CHILDREN’S PIANO PIECES
Price Postpaid, 75 Cents
Edited and arranged by Paolo Gallico
CONTESTS INCLUDE
n First Symphony.Haydn
PIANO PIECES
(Song W:
...Krug

m

$2^o

23
23

THE ETUDE .

$0,30

23

THE ETUDE.

...
Price Postpaid, 75 Cents
Edited and arranged by George Resey
CONTRNTS INCLUDE

PIANO PIECES

....

IKs?? CtoluI^The
Scroll.. L. (Spanish 1
XhlnirG.v.Y,i:::

MODERN PIANO PIECES

Price Postpaid, 75 Cents
Edited and arranged by Paolo Gallico
CONTESTS INCLUDE
.ScJWilt Moroeau C.racterl.tlque.WoV.mka.vpt

M For both

2.00
For both

• |$0.15

Regular value, $3.50

23

THE ETUDE . .) d*
99 (Modern Priscilla (t
\McCall’s(free pattern)
Regular value, $3.00 ,

2.25
For all

.. Leschetizky
in) Offenbach
.....Godard
Alo^zkowkl

Prelude.Rachmaninoff
Romance Without Words.Faure
Serenade (Heller transcription).....'Schubert
Slumber Song.

1 MCi L1
UUt, . .)*
THE
ETUDE.
f Pictorial Review .[
90
:< Modern Priscilla.
A(.Ladies’World
“ For a"
35 L
Regular value, $4.00

.)

23

^

JL

THE ETUDE. .\<fc
8 Ladies’World
8 Housewife . .
Regular value, $3.00

Delineator . . .
Regular value, $3.00

For all

To Find the Price of Any Club

[

HINDS, NOBLE & ELDREDGE

31-33-35 West 15th St.

New York City

Please mention THE E

! Wagner, Richard. Bridal Chorus,
from Lohengrin
Pilgrims
Chorus, from Tannhauser. . . .
>. Wely, Lefehure. Idylle. ... . . • •
j Wely,
iVely, L.
L. March of the Halberdiers .

Gurlitt, C.
Op. 147, No- 1.
Merry Hour March. Grade II
HhndeL G. F. Seel The Con¬
quering Hero Comes..
Streahhog, L. Op. 105. Le Petit
Carnival Polka. Grade II. . •
Streabbog, L. The Golden Stars
Waltz. Grade I.—

SELECTIONS FROM THE ABOVE SENT "ON SALE" AT OUR USUAL LIBERAL SHEET-MUSIC DISCOUNT

Musical Pictures

Reed Organ Method
CHAS. W. LANDON
Price, $1.50
Foreign Fingering
The method is. ^J^ral *u..“"ft

PRICE, 50 CENTS
A More Popular Collection of Medium
Grade Pieces Has Never Been
Published
Every piece in this work is a gem.^They

School of Reed Organ
Playing
Compiled by CHAS. W. LANDON
In Four Grades
Price of Each, $1.00

(Sheet Music)

Little Home Player
Price, 50 Cents
An excellent collection^ of
the1diffeSrence’1between the two volumes being
that this work is suitable for the organ as
selections in the

md For bo lit

23
23

THE ETUDE. .)$
Christian Herald
Regular value, $3.00

23
35

THE ETUDE.
Review of Reviews |
Regular value, $4.50

23
23
23

THE ETUDE.
Delineator . .
Everybody’s .

23
23
23

THE ETUDE .
Good Housek’ng I
American . . .1
Regular value, $4.50 J

23
23
23

THE ETUDE . .]
Cosmopolitan . .1
Hearst’s
. . .1
Regular value, $4.50 J

335
Foe bo'b

2

1S There" are more than 30 compositions by

For Church and I

30
For both

The First Year for the Piano
or Cabinet Organ

330
For both

45
.(*P

.|

.

Velocity
For Cabinet

hJ'
*

'

l$3#

Price, complete. 60 Cent

Two-Part Inventions

0.45
hj

Little Fu

jludes and Fugues

Laus Organi

For all

Book of Interludes

17 Modern Priscilla .(
Regular

3.25

1

Tfetta
ts that shou

For all

imbers and multiply by

tion for the Cabinet Organ

of THE
Special Discounts to Schools and Teachers

jsseaziey, o. u. At jiventiae. .. . .
Clark, Scotson. Procession March
Clark, Scotson. Torchlight March
Clark, Scotson. Marche des Gi-^

23 THE ETUDE.
025 Woman’sHomeComp.'*P <.Zb

.(*P 1.95
JL

For both

$030

.

23 THE ETUDE. .)$
50 Current Literature |

23
Longing for Home (Helrowel
Love’s Dream After the Hal
Mnt*m’9»Pray - "*v-

THE ETUDE .

Regular value, $4.50 t

Musician . .
Regular value, $3.00

23 THE ETUDE
40 Youth’s Comp.

23
23

M For both

17 Pictorial Review ’
Regular value, $2.50

i

)$i .60

$2.00

THE ETUDE
Cosmopolitan
Regular value, $3.00

23
23

j.
i.
i.
r.

Clark, Scotson. Pilgrims March
Clark, Scotson. Belgian March..
FlaveU, E. M. Devotion...
Devo*’
Gounod, Ch. Paust Walts.

2794. Lange, G. Oo. 78. Tat
2817. Lebierre, O. Op. 102. T
1520. Leyhach, J. The Gem oi

$2.90

23 THE ETUDE
toe .
9 McCall’ S (pattern)

0.00

THE ETUDE
• '$
17 Modern Priscilla
•j
Regular value, $2.50

I $0.40

"Kuu

Our Price

75

1525. Jungmann, A. L°ngin|JSfe?gnd
1512. Landon, Chas W SWd.es .

Class No,

Class No.
A. 0. COMINGS & SON, Publishers and Musk Dealers, OBERLIN, 0.

1

1513. Hewitt, H._D. Studies »ud E*er-
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Co., Publishers
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PROFITABLE VACATION COURSES

THE ETUDE

Novello’s Organ Music

THE STANDARD HISTORY OF MUSIC
q Would you like to be kept in touch, with our

A FIRST HISTORY FOR STUDENTS AT ALL ACES
PRICE, SI.25

NEW PUBLICATIONS

By JAMES FRANCIS COOKE._.

Eight Delightful Weeks of History Study {**1

Music.
2d WCCk-

Palestrina.

Early English Music.

.

,

Famil^.^Eady'Frencl^M'us'ic^'Tlie'sto^^o^'th'e^r^anj^he^V^olin

K SSlinSrK

.t

fthe

5th Week". Schumann and the’Age of Musical Romance Open,^nters of the
Nineteenth Century. Great Teachers of the Pianoforte.
6th Week. Chopin, Liszt, Wagner. Modern Italian Composers. Rubmstem.
7th Week. ModernrMashte^mPBreahms, Grieg, Tchaikowsky. ^The Art Song
Famous Pianists of Yesterday. Great Virtuosos of To-day. Great
Violinists. Composers of Valuable Pianoforte Pieces in the Smaller
Forms. Composers of Teaching Pieces.
,
p*u Week Music in America. Masters of To-day. Summary of Musical
History. Formation of a Music Study Club for Next Winter.

We Will Help You in Securing a Class
Send us a postal request for information regarding our “Special History
Class Plan ” and receive in return the material which will enable you to
once and make your plans for turning your Summer from Waste and Loss to
Profit and Pleasure. We have a special introductory price by the dozen.
The Standard HUt.
by leading e<
W. H. Sherw
Standard saj

ic demands i : at'once! "TheTwork has1 been endorse
hur Foote. I. Philipp, E. M. Bowmar
i many others. The ^London Mubicj

itelllgent beginner going steadily I brough the book for the sheer enjo.

THEO. PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, Pa.

, AN OBJECT LESSON IN SIGHT READING, y

q If in immediate need of new numbers for recital and
church work write us for a selection now.

The oldest of the bigger conservatories of Europe is the Paris
Conservatoire, founded over one hundred years ago as a part of a
national scheme of education. We who go poring about in old
libraries and bygone musical journals for research purposes are
sure to encounter every now and then the tale of some remarkable

A postal will bring
(a) Our new issues as they appear.
06) A selection.
Or both.

For the Pianoforte

THE H.

75c
75c
75c
75c

W. GRAY CO., 2 West 45th St., New York

EDUCATIONAL WORKS FOR SUMMER COURSES
| PIANOFORTE STUDIES |

By CORNELIUS GURLITT
Op. 139

ALBERT BIEHL
Preparatory School of Technic

Op. 186.

Velocity Studies for Beginners.

ITHEORET1CAL WORKS |

CHARLES DENNEE
Progressive Studies in Octave_Playing
WITH SPECIAL PREPARATORY EXERCISES
19 Studies Selected from Standard composers and some new Etudes by
the Editor. (Schmidt's Educational Series 1*0.37) 75 Cents
Op. 122.

GEORG EGGELING
50 Melodious Etudes^tyall_the

Major and Minor Keys
(Schmidt’s Educational Series No. no a-b) 2 Books, Each, 75 Cents
ARTHUR FOOTE
a Compendium of Heller’s Pianoforte Studies
Selected, Edited a
ies No. 78 a-b) 2 Books, Each, 75 Cents
(.Schmidt'
H. R. KRENTZLIN
Systematic Finger Technic
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 97 a-b-c) 3 Booka, Price, 50c Each
THOMAS TAPPER
Studies in Melody and Interpretation
Selected and arranged from the works of J. CONCONE
NICOLAI von WILM
Op. 256. Phrasing and Agility
Excellent for acquiring a fluent technique and for delicate effects of light
and shade (Schmidt's Educational Series No. 77) ■ ■ ■ 75 Cents

BOSTON: 120 Boylston Street

Op. 187. 53 Very First Studies.
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 31) 75 Cents
Op. 198. 16 Studies inMelody and Rhythm.
Op. 199.

16 Melodious Studies for More

Advanced Players.
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 52) 75 Cents
Op. 201. 24 Melodious Studies in all the
Major and Minor Keys.
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. mi a-b) 2 Books, Each 75 Cents
Op. 228. Technic and Melody a Funda¬
mental Course for the Pianoforte.
|~OVER 60,000 COPIES SOLD 1
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 106 a-b-c) 3 Books, Each 75 Cents
THE PUPIL’S FIRST ETUDE ALBUM
FIFTY-THREE EASIEST ETUDES
THE PUPIL’S SECOND ETUDE ALBUM
THIRTY-FOUR ETUDES
A sequel to “THE PUPIL’S FIRST ETUDE ALBUM”
Ferdinand Meyer
The selections are short, each presenting its^principal^tiiought clearly
(Schmidt's Educational Series No. 70-71) 75 Cents ,

Second Year Harmony
(A Sequel to First'Year Harmony)
First Year Melody-Writing
(The Principles of Melodic Invention)
IN THE PRESS
First Year Counterpoint
(Two and Three Part Writing)
Professional Price, 75 Cents Each
STEPHEN A. EMERY
The Elements of Harmony
(Over 70,000 copies sold)
Price, $1.00
Key to “Elements of Harmony” 60 Cents

ask him to devote a little space

and according to the hausfrau was ganz verruckt.
these are people with failure in their marrow.
Schumann was at first unable to compose without the aicl
;
.
,
of a piano upon which to work out his ideas. As his powers
Tintoretto, the great Venetian master (whom Titian turned
matured, however, he developed his musical imagination to such from his studio because he thought the boy would eclipse him later
a pitch that he was able to dispense entirely with instrumental jn life), based much of his success upon the principle of doing a
aid. Dvorak once astonished Edgar Stillman Kelley, the dis- little more than was expected of him. Once he was asked to comtinguished American composer, by his powers of musical assimj- pete with several pther artists who were expected to furnish de¬

Supplementary Exercises to
*‘Elements of Harmony” so Cents
ARTHUR FOOTE and WALTER SPALDING
Modern Harmony
In its Theory and Practice
Price, $1.50
A Key to the 150 Exercises in “Modern Harmony’’

lation. After silently examining the score of one °
larger orchestral works, he went over to the piano and played
a great part of it from memory, as if he had been studying the

s’gns for mural pointings. The designs were made directly upon the
&
, I,b
„. f
J
F
. .
walls°f ^ buildmgs. When Tintorettos screen was removed it

WALTER SPALDING

composition for weeks instead of minutes.
There can be no question that our students would be better

was found that he had made not an outlme sketch as had *he others
but a complete painting so beautiful that the commission for the

Studies in Part-Writing

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

local paper with a copy of this
issue of The Etude in your
hand. Explain to him that the
campaign is a national one and

to the subject.
Notice that these students from
IN THE READING ROOM OF THE PARIS CONSERVATOIRE.
the child on the left to the older
man are reading without the assistance of any instrument. There
reason why one should not read a piece of music with the
MORE THAN NECESSARY.
same interest and pleasure that one takes in reading a book.
Gustav Mahler, shortly before his death, told the writer that
he hoped some day to be able to read his music in solitude and not
The love for “good measure” is one that knows no national
be compelled to tax his ears and weaken his imagination by hearing or racial boundaries. It is thoroughly human. More people have
it played in a manner often far below his ideal. Again, other mas¬^ courted failure by giving of their time, labor and goods grudgingly
ters are more than anxious to hear their works actually sounded. A than in any other way. The employe who gives a little less of his
German hausfrau once told us that Richard Wagner came to
•
.
n.
,
.
effort and hours, the shopkeeper who is too scientifically exact in
home during
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(ioo First Lessons)

off in America if we could get them to “auralize” the printed musical balance of the work became his.
page, so that they would take as much pleasure in reading SchuMusic teachers sell time and information. It should be the
mann’s Traiimerei as Kipling’s Jungle Book or Stevenson’s Child’s teacher’s constant aim to give just as much information to the

Tonal Counterpoint

ARTHUR P. SCHMIDT

missed lessons.
Call upon the editor of your

a library, by the way, which
contains one of the finest musi¬
cal collections in the world.

THOMAS TAPPER
First Year Theory
(Rudiments of Music)
First Year Harmony

them splendidly in their cam¬
paign which is now becoming a
national campaign. The Public
Ledger, one of America’s most
noted newspapers, printed an
editorial upon the subject. It
is to your interests to see that
your public is informed and
prevent any further losses from

becomes a genuine language to
him. The printed music page
does not mean a trip to the
piano for he can understand it.
The picture accompanying this
editorial was originally printed
in the Paris Le Menestral.
It
shows the reading room in the
new Paris Conservatoire library,

Sole Agents for Novello & Co., Ltd.

PIANOFORTE STUDIES

ATTENDING STRICTLY TO BUSINESS.
We sometimes think that musicians are not nearly so alert as
they might be in attending to their business necessities. We are
that they miss a great deal by not holding together and work-

quickness is developed through
innumerable drills in sight sing¬
ing as well as in sight reading.
His do, re, mi, fa, sol, la, si, do,

50c

The Folded Rose

No. 7

ing for a common purpose. There are certain things which musidans have a right to demand in the way of making a living. For
instance, Th
The Etude of last month took up the matter of “Missed
feature of sight-reading surrounding some incident at the Paris instance,
Conservatoire. We are told that the students are continually com¬ Lessons.” We want to lend every particle of influence a jour¬
of The Etude may
pelled to'read manuscripts they have never seen before. We know nal of the prominence
.
- -possess to fight for
that in some of the sight-reading tests recorded in Musica a few your advantage. But all this publicity will amount to nothing
composed for the occasion unless you take a personal, direct, business interest.
years ago new tpieces were especially
,
.
- •«.
■ ’
• i—£-You will be interested in learning how
tmw the Philadelphia
so that there could be no possibility of the student having seen the
Music Teachers’ Association
composition prior to the exam¬
treated the matter. The Phila¬
ination day.
delphia daily papers supported
The French child’c natural

COMPOSITIONS OF CELESTE D. HECKSCHER
Impromptu,
Valse Boheme,
An Old French Dance, Au Fond,
New song for soprano

VOL. XXXI.

JULY, 1913

for the organ as they appear?
C[ If you wish, we shall be glad to send to you, as we do
to many customers already, all our new issues of organ
music, as published, subject to examination,

The following outline, based on the forty story-lessons in the very successful
Standard History of Music, may be employed by any teacher, anywhere.

Price, $2.00
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Tn Claudius Ptolemy’s system the E
piano notes In U
^ ^ lowest st„ng
below middle C always
above were such
of the octave lyre.
different positions

one scale would be h e
J
D major, the
an octave scale on. E “
Uey 0f C major,
„«t an or^tve J-.. few
oi the
Gteek°mn.ic, bit the !•■>»«• Hj». *» C“f
early tonal systems.
criticise this act, as 1

7i

ki has translated

MUSICAL NOVELTIES.
Meanwhile a »—•<

tzrzzzz ziz
SVS'Vl

tSiST.

LTahM»icbN:^“m.b“
W.V2 «. « a second «£*

scored on both sides.. I J
ercussi0n staff that
out trombones, but with an ext
P ^ ^ o{ funeral
probably meant cymbals.
and an allegro assai,
march, an allegro con b ,
>
193. Even
6/8. The sheets are numbered from £
near>
with Wagner this might mean that h
Istel

^e“X" TSeek“St the
B. C.. during «hich man, instromnt.tnl pnrformera
• modi ,-n a eraohic tone-picture of Apollo slaying
the python. Incidentally this was program music
though no cadence 0C,CUr!i10 mt ng pages concealed
that would put Richard Strauss to shame, for it had
such realism as rapping on the instruments; toumtate the clicking of the monster s teeth. The poi
made here, however, is that some sort of harmony
ha. discovered a
must have existed when scores, and even hundreds,
musician, Rudolph Langgaar .
name; but
of players united in one band.
care ho.
a ion.Among other interesting scales is that of the
he proved original and effective
y
kde. The
Hungarian° Gypsies.
This is like o»r harnromc
poem called The Sphinx, a
.
Among
Sphinx, one might suppose^ould have noj. ^
minor, but with the fourth note raised a semi-tone.
„ °Pther things Two points in the Gregorian
The two augmented seconds in this scale give t
symphonic ?oef ’ ^^33 of invention, good exmost passionate power of expression
The penta
tonic scale (like our black piano-keys) shows much
the faSct°that both the dominant and the lceynote
beauty in Scotch (and even in Chinese) music. Some
could have different positions m different sea *
oTS^VSTwa Aphony *
Oriental nations, like Siam, have a .cal ^ of whole
The melodies sung were hardly ev
tones, thus antedating the work of Debussy. Uur
octave in compass, and these octave scaies were hke
Indian music is largely pentatonic in effect, while
the different white-key octaves on ouf piano. KUt
that of British India has smaller intervals than our

j$iHa^^i»’i"'^‘^d".,h“

Sr..S SLttt

srs ££%?*

MUSIC AND RAG-TIME IN LONDON.
FeSS SSSreceive, .he ion;...
The discussion of theatre music still goes on in
note
W » ~eh hke T^nyson. pc^
«
London. It will be remembered that o«e theatre
the added idea that Merlin is a son of S-.n, pu
there started the idea of giving movements of string
by that personage, but trying to do right in spi e 0
quartets and other chamber works between the acts
Paris applauded Le Pays, a music-drama byRopartz.
This procedure met with only fair success and seems
and will have a chance to do the same with Wemgartnow to have been abandoned. One or two amuse¬
ner’s Cain and Abel. Nice enjoyed Marcel de Falk,
ment places with fairly large orchestras have tried
Vie Breve, while Monte Carlo heard Yato, by Mnu
classical pieces with some success, but many London
Labori. Cannes is looking forward to Le Coeur Dor¬
theatres have no music at all. The T^tioms a
mant, a work of Saint-Saens. Milan enjoyed L Asstn
£setead°onfdB Tor’the dominant "he plagal modes
deeper one, however, than the mere adoption o
olo, by Alessandro Onofri, and L’ amore di ire re. h.
however? showed more variety. With keynotes the
music with a classical label. Mood and fitness en er
Mantemezzi, while a Sonzogno prize goes to Arng.
same as the authentic keynotes mentioned above
it, and the music should have something to do with
Pedrollo’s three-act Juana. Catania gave high praise t. ■
the scales began respectively on A, B, C D E an
the
spirit
of
the
play.
By
all
means
let
it
be
classical
G- but the dominants were, respectively, F, A, A, y,
Antonio Savasta’s Vera, while Rome approved of Monfor the appreciation of good music is a gradual
C and E. The authentic modes were given odd
1 eon’s Arabesca and Amadei’s Favola del Prmcipessa
growth. But it must be based on some system
numbers each with its corresponding plagal mode
Among ballets, Erich Wolf’s posthumous Zlatorog sue
following on the even number. Thus m this numbe The plays of Shakespeare often suggest their own
ceeded at Prag. Lendvai’s cantata Nippon was well re
ing the eighth mode (plagal derived from No. 7, the
music in part, for they are full of allusions to songs
ceived at Frankfurt.
fourth authentic) would begin on D, hav :
for it
and melodies that can be looked up and played now,
A wicked “April Fool” joke was played on the teno
keynote, and C for its dominant. Pope Gregory the
along with other compositions of that epoch Bu
Busseti at Treviso. When he was ready to start a cer Great who lived two centuries after Ambrose, is
as a general rule, let the music after each act contain solo, the orchestra suddenly began it at a high,
said to have limited the modes to eight instead of
tfnue the mood with which that act ended and
pitch than the composer called for. But Busseti turn,
change somewhat in the direction of the mood to be
the joke on the others by going through the selecti
tWThe beauty of this system is evident to those fa¬
found in the coming act. If the heroine has been
miliar with the Catholic service and the early church
without a break..
left starving in a snowstorm, for instance, let the
music written in this style. The motets and mad¬
“uVc bP pf.he.ic, Bu. we know .he. .he will no.
rigals of Palestrina, Di Lasso, and their contemporAN EMPEROR’S OPERATIC RULES.
be
left
to
die.
The
hero
will
come
along
just
in
aHes were often in Gregorian modes. Theunusua
Frederick the Great was the most distingui shed mi
time with an extra coat and a package of sand¬
intervals of these works offer many effects of sweet
cal amateur of his age, and his position gave him the
wiches at the very least; or the missing documents
and plaintive originality, even to modern ears. The
power to regulate the style of composition employ ;
will be found, so that she will become rich enough
LrgePnumber of modes, too, allowed great variety of
by the musicians of his period. For instance, he made
to wear Russian sable and lunch at the Savoy or the
effect. The dignity and force of the Japanese na
the following rules to be followed by operatic com¬
Hotel Astor. Therefore the music must not end
tional hymn will serve as a good example. As this
begins on D and extends not more than an octave
sadly, but should change gradually to a more
posers :
above it, remaining in that octave almost wholly,
cheerful vein.
, , ,
and showing some emphasis on A, it would co
But meanwhile London has been invaded by
uitterent
_ . 1... cuaiatici, as au adagio aria, which must
respond to the first (authentic) mode of the church
American rag-time. The sedate Times remarks that
be very cantabile to show off to good advantage the
system. The Scotch song, Auld Robin Gray (the
there is still a ray of hope if the music can be kept voice and delivery of the singer; in da capo the artist
older tune), begins and ends on E, lies mostly m the
separate from the weird modern dances that are
can then display her art in embellishing variations;
octave above, and has some emphasis on L; so it
sometimes supposed to go with it. Rag-time, how¬
then there must be an allegro aria with brilliant pas¬
gives the effect of the third (or second authentic)
ever, may need elevating. This tonal outcome of the
sages, a gallant aria, a duet for first male singer and
mode.
“rent rags,” or money-raising festivals of the ne¬
the prima donna. In these pieces the big forms of
OLD GREEK MUSIC.
groes, depends too much on one factor, rhythm.
measure must be used so as to give pathos to the
The old Greek music, on which these modes are
This is of course the most potent factor in its appeal,
tragedy; the smaller forms of time, such as two-four
based had a similar variety of modes and effects.
for even animals respond to it.
But variety of
and three-eight, are for the secondary roles, and f°r
As many as fifteen scales were given by some
melody and harmony is needed for good music.
these a tempo minuetto can be written. There must he
writers, but’seven principal ones were afterwards
Syncopation is sometimes present, but is not an
the necessary changes of time, but minor keys must
described. For the large lyre these were all much
important factor; Alexander’s Rag-time Band, for inbe avoided in the theater, because they are too mourn¬
like our minor modes without any accidentals (A to. tance has little or none of it. Lively rhythm is what
ful. The instrumental accompaniments must be simple
A on white keys), but they began on different
and clear.”
rag-time depends on. Now Beethoven’s 7th and 8th
pitches. The scales for the octave lyre were eightsymphonies are remarkably lively; and this suggests
He insisted upon a punctilious observance of these
note scales taken from the longer ones, biff always
the plan of replacing the rag-time of theatre orchestras
conditions, and strangely enough did not seem to real¬
starting with the same pitch. The intervals m these
with such bright music that the public will not miss
ize that they tended to cramp the inspiration of the
short scales varied accordingly, ar.d were the same
its rhythmic effects.
composer instead of developing it.
as white-key scales based on each of our seven white

Toll teSnnTng"’ the'modes* were

^Ued authenUc;
with the fourth below they were called plagah The
six authentic modes (each of which had it: o
nla^al mode) were like white-key scales beginning
on D E F G, A, and C. The plagal modes began
a fourth loWe in each case. The authentic modes
had the dominant on the fifth position, exceptor
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They have had their hopes kindled by these minor suc¬
cesses It was only when they set their feet upon a
foreign shore that they seemed to wake up to the fact
that there is a long, long weary road to be traveled
before the most promising one of them may hope to
make a successful Berlin dibut. And they are not even
yet aware that there is another long road from the suc¬
cessful dtbut in Berlin to the success of the routined

■What may be done to make the American teachers and
the American pupils take a “right-about-face” attitude
in *his important matter of virtuoso standards I cannot
pretend to say. Obviously, the majority of our students
are trained with no other view than that of musical
culture in the home. All cannot be virtuosos. Broadly
considered the most important branch of music teaching
is not that which makes famous artists but rather that
which brings music to the people. American people love
music, but musical atmosphere as far as establishing a
virtuoso standard is concerned does not depend so much
upon the love for music as upon the intelligent tech¬
nical understanding of mu^ic. This only the study of
music can give. It cannot be had from people who
set their critical ideals by listening to piano-playing
machines.

• artist of maturity.
But it is not always the teacher s fault. There are
scores of teachers in America whose standards are
just as high as the standards of the best European
artists
If these American teachers should go to
Europe they would be able to command much higher
fees and Americans would flock to Europe to stu y
ly surpass those in any
with them, but their loyalty to America is gradually
other German city.”
lifting the standards here. Some of them, however, go
Girl from Texas—"Why
to Europe after they have spent years of seemingly
do you think so?”
fruitless toil in America. Why is it that they work
Young Man from Kansas—"Why,
for years in America without making a single artist of
because the streets of Leipzig are named
the first rank, while in Europe splendid results are
after the great composers. How long
sometimes almost immediate? It is certainly not the
do you expect to stay in Berlin?”
teacher’s fault. It would be absurd to believe that the
New Yorker— ‘Oh, about six months, 1
teacher’s ability varies with the change m location.
should say.”
The fault must then lie with the American pupil, lne
Young Girl from California— Well, I
ideals of American pupils are not quite so high as the
am just going over to have a few lessons
ideals of the German pupils, and the so-called best
from Madame X. She gives freedom, you
in America are sometimes considered average, in
,w all I need is a little more freedom. Why
Europe. The American achieves a degree of facility
don’t tom go’to her? I should think she would be just
somewhat in advance of his classmates. He soon be¬
fine for you. I heard you playing in the salon this
comes the idol and admiration of his group.
Why
morning, and I was thinking at the time how much
Harold is the best pianist in town!” What more has
Madame X could do for you.”
•
„
he to work for? The applause he receives is indica¬
Boston girl, in a superior tone—‘Oh, wel1’ 1 m
tive of personal well-wishing rather than artistic dis¬
over to work up my repertoire, you know, and to breatne
crimination. This well-meant adulation of people who
some of the Berlin atmosphere.”
in many cases have had no possible means of coming
Young man from Kansas-‘‘We\\, I don’t suppose any
in touch with the lofty standards held by the great vir¬
of you ever played with an orchestra^ Ah, it is a
tuosos is one of the quick-sands into which the Ameri¬
wonderful experience. When I played the Samt-Saens
can student sinks before he is aware that his career is
concerto last week with our great orchestra at home,
in danger. Close your ears to praise un'.ess .the praise
they tell me I never missed a note. And you know there
comes from the highest imaginable source.
are some fairly difficult passages in that concerto
The student who has foolishly listened to the applause
But this superior young man has reckoned without his
of incapable judges goes to Europe with the expecta¬
host, for there are several members of this group ot
tion that he will be the object of as much attention as
young artists who have played with the orchestra at
in his home town. This condition of affairs, however,
home.
is by no means confined to those who come from vil¬
You can hear volumes of just such conversations on
lages but includes many who come from large cities.
every steamship going to Europe. And so they go by
Sometimes it takes months for the student., to awake
the hundreds and thousands, each full of beautiful en¬
from his egotistical trance and realize that he must
thusiasm. each confident that he will within a few weeks
compete with the great artists of the world. Do not
have the old world at his feet. Remember, I said going
ask yourself. “How does my playing compare w.th that
to Europe; it is different coming back. One is always
of Ethel Williams, who won the first prize and a real
more likely to be seasick on the westward voyage. In
gold medal at our conservatory last year ?” but rather,
fact, within a few weeks after your arrival in Berlin
“How does my playing compare with that of Busoni,
you will meet some of your fellow-travelers and they
Sauer, Carreno, Bloomfield-Zeisler or de Pachmann.
will tell you of their experiences. The young man from
The American teachers and the foreign teachers resi¬
Kansas has dropped the Saint-Saens concerto and has
dent in America have already raised the standards to
returned to his five-finger exercises, over which he will
such a degree that the necessity for studying abroad is
probably linger for many weary months. The young
becoming less and less. The. fault lies with the public
lady from California has been accepted by Madame X.
and not with the teachers. A man who would realize
on condition that she will spend at least two years in
his ignorance in matters of engineering, law, physics,
preliminary work with a preparatory teacher.
I he
navigation, chemistry or metallurgy and who would wil¬
young woman from New York has been advised to
lingly employ an expert to give him an opinion usually
extend her proposed “six months’ ” stay to a six years,
feels perfectly capable of criticizing any phase of musical
period of hard work. “Otherwise there is no hope.
art. Students find that they have won the enthusiastic
And, mind you, these are the “great talents of our
interest of the local minister, an alderman, the superin¬
country, and they would, many of them, he rated as
tendent of the high school or the popular choir master
the great talents of any country. Most of these stu¬
who has achieved his fame through indifferently written
dents going to Europe have given successful recitals m
church music, and assumes that the conquest of tlje rest
their home towns, and many of them in large cities,
of the musical world is an easy matter.
where they had personal friends to encourage them.

THE GREAT ARTIST TEACHER.
During the student period, leading up to the debut,
there are four great items of expense, besides many
minor ones, to be considered. There is really no sense
in a student’s going to Europe unless she is financially
able to avail herself of the advantages of Europe. She
is not even prepared to secure these advantages at any
price unless she is well advanced in her art. Great
artists simply will not accept beginners, or any one who
is anywhere near the beginning. A large proportion of
those who go to Europe never have any lessons from
celebrated teachers, but only with one of their many
assistants. But assuming the necessary preparation, the
young virtuoso must be prepared to spend at least fif¬
teen hundred dollars a year on the four main items here
enumerated. The first is the cost of a teacher. A
young artist will seek to study with some world famous
artist, perhaps at the beginning, because of the prestige
thus to be acquired. Very soon, however, she will dis¬
cover that this is the least important of the many
advantages thus to be derived. No matter how much of
a virtuoso she may be, she will find that there are great
undreamed of realms of artistry yet to be explored,
and the more she sees of her'distinguished master the
more she will feel that nothing else matters much if
onlv she can gain something of his musical insight and
power of understanding. Prestige is a poor substitute
for artistry. No one but a real artist can open such
doors into the wonderland of music, and some of the
great teachers are particularly generous to the appre¬
ciative young artist. There are many choice secrets
that only the few are in position to communicate.
I remember well my own experience. Before I went
to Europe I had been playing, as many other students
do, the most difficult concertos and concert pieces.
Some musical friends thought it foolish to go abroad.
I had giver, a number of successful concerts, and had
reason 'to believe that in some measure I had already
“arrived.” But what a tremendous awakening I ex¬
perienced on my arrival in Berlin 1 I simply had to en¬
ter the lists with the really great artists in order to
find out just where I stood. Fortunately I was not
discouraged; for away back in my sub-conscious mind
I had always felt my limitations, at least some of them.
But hundreds of American girls are cruelly discouraged
when they come to realize, as many do, that, instead of
a few “finishing touches,” they need to go back to the
very beginning. This is doubtless due in some cases
to the mistaken ideas of their former teachers. But it
is not always the teacher’s fault. I have seen pupils in
Berlin, who had played concertos in public at home,
weeping bitter tears as they wrestled in vain with their
major and minor scales. It is no easy thing to play a
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scale well enough to please a great artist A hundred
minntp differences will appear between his tone color

her concertos.

By this time they will appear like new

^Instead

employing

of

complicated

exercises

■SiHSkssss
lines The touch I am about to describe is
cated by Gabrillowitsch and other virtuoso pianist an.

to
from .he «houM=r

no hi the woodwind section.
Proraelv tl,e first mtromnt ever inv.ntedwas the
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ST StirS

.he five-finger exercises lave. been
with it for some time, one’s playing takes on an enUrely
different character. However one sh°ull unlike the
results before months of practice. It s
• The* drawings
orthodox methods that some teachers may not realize
for this purpose, but one must see
olaver many times to get the right idea.
with th, ■“■•‘T":split“ed.« of WO split
the usefulness of this touch at first.
■ • t ;s
P In the matter of elemental hand position the European
Prior to pressing the key the finger of the pianist is
teacher oTnote makes little change from the position
laid flat upon the key as in Fig. 2, No. 1. Upon pressing
generally adopted by the best teachers in America The
the key the entire pressure comes through the arm and
hand is held with the knuckles quite prominent the
the hand, still with the finger out straight, assumes t e
angle of both of the finger knuckles is obvious butnot
position shown in Fig. 2, No. 2. tamediateythetone
exaggerated the thumb is curved, the little finger is held
prises the flute (a d t
^ mctal tube closed
is sounded the finger is drawn inward upon the surface
piccolo), which is simply
^ blQw acrossr thgreby
straight and the other fingers curved in such a manner
of the key toward the player and the finger becomes
curved as in Fig. 2, No. 3. In this touch the force seems
that all joints are in evidence.
at one end but with a
, . ., tube ;n vibrato be concentrated in the very tips of the fingers and the
hand becomes vital and full of artistic sensitiveness^
This produces a tone which, no matter h°Js°*dy
pressed, can be heard in any part of a large auditorium
The relaxed arm should hang loosely on the finger-tip
as a garment hangs on a hook. Jhe muscular develop¬
ment resulting from practice of this kind is
shoulders and back rather than in the arm
Then the same five-finger exercise is used to develop
tone such as that employed in brilliant passage work
The hand is held in the same position as Ascribed
.t.nl. sounding an octave lower than the bassoon, .
above, and the touch is still from the shoulder, all the
corresponding to the double-bass.
weight of which is concentrated in the finger-tips, the
Owing to the differences of structure of the mou
finger, however, instead of being lengthened and curved
pieerthere is great difference in the tonei colo of t.
as before is now held curved throughout, and the result¬
All the weight of the touch comes from the shoulder
various woodwind instruments The
_
ing tone is brighter in quality. To avoid a metallic
and the wrist is held rather below the level of the
sound the key is never struck, but pressed, except on ■round tone, and the instrument is very agile. Mend
keyboard than above it. This position of the hand
X has used i, to perfection in his
very rare occasions when special effects are to De
gives the player what can only be described as a
Dream music, the velvety quality Pr°v,n.g. “.‘
“grip” upon the keyboard. It gives him a positive, con¬
gaThf same exercise is used for the staccato touch-the
required for his tonal excursion into fairyland.
.
fident feeling, rather than one of laxity which some
wrist is kept low. The key is merely pressed and imme¬
clarinet; With its single reed has a more golden qua! >
people confound with relaxation. The muscles under
diately released. When thus produced the staccato note
of sound. Its lower register (the chalumeau) is pthe arm behind the wrist feel strong and filledwith
can never be harsh. The weight is thrown from the
ticularly rich. Berlioz has said “The clarinet is an •
vitality, while those on the top of the arm and behind
shoulder and the finger-tips are sensitized. It is only
instrument. Its voice is that of heroic love. The cl ,
the hand are not strained in any manner. It is a posi¬
when they are sensitized that they can be capable of a
acter of the sounds of the medium register, imbued
tion'of the hand that makes for bigger, stronger, more
variety of color.
.
, .
a kind of loftiness tempering a noble tenderness, ren r
masterly playing.
(Miss Ayres’ excellent article will be continued in
them favorable for the expression of sentiments ;;
the August issue, in which she will tell of some of her
ideas the most poetic.” It may also be added that
interesting experiences in getting a start in America.;
clarinet, like the flute, is very agile.
The oboe, with its double reed, has a shriller, n
intense, almost nasal tone. It is particularly
TEACHING TOO MANY PUPILS.
adapted for pastoral ideas and many notable exarr
of this use of it exist in Beethoven’s Pastoral
BY WILLIS G. MARKEY.
phony, Liszt’s Les Preludes, Dvorak’s Symphony
the New World, etc. The English horn is si.
r
The trouble with many teachers is getting pupils
in quality, but lower in pitch. Its tone is somev .
enough, but, nevertheless, there are teachers who
more mellow, and is frequently employed in pass.
actually try to teach more pupils than they are right¬
of idyllic tenderness. The bassoon has perhaps a wider
fully able to instruct. Is it not better to raise one’s
variety of tone coloring than any other woodu ud
income by-charging a little more when there is such
instrument. It is known as “the clown of the or,
a demand for one’s services. Is it just to the teacher
tra,” and has certainly been made to produce some
>
to over-burden himself so that he has no time for
comical effects—notably in the clown mus c to Men
>recreation—healthful fun.
One teacher told me
sohn’s Midsummer Night’s Dream, and in many of die
recently that he had no time to keep up with the
Gilbert
and
Sullivan
operas.
This
name
is.
howi
r.
new music, no time to read any new books, no time
an injustice to the instrument, for it is capablp of g at
to get new ideas from the magazines. He even went
tenderness and also of a peculiar sinister effect wh ch
so far as to brag about the amount of business he
Tchaikovski understood to perfection, and utiliz d in
was attending to. This teacher will continue for a
his Pathetic Symphony.
little While, and then the very fact that he is letting
With so much individuality in the .component parts,
himself get behind the times by neglect will affect
it will be readily understood that the woodwind section
his work so that his pupils will besrin to drop off.
of the orchestra has nothing like the same homogeneity
Furthermore his physical energy will be sapped in
of tone that the string section possesses. The instru¬
such a way that everything he does will become a
ments are frequently used to sustain chords, or to
drudge to him.
emphasize certain melodic lines. Too much woodwind,
If you should have two seasons in succession when
unsupported by string, soon becomes somewhat weari¬
your calls are so full that you have to teach from
some to the ear. Moreover, there is a physical disability
early morning to late at night, why not follow some
which does not apply to the string section. The players
such plan as this? With every new pupil applying
insist upon a higher rate, telling the pupil frankly
of woodwind instruments have to breathe in order to
that your present rate is lower but that it applies to
blow, and frequent opportunities have to be arranged
old pupils only. All new pupils will have to pay the
for by the; composer. Nevertheless, the woodwind sup¬
advanced
rate.
Then,
when
one
of
your
old
pupils
plies an incredible variety of tone coloring to the mod¬
In describing the following method of securing a
drops out, do not fill that time with a new pupil,
ern orchestra, and many radical improvements in the
sinking tone, especially a tone calculated to fill a large
but devote it to self-betterment. In this way in a
mechanical developments of the instruments have
hall,' and at the same time a tone quite unallicd with
few years you should be able to raise your income,
enabled composers to avail themselves more freely of
anything suggesting pounding or thumping, the young
raise
your
efficiency,
and
at
the
same
time
have
more
■
this
wonderful group of instruments in portraying the
teacher should hot imagine that he is to abandon all his
leisure
for
yourself.
■widest variety of human emotions.
old methods and teach his young pupils after the manner
•

£
poTiti'on of the hand in the execution of this touch
even when well-made drawings from life are employed.

The Wisdom of Felix Mendelssohn
A Series of carefully selected paragraphs from Mendelssohn Collected Works, giving an insight into the philosophy of the Master

S5jr£tri«*w>

There is a great difference between reform and revo¬
lution in music. Reform is desirable in all things,
in society, in politics, in no matter what, as well as
in music, for it is directed against abuses and removes
what is ’ obstructive. But a revolution which over¬
throws and condemns all that was cherished and re¬
spected before is to me of all things the most repul¬
sive—it is in truth a mania, a fashion and nothing else.

popularity. I will not try to acquire it, nor seek after it,
and if you think that this is wrong, then I ought to
say rather that I cannot seek after it,. for really 1
cannot, but would not if I could. What proceeds from
within makes me glad in its outward workings also
and therefore it would be very gratifying to me were I
able to fulfill the wish you and my friends express;
but I can do nothing towards or about it.

What a divine calling is music! Though everything
else may appear shallow and repulsive, even the small¬
est task in music is so absorbing, and carries us so far
from town, country, earth and all worldly things, that
it is truly a blessed gift of God.
I now feel more vividly than ever what a heavenly
calling art is, and for this also I have to. thank my
parents. Just when all else which ought to interest the
mind appears repugnant and empty and insipid, the
smallest real service to art lays hold of your inmost
thoughts, leading you far away from town and coun¬
try. and from earth itself; that is indeed a blessing
sent by God.
Music for me, you must know, is a very solemn
matter; so solemn that I do not feel myself justified
in trying to adapt it to any subject that does not
touch me, heart and soul.
From the very first you took so k-nd an interest in
my Elijah, and thus inspired me with so much energy
and courage for its completion that I must write to
tell you of its first performance yesterday. No work
of mine ever went so admirably for the first time of
execution, or ivas received with such enthusiasm both
by the musicians and the audience, as this oratorio. It
was quite evident at the first rehearsal in London, that
they liked it, and liked to sing and play it; but I own
I was far from anticipating that it would acquire such
fresh vigor and impetus at the performance. Had
you only been there! During the whole two hours
and a half that it lasted, the large hall, with its two
thousand people, and the large orchestra, were all so
fully intent on the one object in question, that not
the slightest sound was to be heard among the whole
audience, so that I could sway at pleasure, the enor¬
mous orchestra and choir, and also the organ accom¬
paniments. How often I thought of you during that'
time. (From a letter to his brother Paul.)
My symphony shall certainly be as good as I can
make it, but whether it will be popular and played on
the barrel-organs I cannot tell. I. feel that in every
fresh piece I succeed better in learning to write
exactly what is in my heart, and, after all. that is
the only right rule I know. If I am not adapted for

Music is more definite than words, and to seek to
explain its meaning in words is really to obscure it.
There is so much talk about music, and yet so little
is really said. For my part, I believe that words
do not suffice for such a purpose, and if I found that
they did suffice, then I certainly would compose no more
music. People often complain that music is so am¬
biguous that what they are to think about it always
seems so doubtful, whereas everyone understands
words. With me it is exactly the reverse, not merely
with regard to entire sentences, but also to individual
words. “These, too, seem to be so ambiguous,, so vague,
so unintelligible, when compared with genuine music,
which fills the soul with a thousand things better than
words. What any music I love expresses to me is
not thought too indefinite to put into words, but, on
the contrary, too definite.

modestly depreciates Shakespeare, and the.philosophers
who proclaim Schiller to be rather trivial! Is this
new arrogant, overbearing spirit, this perverse cyni¬
cism, as odious to-you as it is to me? and are you of
the same opinion with myself, that the first and most
indispensable quality of any artist is to feel respect
for great men, and to bow down in spirit before them;
to recognize their merits, and not to endeavor to ex¬
tinguish their great flame, in order that his own feeble
rushlight may burn a little brighter? If a person be
incapable of feeling true greatness, I should like to
know how he intends to make me feel it. And as
all these people, with their airs of contempt, only atlast succeed in producing imitations of this or that
particular form, without any presentiment of free,
fresh, creative power, unfettered by individual opinion,
or aesthetics, or criticism, or the whole world besides;
as this is the case do they not deserve to be abused?
and I do abuse them.

Since then I have written a grand piece of music
which will probably impress the public at large—the
first Walpurgis Night of Goethe. I began it simply
because it pleased me, and inspired me with fervor,
and never thought it was to be performed; but now
that it lies finished before me, I see that it is quite
suitable for a great Concertstiick, and you must sing
the Bearded Pagan Priest at my first subscription con¬
cert in Berlin. I wrote it expressly to suit your voice;
and as I have hitherto found that the pieces I have
composed with least reference to the public are pre¬
cisely those which gave them the greatest satisfaction,
so no doubt it will be on this occasion also. I only
mention this to prove to you that I do not neglect the
practical. To be sure, this is -invariably, an after¬
thought, for who the deuce could write music, the most
unpractical thing in the world—the very reason why
I love it so dearly—and yet think all the time of the
practical! It is just as if a lover were to bring a
declaration of love to his mistress in rhyme and verse,
and recite it to her.
(Extract from a letter to the singer, Edward Devrient.)
Last'night, for the first time for more than a year,
I saw a German aesthetic paper. The German Par¬
nassus seems in as disorganized a condition as Euro¬
pean politics. God help us! I was obliged to digest
the supercilious Menzel, who presumed modestly to
depreciate Goethe, and the supercilious Grabbe, who

These are truly strange, wild and troubled times;
and let those who feel that art is no more, allow it
for Heaven’s sake to rest in peace; but however roughly
the storm may rage without, it cannot so quickly suc¬
ceed in sweeping away the dwelling; and he who
works on quietly within, fixing his thoughts on his own
capabilities and purposes, and not on those of others,
will see the hurricane blow over, and afterwards find
it difficult to realize that it was ever so violent as it
appeared at the time. I have resolved to act thus as
long as I can, and to pursue my path steadily, for at
all events no one will deny that music exists, and that
is the chief thing.
Then the emptiness of the music! (Auber’s Parisicmic) a march for acrobats, and at the end a mere
miserable imitation of the Marseillaise. Such music
is. not what this epoch demands. Woe to us if it be
indeed what suits this epoch—if a mere copy of the
Marseillaise Hymn be all that is required. What in
the tetter is full of fire and spirit and impetus,, is in
the former ostentatious, cold, calculated and artificial.
The Marseillaise is as superior to the Pansienne as
everything produced by genuine enthusiasm must be,
to what is made for a purpose even if it be with a
view to promote enthusiasm it will never reach the
heart, because it does not come from the heart.
Blue sky and sunshine benefit my very heart, they
are so very indispensable to me!
I shall never call any time lost in which I was happy
and bright, which I never could be in idleness.
Tt is fearful! It is maddening! I am quite giddy
and confused. London is the grandest and most com¬
plicated monster on the face of the earth. Hqw can
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ten useful teaching points.

I compress into one letter what I have been three
clays seeing? I hardly remember the chief even s and
yet I must not keep a diary, for then I should sec
less of life, and that must not be. On the contrary,
I want to catch hold of whatever offers itself to me.
Tilings roll and whirl around me and carry me along

Every afternoon Goethe opens his instrument-a
Stretcher—with the words, “1 have not yet heard you
to-day; now make a little noise for me.’
And then
he generally sits down by my side; and when 1 have
done—mostly extemporizing—I asl< for a kiss, or take
one You cannot fancy how good and kind he is to
me.' It does not strike me that his figure is imposing.
He is not much taller than father. But his look, his
language, his name, they arc imposing. The amount
of sound in his voice is wonderful; he can shout like
ten thousand warriors. (Written when Mendelssohn was
a boy of twelve.)
Why should I be forced to listen for the thirtieth
time to all sorts of variations by Herz? They cause
me less pleasure than the rope dancers or acrobats.
In their case we have at least the barbarous excite¬
ment of fearing that they may break their necks, and
of seeing that nevertheless they escape from so doing.
But those who perform feats of agility on the piano
do not even endanger their lives, but only our ears.
In such I take no interest. I wish I could escape the
annoyance of being obliged to hear that the public
demands this style; I also form an opinion of the
public, and I demand the exact reverse.
A PEN PICTURE OF BRAHMS.
BV P. I. TCHAIKOVSKY.

BY T. L. RICKABY.

Have Your
Pupils
Turn the
Page

Dropping
the Wrist

TEACHERS ARE FAR TOO PRONE
to turn the pages of the music while the
pupil is playing. They do this as a
courtesy and with the view of preventing
a break in the playing. It is a great mis¬
take not to train the pupil to do the
turning right from the start The pupil
must be taught to turn quickly and in¬
conspicuously. Duet playing affords ex¬
cellent practice in turning. When you.
are playing have the pupil turn the page
for you. It will compel him to follow
the music more closely. The accompanist
of all others must master the simple but
important art of turning the pages
smoothly and at the right moment.
Gertrude M. Greenhalgh.
TWO OR THREE of my younger pupils
show an obstinate tendency to drop the
wrist below the level of the keyboard.
This is particularly noticeable in the
left hand. The habit was apparently
one which was impossible to cure and
I was at my wit’s ends for a remedy.
Finally, as a kind of last resort, ,1
placed a cardboard strip along the front
of the keys. From the tops of this strip
arose the pointed ends of pins. This
“gentle” reminder soon effected a ctlre
and established a habit.
Mrs. G. C. Cornitions (California).

I Give Complete Lessons.
Unless a pupil gets something out of every lesson
that will enable him to help himself in the future
when away from the teacher, the lesson is a ai ure.
Therefore, endeavor to make, every lesson as complete,
comprehensive, and clear, as though you knew the pu¬
pil would not return.
II. Give Systematic Lessons.
In giving lessons make each one part of a regular
well-defined plan, carefully devised for each pupil and
be just as systematic, attentive, and thorough as if you
knew the pupil would continue his studies with you for

Brahms is rather a short man, suggests a sort of
amplitude and possesses a very sympathetic appear¬
ance. His fine head, almost that of an old man, recalls
the type of a handsome, benign, elderly Russian priest.
I HAD JUST BEEN READING Miss
Making
His features are certainly not characteristic of Ger¬
\my Fay’s most interesting book, Music
the Most of Study in Germany, in which she recorded,
man good looks, and I cannot conceive why some
learned ethnographer (Brahms himself told me this
a Lesson
with such detail, her lessons with Liszt,
after I had spoken of the impression his appearance
Deppe and others. It suddenly occurred
made upon me) chose to reproduce his head on the
to me that I might do the same with
-first page of one of his.books as being highly char¬
my own lessons. That is, after I had
acteristic of German features. A certain softness of
been to my teacher’s studio I might put
outline, pleasing curves, rather long and slightly
down some of the many fine things he
grizzled hair, kind grey eyes, and a thick beard freely
had to sav. I knew full well that they
sprinkled with white, all this recalled at once the
would never be printed as his renown
type of pure bred Russian from Great Russia so
was limited, but I felt that I should
frequently met with among our clergy.
benefit immensely. Since then I have
Brahms’ manner is very simple; free from vanity,
kept a sort of a diary of my lessons and
his humor jovial, the few hours spent in his society
I know positively that this plan has been
left me with a very agreeable recollection. Unfor¬
of immense benefit to me.
tunately I was forced to confess that, in spite of a
An Interested Amateur.
somewhat prolonged stay among them in Leipzig,
I had not got on very well with the most prominent
Flowers
WINTER AND SUMMER I always enrepresentatives of modern German music. The
/Hwavs
deavor to have flowers on my table in
reason was as follows: Like all my Russian musical
my music room. Nothing gives the room
friends, without exception, I only respected in
a note of beauty and home-likeness com¬
Brahms an honorable, energetic musician of strong
pared with flowers. I' have been in some
convictions, but in spite of all efforts to the con¬
studios so hard and so stiff that they
trary, I never could and never can admire his mustc.
seemed like cells. They seemed to sug¬
Brahmsism is very widespread throughout Germany:
gest anything but music. My idea of a
there are a number of authoritative people and an
studio is that, like the teacher, it should
entire musical institution especially consecrated to
be so interesting in all its aspects that
the Brahms cult, and he is considered a great man,
the student would welcome the lessons.
almost the equal of Beethoven. But there are antiFlowers are really a wonderful help in
Brahmsites in Germany and everywhere beyond the
making the studio interesting.
German frontier, with the exception perhaps of Lon¬
A Utica Teacher (New York).
don, where, thanks to the energetic propaganda of
Toachim, who is very popular in England, the great¬
Sports
IT IS SOME TIME since I left my
ness of Brahms is recognized to a certain extent.
Everywhere else there reigns complete ignorance
and Music work in music teachinS for business, ?nd
I must confess that I find it very hard
and ignoring of Brahms. But nowhere perhaps has
to keep up my practice. If it were not
he made less way than in Russia. There is some¬
for the monthly visits of The Etude,
thing dry, cold, vague, nebulous, in the music of this
with its collection of new music, I am
master which is repellent to Russian hearts. From
our Russian point of view Brahms does not possess
afraid that I might have some difficulty
melodic invention. His musical ideas never speak
in holding my own. I contend that
to the point; hardly have we heard an ajlusion to
every business man should have some
some tangible melodic phrase than it disappears in
favorite sport to provide the requisite ex¬
a whirlpool if almost unmeaning harmonic progres¬
ercise. I made it a rule to devote the
sions and modulations, as though the composer’s
same amount of time to practice that I
special aim was to be incomprehensible and obscure.
did to sport. Every month. I picked out
Thus he excites and irritates our musical percep¬
some piece in The Etude that interested
tions. as it were, yet is unwilling to satisfy their
me and learned that piece thoroughly.
demands; he seems ashamed, to put it plainly, to
Business Man.
speak clearly and reach the heart.

five years to come.
III. Play for Your Pupils.
. .
.
To teach a pupil to play a piece of music ts of little
consequence. To teach him to listen mtelhgenBy to
all pieces is everything. Every piece taken should rep¬
resent a class, and the pupil should be given the oppor¬
tunity of hearing many others of the same class, so
that he may recognize them readily when played by
IV. Make Your Pupils Independent.
A pupil in the third grade should be able to study
and learn unaided any piece of music in that grade
If not, then there is something wrong with the instruc
tion or instructor or both. Of course the pupil ma
be stupid or unmusical, in which case the teacher shoul !
discontinue the lessons.
V. Teach Music of Permanent Worth.
Teach no piece of music that will not be as beautif 1
ten years 'afterwards, as it is at the time it is In
taken. So-called popular music soon becomes unpo;v
lar. It is like the plated article as compared with that
of solid gold. Study nothing that will not "wear.”
VI. Grade Pieces Properly.
Every piece learned should become part of the pupil s
musical equipment for ever. If the pupil forgets pu s
as he learns others, then they are probably too difficult.
A pupil will become tired of a difficult solo and
!1
readily lay it aside. Pieces requiring less labor- Lull
in learning and retaining—will stand a better chain c
of being played oftener—and for a longer time.
VII. .Breathe Enthusiasm.
Much depends on the spirit with which a pupil enters
the studio. If he comes unwillingly or at least witL-ut
enthusiasm; if he anticipates small profit and less pb
ure; if he seems to lack interest and ambition let the
teacher examine himself. He may find something to
remedy.
VIII. Contented Pupils.
Just as much—if not more—depends on the spirit
with which the pupil leaves the studio. If the tea er
has had occasion to be severe, he must see tha
he
pupil understands that it was deserved, and remove
any feeling of anger or resentment, which woul< re¬
flect unfavorably on the work of several days.
IX. Teach Pupils to Help Themselves.
The best teacher is not the one who merely tells you
things, but rather is he who enables you or inspires
you (which is the same thing) to find out and do
things for yourself. (I know that this is a very old ■
and time-worn platitude; but it cannot be repeated too
often, for it involves a principle not generally acted
on—even if it is known.)
X. Beware of the Dull Pupil.
Dull, musically stupid pupils will always react un¬
favorably on the teacher. Should he refuse to continue
their lessons he will incur their ill will. Should he keep
them he will incur their ill will later, when they find
(as they assuredv will) that their outlay has brought
no results. “The tree that bringeth not forth good
fruit is hewn down;” —is it ought to be.

eyes fastened anxiously upon the notes, you i
piece through painfully to the end; you are not
when some one turns over two pages at onci
stick and cannot go on. But you are musical, i
new piece you anticipate pretty nearly what is c<
and in an old piece know it by heart—in a vv<
you have music not only in your fingers but ii
head and heart—Robert Schumann

[Editor's Note.—Daniel Gregory Mason, the author of " really intimate physical connection with the instru¬
this Interesting and practical article. «[ » gMa“on? He
ment, without forming, so to speak, one organism
with it, pick out certain keys by eye and strike them.
wasTbom1in° Brookline “3aBf£ in 1873. He graduated from
This is the way the average child starts the piano;
!f‘Tu^W^ieveXla n0ll;«entaPu^P
, and having so started he continues in the same way,
finding it the path of least resistance. In other
From, Grieu to Brahms, A Outdo to Music, 1 lie Apprecia
tion of Music, and A neglected Bense in Piano Blayinv
words he plays at the piano, instead of playing the
He has also composed a Bonata for violin and piano, ai
piano.. He has no vital connection with the instru¬
"few for piano, a Quartet for piano and s rings, a Pas
torale for violin and clarinet and piano, etc.]
ment; its keys, levers, and hammers are. not exten¬
sions of his own muscles, sharing his life, but
the true guide to the keyboard.
mechanical tools which he uses with more or .less skill,
Do you find it impossible to play a short piece with¬
but always with uncertainty. An unfamiliar piano, a
out hitting wrong keys? Are you a poor reader?
strange room, a glaring or dim light, “puts him out.
When you first sit down to the piano do you feel
Even slight fatigue or self-consciousness makes his
nervous uncertain of yourself, unfamiliar with the
playing go to pieces, because he has not good auto¬
instrument? Does the tone you produce lack singing
his"
matic habits to fall back upon. And.; ' 1 “s best l'
qualities? If the answer to these questions is Yes,
you may be sure that, however long
you may have been studying, and no
matter how good a method you may
be using, you have missed a prin¬
ciple as vital as it is frequently ig¬
nored, and that you are now prac¬
ticing, not too little, but the wrong
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This vital principle, like all funda¬
mental things, is so simple that it
will doubtless appear to you almost
childish at first, and you will find it
hard to believe that obedience to it
can lead to such varied excellences,
and neglect of it to such varied and
disastrous effects. Reduced to brief¬
est form, it may be thus stated: The
true guide of the pianist is not the
sense of sight, but that of touch.
The practical outcome of it is:
Resolutely refuse to depend on sight,
and your playing will improve in
sureness, in ease, in tone-quality, with
a rapidity that will surprise you.
THE FALSE GUIDE.
The habit of depending on the eyes
for guidance is a bad one that ought
never to be formed; but in nine cases
out of ten it is formed in early child¬
hood, because teachers do not realize
the importance of combating it, and
because it is physically possible with
the piano as it is not with the violin
or the violoncello. Did you ever see
a violinist look at his fingers? Long
practice has given him a far surer
guide than his eyes working at a dis¬
tance as they must, could ever be, in his sense of touch.
This tactile sense, located not only in the finger-tips and
all the skin surfaces, but also in the joints, thus enabling
him to measure distances with the utmost accuracy, car¬
ries his fingers to any point on the finger-board with the
speed and the precision of a machine. It would do him
no good to look; it would not even give him an illusory
sense of help, because the strings are not visibly
marked off in any way; hence he is obliged from the
first to depend entirely on the tactile sense, and,
consequently, develops it to a perfection found in
comparatively few pianists.
For it is the misfortune of the pianist—a misfor¬
tune disguised as a convenience—that he can sit
down in front of his keyboard, clearly marked off in
black and white keys, and, without getting into any

and absolutely. fatal to expert pedaling.
Many
schools of typewriting, again, now recognize that?
the natural tendency to look at the keys must be
checked at the start, and to this end make use of a
screen over the keyboard, which forces the learner
to make himself at once at home on his machine
through the unaided tactile sense.

HOW TO GO TO WORK.
Although I did not hear of this use of screens in
typewriting until some time after I had begun the
consideration how to develop the tactile sense in
piano-playing, my attention was first called to this
subject by Mr. Edward J. de Coppet, well known
in musical circles as the founder of the Flonzaley
Quartet. I early hit upon the same device indepen¬
dently. Unless one is blindfolded,
or the room is dark, it is almost im¬
possible to resist stealing a furtive
glance at the hands from time to
time when one gets into “a tight
place.” The necessity of guarding
against such surreptitious glances,
and at the same time of being able
to read the music on the piano desk,
suggested the use of a screen. The
cover of an ordinary pasteboard box
such as tailors use may be simply
slipped under the desk if the piano
is a grand; in an upright some fast¬
ening with strings may be necessary.
The screen need not be long enough
to hide the. extreme ends of the key¬
board.
Before starting in with the screen,
young children, beginners, and those
in whom the tactile sense is sub¬
normal, will need to give a few min¬
utes daily to the following prelimi¬
nary exercise for developing the
hand-span sensations.
Play various intervals, such as a
fifth (C-G), an octave (C-C), and
so on, with the thumb and little
finger, noting with great attention
the exact sense of the hand-span
that goes with each. Then, clos-.
ing the eyes, adjust the hand for
each interval in turn and strike at
random anywhere on the keyboard,
noticing by ear whether it is correct.
-'■- Smaller intervals, such as seconds,
thirds, and fourths, should also be
v simple device t R insuring finger accuracy.
practiced with the thumb and second,
third, or fourth fingers. Practice this first with one
touch is apt to be hard, because he strikes the keys
hand, then with the other.
instead of pressing them.
ORGANISTS AND TYPEWRITERS.
The case of the organist is instructive in this mat¬
ter. He has, in the pedal keyboard which his feet
are to play, a temptation to use his eyes akin to that
of the pianist, but less difficult to resist because this
keyboard is below him, where he has to crane his
neck to see it. Constant craning of the neck in this
way in order to see the feet is so obviously bad form
in playing that all good organ teachers forbid it,
and all good organists pedal by touch. Those unfor¬
tunate players who, through having either a poor
teacher or none, have once contracted this ducking
and dodging habit, find it highly difficult to break,

SPACE MEASUREMENT BY HAND-SPAN.
The object of this preliminary exercise is to cul¬
tivate the power to measure by the sense of exten¬
sion in the muscles or joints all the intervals within
the span of the hand, a power which is in constant
use in all good playing, and which may be called the
foundation of all tactile skill. Probably no pianist
is completely without it, but in some fairly good
players it is surprisingly rudimentary. I have heard
of people who, with their right-hand thumb placed
on middle C, could not add E and G with the third
arid fifth fingers, completing the common chord,
without looking. The earnest student need not be
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Adjust the screen, and sit it down squarely
.middle of the piano, or the least shade to the left,
placing the right foot upon the damper pedal to
locate yourself with absolute certainty.
(borne
teachers accomplish this by seating the pupil invari¬
ably in front of the piano key E just above middle
C.) Placing the right hand on the keyboard, a little
to the left or just above the right knee, you will find
the thumb slip in to the pocket where lies middle C
(just at the left of the two-black-key group). Touch¬
ing this thumb with the other now, and letting the
left hand take an octave span, you will find its little
finger on the'lower C with which its melody begins,
a position which it will make sure of by lightly
touching its own two-key-group. As the piece con■ tains no large jumps, the rest will be merely a matter
of hand-span sensations, corrected all along by the
finger-tip feeling of the black-key groups. ■
HOW TO MANAGE WIDE JUMPS.
For all simple pieces of the earlier grades it will
be found that these finger-tip and hand-span feelings
will be sufficient guides, and that their use will soon
give even, the-slightly advanced player a sense of
“surefingeredness,” of confidence and ease, as de¬
lightful as it is novel. But there is one more element
in the tactile sense that will be found requisite for
more difficult music. This is the feeling of the space
traversed by the hand sideways along the keyboard,
resident in the elbow and shoulder joints, and en¬
abling us to measure distances of over an octave as
accurately as the hand-span feelings enable us to
measure the smaller intervals.
Another example will make this clearer than much
description this time—Chopin’s second • nocturne
(Opus g, No. 2). Ex. 2.
In starting, your right hand will first of all get its
B flat by finding the “pbeket” an octave above mid¬
dle C. But what of the left hand? That depends
■ on whether you have unconsciously been making
large use of the tactile sense, or not. If you have
(as thousands of pianists have without ever thinking
about it at all), you will find that your little finger

COMMONSENSE HELPS IN TEACHING
LITTLE FOLKS.

able private girls .scho°\.’^dTv; °ell-known New

discouraged, however, if his first conscious attempts
in this direction prove disappointing; nor need he
demand of himself perfection in the preliminary
exercise before advancing to the next. Once one s
attention is called to the tactile sensations, it will
be found that all practice will in some measure
develop them. The main thing is to persevere, to do
all you can by feeling, and to give your ey< s a long
and well-earned rest!
EXPLORING THE KEYBOARD.
Those who fancy that they are thoroughly familia
with the keyboard, and who have indeed a good
bowing acquaintance with its
Five-and-thirty black slaves,
Half a hundred white,
will find a surprising strangeness about it when they
begin to make more intimate exploration with their
finger-tips. Fasten up the screen and let us begin.
Here is an apparently infinite series of smooth, cool
little platforms, oddly, maddeningly alike. How to
find our way about among them? The solution lies
in learning to observe constantly the difference
between the groups of two black keys and those of
three, to keep the fingers ever questing in and out ot
' the spaces or pockets between them. Thus the
organist does with his feet and thus we must learn
to do with our fingers. This part of the work
requires no special exercises, but is to be done with
any and every piece.
For example, suppose you are studying bchumann’s The Happy Farmer (.Album for the Young,
No. 10), Ex. 1.

•! that
tv-of iin a large andwhere
fashion¬
time picturesque detad
the
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BY MRS. KATHARINE B. HOLLISTER.
“We do less than we ought unless we do all that we

with it.

finds that E flat and plays it-how you do not know
(It is really by an automatic because long habitual
use of this arm space-measurement we are discuss¬
ing ) But if, on the contrary, you find it impossible
to strike the E flat without looking, then you will
have to go to work and develop the sense by prac¬
tice
Find the B flat to the left of the middle L
pocket measure a fifth down to E flat by hand-span,
change from little finger to thumb, and another
octave down gives you the desired E flat. It sounds
very complicated, but it will soon become second
nature.
,
, .
But now again, you may find that your hand jumps
up to the chord, G and E flat, instinctively, spontane¬
ously, guided by the arm space-measurement, and
similarly manages the other jumps of more than an
octave scattered all through the accompaniment—or
you may have to grope for them all. No two players
have the power quite equally developed; what is easy
for one is hard for another; the great point, how¬
ever, is that “practice makes perfect,” and that what
you think an impossible leap in the dark to-day you
will find yourself taking a month hence with debon¬
air unconcern and a sense of free motion that will
remind you of what flying must feel like. One
curious point you will notice. The right hand, so
superior in in'any respects to the left, does not take
wide jumps as easily or as certainly. The jump
from B flat to D in the fourth measure of this noc¬
turne is much harder than an exactly similar one
would be for the other hand. The reason is that,
in waltz accompaniments and the like, the left hand
is constantly having to make such jumps, and so
learns to do them far better than the hand whose
special function is melody. The remedy, of course,
,s again practice, practice, practice —with the screen.
The piano student who has tried the above exer¬
cises for himself, and applied the principles underly¬
ing them to all his practice and playing for even so
short a time as two weeks or a month, will begin
already to get an inkling of all that the tactile sense
can do for him, and will practice thenceforward with
ever increasing enthusiasm. The dreariness of end¬
lessly repeated mechanical movements will be a
thing of the past; the keyboard'will cease to seem a
treadmill, and will become a magic realm where
adventures are to be found; all playing will have the
fascination of a game, the never-ending interest of
discovery. The distressing" fear of striking wrong
keys will constantly abate as one becomes daily
more sure-fingered. The nervousness ,fhat comes
with any change in light or surroundings to one who
plays by eye will be reduced to a minimum in one
who can play almost or quite as well in the dark "or
with closed eyes, as pianists like Josef Hoffmann,
Gabrilowitsch or Paderewski are so apt to do. The
ability to read will advance by leaps and bounds,
once the eyes can rest undisturbed on the music,
where they belong. The tone-quality of the touch
will become deeper, richer, more musical, as pressure
takes the place of striking. These and many other
improvements will gradually make themselves felt
as the player develops day by day his trustworthiest
and only sure guide—the tactile sense.
It is pleasant to be able to add to this brief and
merely suggestive sketch of a method, that reveals its
full value only in practical use, that it has already re¬
ceived the hearty approval of many musicians of
authority and wide experience. Thus Mr. Harold
Bauer states that it “has been a special point in his
teaching for some years,” and Mr. Ossip Gabrilo¬
witsch writes: “There is no doubt in my mind that
the tactile sense in piano-playing has never been
sufficiently appreciated, and I have often felt, guided
by my own experience, that more time and attention
ought to be given to practicing the piano without
the use of the eyes.” Similar opinions have been
expressed by such well-known Americans as Mr.
Arthur Foote, Mr. Clayton Johns, Mr. Arthur Farwell, Mrs. David Mannes, and many others. It may
be worth mentioning as a practical and at the same
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HOW TO MAKE SUMMERS MUSICALLY
PROFITABLE.
BY WILSON G. SMITH.
In askin- me to contribute to the symposium involv-

or'artlstic’progress, which of course makes consiclecable difference in what I might h*” “ ° JentThe

i&xsz? ? rsssr

taught me that the human machine is like any othe ,

summer work is so planned that it brings a change
of thought and action from the winter routine
°s wellThen, to devote the summer to supplementary
work of such character as will give
a stimulating rest from the problems of studio rou¬
tine. For this reason I advise a course of reading
agreeable to the season-including not on y muse
subjects but those of kindred topics. There is mm H
stimulus in the biographies of artists and musicianv
The closer we get to the personal touch the m. c
understanding we have of great men and their wo. ■
It may seem paradoxical, but personally I find mi 1
to stimulate me in my work in reading our mm ai
dictionaries, wherein one can find epitomized -he
aspirations, hopes and accomplishings of the m.,ny
who have been actuated by impulses similar to air
own. Also, I believe thoroughly in enlarging on, s
vision and horizon by familiarizing one s self with
the kindred arts of painting and literature.
a
matter of mental relaxation, fiction reading ha- its
uses and value; but it is from our essayists that "ne
can get the best returns in the way of mental st unulus. Whatever gives us mental light, of nece-_-'ity
broadens our appreciation of music. For certainly
the art of music is not wholly emotional and tem¬
peramental. The best musician is he whose mperament is dominated by intellectual control and
the wider his general knowledge the more con rehensive is his grasp of the fundamental princip!
of
musical art. To acquire technic is the least o: the
necessary accomplishments of a musician. It ; but
the vehicle for the expression of the poetic.
no¬
tional and intellectual principles of interprets r art.
For students it may be well not to neglect
eir
chosen instrument entirely during the si
ner
months. Practice just enough to keep the a: stic
interest awake, but let it be more in the spirit of
relaxation than that of obvious duty. Chan
of
environment is also a desirable thing at times To
see the same things, and meet the same people
cry
day dulls our perceptive faculties. What
all
need at times is a tramp along the open and fr ndly
road of observation. New scenes beget new ideas,
and a man really does not know his own pei sonal
equation until he comes into contact with others of
different views and opinions. Comparison is a real
art stimulant. Get out of the rut of mere routine.
It is on the main-traveled road of progress that we
find out just where we stand in the procession of life.
Summer then is a good and opportune time to let
our mind do some main-road traveling and see what
others along the highway of progress are striving
for and accomplishing.
You will probably find many who have passed you,
but remember that with a sturdy artistic stride and
courageous spirits you. too, will eventually arrive.
Besides, your journey will be lightened by the com¬
panionship of many kindred spirits.

The ancient Jewish instrument known as a Shofar
has a singular suggestiveness in this day when we
think of the goggled gentleman who runs our auto¬
mobiles and goes under the name of chauffeur, with
his ear-cracking horn. The Jewish Shofar was a kind
trumpet which was supposed “to frighten away the

C°ln equipping yourself for teaching the beginners in
class do not fail to possess books which cover the fol¬
lowing subjects: Musical Notation, Musical Rhythm,
Formation of Scales and Chords, Ear Training, Tabic
Practice, History of Music, Musical Biography. It is
not always practical to teach direct from these text¬
books. Study them thoroughly and use the material
they contain, according to the requirements and ability
of the little ones. Each pupil should possess a musical
tablet or writing book.
_ .
Do not endeavor to teach the lines and spaces of the
staff perfectly in the first lesson, the value of the notes
in the next, the formation of the scales the next, etc.
Divide your work for each lesson as follows:
Ten minutes Staff drill.
“
“
Time drill.
“
“
Scale and chord writing.
“
“
Ear training.
“
“
Table practice.
«
“
Memorizing from the blackboard.
Once a month use part of the class hour for reading
a little musical history and lives of the composers.
Encourage the little ones to ask questions. ‘Have them
bring written ones every week. Many children puzzle
over things they forget to ask about during the lesson.
So much for the class lesson; now let us consider the
private lesson.
.
.
Whatever system of technic you use master it in
every detail. Books of technic should not be placed
in the hands of beginners, but the exercises should be
dictated and form a part of each lesson from the very
first Use the metronome (every teacher should own
one) and bring them up to the proper speed. Never
let the pupil drag the tempo. Do all you can to culti¬
vate a correct hand position and a good tone produc¬
tion At the end of the year the pupil should be able
to plav with a clinging legato, a crisp staccato and a
light purling touch. If that much is accomplished you
are laying a good foundation for the future. Have
them play the scales one octave for the first two
months. Set the metronome at 72, using quarter notes.
Then commence two octaves and add eighth notes for
the daily prac ice. Insist upon evenness and clearness,
seeking to make the child express earnestness and de¬
cision. Most pupils will be able to add another octave
and play triplets before the end of the year A few
may accomplish four octaves and sixteenth notes.
Using short velocity exercises will help much towards
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pupils. Here is an idea for a descriptive recital show¬
ing first grade work:
In Nature’s Garden.
...
Sing, Robin, Sing...Spaulding
On the Deep Sea.Steinheimer
Early Morn .
••••Lmdsay
Music of Labor.
'
,
In the ..riV'^h
Little Spinning Song.Ellmanreich
At the Villagi Blacksmith’s..A. II. Lange
Fairy Tales in Tone.
Hansel und Gretel.Engelmann
The Wishing *Carpet.Tlugbee
Musical Fairy Book.Sartono
Moods.
... ,
Jolly Thought . Nitsche
Silent Wish .
Sartorn
Heart’s Ease .
Forest
Characteristic Sketches.
Robinson Crusoe .•.1 nU
The Happy Farmer.Schumann
Tally-Ho .
vSwlft
Some will think this is a lot of work to undertake
for the first year So it is, but it is possible. Just
try it. It calls for an earnest, energetic, enthusiastic
teacher. One who is determined to master difficulties
and succeed in her chosen work, and who knows that
“There is always room at the Top.”
THE

DESPONDENT VERSUS THE
OVER-SANGUINE PUPIL.
BY HARRIETTE BROWER.
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Eternal vigilance is the price of your pupils prog¬
ress and of your reputation as well.
You have quite a different mentality to deal with
in the doubting despondent, one who “loves music,
but doesn’t think she can ever learn,” and who is
so self-conscious that she can hardly be depended
on to go through the simplest piece before others
with reasonable correctness. How greatly piano
playing is a matter of character; how it reveals the
inner spirit of the player!
THE DOUBTING PUPIL.
I have one of these doubting pupils in mind at
this moment. She has not much gptifjxde for the
piano, but has studied it for years. Each season
she begins her lessons with the remark that she
doesn’t know why she does it—perhaps she had bet¬
ter be doing something else. She fears to play her
pieces for others, as she imagines she will not do
herself justice. When persuaded to make the at¬
tempt in the presence of friends, she chooses some
little trivial thing, and afterwards is vexed with her¬
self because of the choice, when others in the room
who don’t play any better and have not studied
half so long, can sit down at the piano and per¬
form acceptably. Fear stiffens her arms and. fingers,
causing her to make angular, jerky movements,
which distort the contour and contents of the piece.
Hearing these distorted sounds does not tend to
steady her nerves nor make her playing more co¬
herent. And so she dreads to attempt anything
worth while, fearing “she may spoil it.” Technically
and musically, she is quite able to cope with mod¬
erately difficult music, were it not for these un¬
fortunate doubts and fears, which seem to stand in
the way of her progress.
Flow watchful and loving the wise teacher must
needs be in order to handle this sort of hentaFty.
The despondent and doubting pupil can be gently
encouraged and in time gradually drawn away from
her foolish fears. Let her play pieces full of rhythm
and life, that are quite within her capability. They
ought to be learned so thoroughly that they can
be recited note for note. Encourage her at all times
to play for her family and others, and have her play
at your student musicales. Help her to forget her¬
self in the doing of the th:ng, in the pleasure she is
able to give others, in the meaning of the musicin anything that will take her out of the rut of selfcentered thought. Fear is the first thing to get rid
of in piano playing; a wise teacher can do much to
■eradicate this disease by well-directed effort.
While encouragement is the keynote in handling
the shy and doubting pupil, a wise repression is at
times needful to hold back the over-sanguine one.
One cannot become a concert player in two years
nor five. It is a growth with most of us; but we
are bound to reach some of our ideals after persistent
effort. It is one step at a time, one difficulty fitter
another conquered. No 'slipshod hurry will accom¬
plish anything.

At first thought it may seem that the sanguine pupil
is the one above all others to be desired; that the
interest and enthusiasm shown by the teacher must
find ready response and reflection in such a mental¬
ity. Alas, however, it may be a case of zeal without
knowledge, and the result foolhardiness.
For example, you give the venturesome pupil a
new piece to study, carefully going over a part of it,
each hand alone, noting the various pitfalls and
providing for *hem. You request that only a part
of the piece be prepared for the next lesson—only
just as much as can be profitably studied. What
is your surprise on finding the whole piece brought
in for the next lesson, but in such an indifferent
condition that you want to hold your ears at the
errors of time and tune.
“Don’t you see that ‘haste makes waste in music
study, as in everything else?” you say at last.
“But I wanted to do it all and surprise you; I
thought you would be pleased.”
Then you patiently go over it all again, pointing
out mistakes in notes and time. You start the met¬
ronome and show where the rhythm is quite faulty:
you find that no care was taken to count aloud or
use the metronome at practice. With many cau¬
There are many excellent instruction books for chil¬
tions, you recommend more careful study. At the
dren. Some are suitable for those under eight years,
COMPELLING INDEPENDENT FINGER
next lesson the piece goes better, but far from per¬
others for those over ten, and there are a few practical
ACTION.
fect, even at half the required tempo. • What is your
for children of any age. A teacher should be able to
dismay
when
told
that
the
piece
had
been
exhibited
BY MAUD WIMPENNY.
see exactly what a child needs and, when necessary,..to
the day before, at a girls’ club musicale.
write out short measures if the book does not give all
“Why didn’t you play something you had really
Independent finger action is produced quite as much
that is required for one pupil, or if it goes a ea too
learned?”
by mental direction as by incessant practice at the
fast for another.
,
“Oh, they’ve heard my other things, and I wanted
keyboard. Every teacher realizes how impossible it is
Do not neglect sight reading. It should be a part
to do a new piece.”
to go ahead until independent fingering has been es¬
of every lesson. Material for this should not be studied
There is nothing you can say—the mischief has
tablished. Sometimes it is wise to hold 'one of the
by the child at home. The teacher should possess a
been done. You feel as though in. some Way a blot
pupil’s fingers gently down upon the keys while the
collection of the very easiest duets and insist upon one
had been cast on your reputation as a teacher; for
others are, permitted to play. After a short period
being read through at each lesson. Let the pupil
you are sure that some of those people have made
remoye your hand and ask the pupil to try to imagine
remarks on your ability, or unpleasant comparison-,
understand that as few mistakes are to e ma e
that the finger is being held down by some gentle un¬
between the performance of your pupil and that of
possible, but if a wrong note is struck she is o go
seen pressure. In this way he will learn to send
the
other
girls.
You
especially
wished
for
their
ahead and not step to correct it.
thought into his fingers and make them obey the
good
opinion
on
this
occasion.
Had
you
imagined
Encourage memorizing from the start. Let them
bidding of his brain. The pupil learns to hold down
the g'rl would dare to do this thing, you might have
learn a few measure hands separately, then together.
one finger without effort while the others play a kind
prevented it, but now it is too late.
Give them a very little at a time, but let that httle be
of a game of see-saw. The main thing, however, is to
She plays the piece for you now. and her many
thoroughly mastered. Much of the material out ot the
have the pupil get the right mental concept—get him
errors seem to be magnified tenfold; yet she is un¬
instruction book can be memorized and every solo given
to realize that, he can pour a thought into his fingers
perturbed—the mistakes do not seem to worry her.
just as instantaneously as an electric current pours
during the year. Choose solos with words, when pos¬
You patiently correct and explain, until every point
into the bulb of an electric light when the switch is
sible ; never let them be more than two pages m en= >
has been made clear. Then with caution to refrain
and see that they are of entirely different character
from playing that particular piece, for others until
from one another so as to cultivate different touches
it has been thoroughly learned, your pupil departs
He who weeps over a pretty piece of music cannot
phrasing, rhvthm, etc. Every solo given should be
w;th the promise on her lips. You hardly believe
be wholly depraved. Though his heart may be covered
tone picture, and appeal to the imagination of the chi d.
she will keep it; in fact, you hear that she has per¬
all over with rubbish, there will be found .blooming in
See that they interpret these tone pictures correctly.. formed the same composition for friends at home.
the
little openings some gentle flowers, small and
By this time, however, the piece is under somewhat
Do not think that until a child has studied for two
crippled to be sure, but endowed with vigor enough to
better control, so you need not.be so anxious about
or three years she will not be able to play anything
cause them to grow as soon as light and warmth are
it; you make an inward resolve to prevent a renetiof interest. It is quite possible to make up a very
admitted.—Carl Merz.
tion of such occurrences by your over-sanguine pupil.
interesting little program given entirely by first year
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EARS THAT HEAR.
Y AUBERTINE WOODWARD MOORE.
The hoy in Norse folk-lore, who won the princess
and half the kingdom by his brave efforts, was a lad
accustomed to grasp the golden opportunities that lay
in wait for him. He went through life with his ears
and his eyes wide open, and permitted neither sound
nor sight to escape him.
It is the unusual individual who can thus apply native
equipments to the best advantage without experienced
guidance. In the average case, the senses, as all else
we possess, need fostering care to prepare them for
the highest service.
This care is much more apt to be exercised in mat¬
ters of vision than in those of hearing. From earliest
infancy the child is told to look, and is taught to dis¬
criminate in regard to color and form. Before he has
reached many years he is pretty familiar with the
appearance of surrounding objects. He is rarely ad¬
monished to discriminate in regard to what he hears,
and yet his environments are as full of sounds as of
sights.
Walt Whitman speaks of the tones of unseen mystery
that were ever about him, and that long untaught he
did not hear. So it is with most people, but there
are not many who, of themselves, grasp as Whitman
finally grasped the exquisite meanings in the volume of
sounds. This was possible for him because he was a
poet, and because he lost no opportunity of hearing
goocj music.
Even those .thinkers who do not place hearing first,
admit that next to seeing it is the most extensive and
valuable of our senses. One great philosopher has even
conceded that sounds may be so contrived as to arouse
more profound emotions than can be kindled by objects
of sight.
That which is conveyed to the brain by the ear is
known as sound, though, in very truth, until it comes
to affect the perceptive part of the ear it is nothing but
a vibration of the air caused by a tremulous motion
of the, body from which it is propagated.
Owing to the mystery that envelopes even its raw
materials, music is too often regarded as an exclusive
art. If people would but consider, it would soon be
recognized that there is more or less mystery about
everything in life. Indeed, there is many a door to
which most of us cannot find the key, but faithful
endeavor will bring us at least to the threshold of
numerous delightful hidden treasures.
THE LANGUAGE OF TONES.
Every normal individual has a right to an early ac¬
quaintance with the language of tones, which is as
fully a part of our native heritage as is that of speech.
Primitive man groped his way dimly to utterance in
both' languages. Through the material exigencies of
advancing civilization speech gained the earliest devel¬
opment, but now, at last, music has reached the high
estate of which its beginnings gave promise.
Not every one possesses ears like, those of Heimdal,
warder of the rainbow, who could hear the grass
sprouting from seed in the earth and the wool growing
on the sheep’s back. There is no one not physically
disabled whose hearing cannot be quickehed to a high
degree. Nevertheless, by the time most children come
to the music lesson their ears are not only unawakened,
they are almost hopelessly dulled. During the period
<>f acquiring the technical and theoretical rudiments of
voice or piano work they are too apt to become wholly
deadened.
UNWAKENED EARS.
A young girl once said to me, “My teacher tells me
I must listen to my voice when I practice. I try to
listen, but I do not seem to know how. I cannot tell
whether I am singing true or false, or whether I am
producing the tones the right or the wrong way.” The
poor child had gone to the singing lesson with un¬
aroused ears, and there were so many difficulties with
which she and her teacher must grapple it seemed out
of the question to make amends for thoughtless neglect.
_ Many musical sins are committed in the name of the
pianoforte, for which this unlucky instrument is not
of itself to blame. In the first piano lessons the band
must be guided to a correct position, the fingers, wrists
and arms trained, the eye accustomed to decipher notes
on the printed page and to find their proper places on
the keyboard, and the rudiments in general taught.
Often the pupil has reached quite advanced mechanism
before it is realized that he has not learned how to
listen.

below the a and c spaces. Write the < and o and below
the next
n
thTm add middle r or the a onn the
line below mid.
die c or a on the top line of the bass staff, 0r the /
on the fourth line, or d on the middle line of the bass

If parents were not in such haste to have their chtidren make a pyrotechnic display on the piano that e
ers fear to lose pupils if demands in this respect are
not met, there might, in spite of all obstacles, be found
time to remedy the early lack of ear training, it might
also be said of mind training, as well.
•
“Make haste slowly,” says the old adage, and if this
could be considered in the music lesson many wrongs
might be righted. If time could be taken to compel
the child to listen from the beginning of his course
and to discern the different nuances of tone different
kinds of touch produce if he were made to think, as
well as to listen, all might yet be well. The pupilmight develop slowly, but his growth would have, a
solid foundation, and it could never be said of him
that his mechanism was beyond his intelligence. More¬
over, the round, warm, beautiful tone he acquired in
practicing his simplest exercises would also beautify his
most complicated chord and passage work, and the
noblest compositions he might attempt.
SENTIMENT AND SENTIMENTALISM.
We have long since swept past the day when the
piano was regarded as incapable of expressing senti¬
ment, and we have learned to distinguish between sen¬
timent and sentimentalism. Let us see to it that our
rising generation of piano players learn to use the
instrument as a means of expressing the finest, purest,
most profound sentiments.
Among thousands of piano students are found very
few artistic pianists. Far better results would be at¬
tained if the aim from the outset were artistic achieve¬
ment, and if the pupil were constrained to mate artistic
conception with technical attainment. By such a course
alone can music become the educational force for which
its inherent qualities fit it.
“He that hath ears to hear, let him hear.”
TEACHING

CHILDREN TO
PEDALS.

USE

THE

BY WILLIAM BENB0W.
With what easy finality we say to the child,
“Use the pedal with every change of the chord.”
Usually the little fellow has only a very vague con¬
ception of what a chord is. How many notes make a
chord on the printed page? Sometimes two; often
three, and four. Frequently the child will hold a whble
note in the bass while the right hand dances about with
four different chords in quarter notes above this bass.
How is the child to tell whether he can hold the pedal
down for the whole measure or not?
Manifestly, the whole question resolves itself into a
preparatory course for the eye. It is the eye that must
have been trained to see that these four chords are
simply reduplications of the three letters of the rootchord. Here is where the training in writing chords
gets its strong sanction. Writing, as Bacon said, makes
an exact man. This is true even when onlv copying
^ order The
* “°re
Chord training by means of the eye should be adapted
to the needs of the pupil. As long as the child is get¬
ting acquainted with the geography of the key of C
use only the primary chords of that key. As prelimi’
nnrv
him notes ,*_i
•
^
nary, use two
in combination
first.
TakeF
c. then c and c—on different positions of the treble
and bass staves. Then , and g. Let him write them
,
t lem: ”sln5.tl>e Pedal, so that he gets the
fourfold operation of hand, foot, eye and <
at once.

EYE TRAINING IN CHORD STUDY
Two outstanding facts will be absorbed by the student
if he is properly encouraged to look for them The
first grows out of the fact that the common chord is
bu.lt by placing the third and fifth above the root To
the eye this means that such a chord orinteH
*
perpendicular impression resting on either three spaces
or on three lines. The chords based on middle
on the g above it are on lines, and the chord L 1 d
/ (first space, treble) is on space!
positions of the chord, he can be trained to see w
any three-note combination resting on two spaces and
on a line not touching either space sounds well o"
combination on two lines and on a snare nJT
either line. Take the chord of f in the fir J .t0Uch!nS
and build it from « on the seco/d space
“T?*!on
c on two spaces with the / above on the too line A ^
with a on the first added line-or "on thes LV™"
above the staff. Or, the same thing holds good 2f £

The next thing to help him in this connection is to
get him to see that a combination of. notes on tWo
spaces and two lines not touching those spaces are
consonant. As example, c and g on the lower lines of
the treble staff harmonize with c and e, or with e and
g on the upper spaces: or, going downward, the notes
b, g and e on the space above, top space and third space
respectively of the bass staff will harmonize with the
original e and g.
The other outstanding fact is that when the eye, in
reading from one chord to the next, §ees a note in the
second chord placed one degree higher or lower than a
note in the first chord, he will recognize that that is a
signal for a change of pedal. Similarly, ii taught the
use of his ears, he will see that a scale run of any
kind is not the place for the pedal.
AN INTERESTING COROLLARY.
As a corollary to the point just pre
pearance of the notation—the child w
write the arpeggios of the primary chi
apprehend that a chord which is plan
of f, a, c on three spaces in one ■ placed an octave higher or lower, fall
Beginning on the space below the bass
is on spaces; next octave, above lines;
treble; next, lines at the top and above
Perhaps one of the best ways to dev
sciousness is by showing the child \\
Have him hold the pedal down and pla
make the sensation as acutely disagree
use the chromatic scple in that way.
While it is true that the most deli
pedal is dependent primarily upon the
average player, who will have to read r
music, this training of the eye is imb
such time that the student has learn.
chord as soon as he sees it. This, h.
great deal of time. Meanwhile, if thi
neglected, the student drops into a well
able habit of indifference as to the pedal
LEGATO AND STACCATO PT

Good staccato and legato are very di:
and, therefore, require a great deal'..! tion on the part of the student. In I
the wrist must be kept steady to such a
coin balanced upon it remains in |„,,,n
the playing of the passage. One i,„v
rmsed until the next descends. Fur pr
be found useful to play scales and exernlowing manner:

ed—the ap¬
- taught to
will readily
the chord
will, when
ibrec lines.
: the chord
. spaces in
reble.
pedal con¬
not to do.
scale. To
,, possible,
use of tile
,<•( for the
most of his
sable until
bear the
r, takes a
ual help is
: ineradic¬
ct.
YING.

t to attain,
and attento playing
.ree that a
■ 11 roughout
nst not be
mg it may

“finlStafat° playing ‘he best is what is known as'
from theafCato’ t*16 fingers being made t* > spring up
were touif aS,quickly as Possible, as though they
a^cat walkimf mo'te,Vm ta'- "rother words, “like
of stacSto nLnh0t,briCkS ” There ;>r(' various kinds
staccato etrt^'"8 Wnst sta<*ato, wrist and finger
he devoted .
Ut Special attention and work should
«sedTtides S TT°’ Si"ce this is ‘he kind most
muscles of the *, ati
develops and strengthens the
degree8 /ntc ™
^ *> a very remarkable
and equality are
WC as legato Plu-ving precision
he not onlv in f
iSt, lmP°rtant, and the equality must
not only m touch but in time
»

P““ - Ho. .o Pln.v

America there exi
3S 11 is true that t0‘day in
‘o the study of ™ YJUSt. about the same indifference
ago for the studv "l'1?01"1 that existed twenty years
that the average
harmony. It is not surprising
counterpoint if
,n!' who has a vague notion that
avoid it; but fn pe .y uninteresting should wish to
know that it mav h™ ,ntelligent teacher, who should
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cently, the greatest ovations you will receive will not
BORODIN’S LETTER TO HIS WIFE.
Liszt, a cosmopolitan 6f astounding culture, was
be sufficient for you!”
Yena, 12 July, 1877.
Tears of joy ran down the rosy cheeks of Vera
great and sublime in everything he did. He was
_Vera Timanov told me that Liszt had
Timanov. Liszt patted- her and kissed her on her fore¬
altogether unique in his pedagogic ability. _ A great
settled his lesson for Monday next at four o clock. I
head. She took his hand and kissed it. It became a
number of famous pianists, who studied the piano under
decided to go to him just at the same hour, as I was
habit of his pupils to kiss his hand, and he rewarded
his direction, attained wide fame and were performers
anxious to know and to see how he would give his les¬
the compliment by kissing their foreheads or in giving
of the very first rank. We have only to remember
son to his pupils. Liszt never receives visitors while- them a short pat on their shoulders, in case he wished to
several of the living artists, such as Emil Sauer, Eugene
giving lessons. It was just four o’clock when I arrived
awaken their attention to something.
D’Albert, Sophie Menter, A. Siloti and many others
at Liszt’s, and strictly obeying the advice of Baroness
His connections with his pupils were exceedingly
belonging to Liszt’s piano school.
Neinendorf I asked the servant to introduce me to
hearty, intimate, very far from reminding one of the
Consequently Liszt played a great part in the de¬
behavior of the ordinary German professors towards
Liszt, as I was the visitor invited to be present at the
velopment of the pianistic art and his influence upon
their students. He was like a father or grandfather
lesson. It was absolutely necessary to do this, as
it is hardly valued at its true worth. A writer in
to his children. Sometimes he could be sarcastic,
otherwise the servant would have refused to introduce
search of the personality of the great man will be
especially while speaking of the Leipzig musicians and
me to Liszt. Entering the room I saw a young gentle¬
quite astonished to find only a few sketches from his
their school.
man (he was a Dutchman) sitting at the piano and
pupils on his class-method and his way of training
Liszt never chose a piece for his pupils himself.
playing a piece by Tausig. Liszt stood near the piano.
his pupils, sketches which will remain precious docu¬
Nevertheless they often asked him if they might play
About fifteen pupils were gathered round him. “At last
ments for enlightening the past of one qf the most
this piece or another, as it had often happened that
you are here 1” exclaimed the grey-haired master, see¬
illustrious musicians who ever lived. Consequently all
he
did not allow them to continue to play a piece.
ing me, “please, give me your hand. Well, why did
notable observations coming from those who were
“Leave it,” he exclaimed in this case, “what a fancy of
you not come yesterday? I was very sorry not to have
present at his lessons are all the more valuable, _ as
yours to play such a nasty thing.”
yoU here. I could have shown you that I am still
Liszt did not like to receive visitors while giving
able to play Chopin’s Sonata well!” He introduced
LISZT’S INDIFFERENCE TO METHOD.
lessons. He seldom made an exception, and solely in the
me to his pupils. “They are all famous pianists!” he
He is quite indifferent to the method of tone pro¬
cases of those with whom he was in hearty sympathy
said, laughing, “if not at present, in anticipation!” The
duction demanding exaggerated special motions of
and full confidence. Such a one was Borodin, the illustri¬
group of pupils hurst out into a loud laugh, without
the
arms
and fingers. However he made every effort to
ous composer of the mighty group of Russian musicians
any shyness. “Do you know we have settled our les¬
bring about the right expression and style. His pupils
at Petersburg in the second half of the last century,
son for Monday quite unexpected,” continued Liszt,
are generally well-advanced pianists. They play in a
M. Balakirev, Cesar Cui, M. Moussorgski, N. Rimski“the reason for this change was a demand of Yera
quite different manner as far as the methods of em¬
Korsakov and A. Borodin, who became representatives
Timanov, who can do with me what she likes. She
ploying the arms and fingers are concerned. They
of the new Russian school. Liszt was one of the first
wished to have her lesson to-day—there was nothing to
represent many wholly different systems and methods
to recognize the great beauty and high musical value
be done—I was obliged to do so.” There was again
of training. Liszjt never asks them to'play after hjs
of their works. He spread them over the world, per¬
an outburst of laughter upon the part of pupils.
own particular manner.
forming them himself and asking other musicians to
The lesson lasted two hours and a half. Vera
have them on the programs at their concerts. Liszt
LISZT’S PERSONAL ATTITUDE.
Timanov asked him to change the day for the next
seemed to be especially fond of Borodin’s music.
“Now, let us go to work!” said Liszt, and the inter¬
lesson, as she could not practice, having to play at the
Borodin, who for a time was a surgeon, on his
rupted lesson went on. Liszt sometimes stopped the
concert at Kissingen.
sojourn in Germany, called on Liszt and they were not
pupils in their playing, sat down himself at the piano,
“She is always acting in this way!” exclaimed Liszt
slow to make friends. Liszt saw in Borodin a new
gave advice in a serious way or spoke to them with
laughing, “but, please, listen, what will happen if I do
brilliant star to illuminate the path of the musical
real “humor,” but was always warm-hearted, bringing
not consent to it? She always will make me act, ac¬
future, and Borodin venerated the old man, admiring
merriness and hilarity into the company. He never
cording
to her fancy.”
his greatness as a genius and as a warm-hearted man.
became angry, never lost patience and his pupils never
“Now,” he became serious and said to his pupils,
He was entirely intoxicated by his kindness and
felt themselves hurt by his remarks.
“will you come on Saturday next ?”
geniality. Borodin called Liszt his “Grey-haired Venus
“Please, try to play a la Vera,” he repeated some¬
“Of course! we will come! Of course, we will! We
at the Venusberg” in his letters to his wife—which by
times. * He laughed heartily when a pupil could not
the way, are the most interesting, sympathetic refer¬
will come!” was the answer of many voices.
perform a' piece well, and when this latter insisted that
“Well,” concluded Liszt, “the lesson will be on
ences on Liszt.
he could play it Liszt brought him to the piano key¬
Borodin was lucky enough to attend a lesson given
Saturday.”
board again and said, “Now, please, show us how you
by Liszt. He saw the old man acting as a teacher,
It seems that Liszt has a great penchant for Vera
cannot
play
it!”
and gives a lively picture of his room and his-pupils,
Timanov. After one of her brilliant performances of
Liszt, although very intimate in his behavior, with
gathered round him. Liszt was at the climax of his
a piece he exclaimed, “Bravo, none of you could per¬
his pupils, was always delicate and polite in his re¬
pedagogic activities and having the nameless some¬
form it in such a way!”
marks and saved their amour-propre.
thing that enables one to sway the minds and hearts
The pupils started going away. Liszt accompanied
Vera Timanov performed his E Flat Major Rhapsody,
of his pupils, he created the bond which united them
them to the entrance, helping them in their dressing.
which she had prepared for a concert at Kissingen. He
to him. Borodin gives a vivid word photograph of the
Several of them kissed his hand and he kissed them
gave her very good advice, at last sat down at the piano
master, so that the readers see him acting, speaking,
on the forehead. He seems to be a great lover of the
and played it himself with his fingers as strong as iron.
walking, giving advice to his students.
“This movement must sound like a triumph at a pro¬
female sex (ein grosser Weiberfreund).
.The meetings of Borodin with Liszt happened three
cession!” exclaimed Liszt as he started from his seat,
When all were gone he looked after them and said
times at intervals of several years and were always
took Vera by her arm, walked along the room, singing
to me, “If you could only know what good people
of a hearty nature, as their friendship had always the
the
melody
of
the
Rhapsody.
they are! What an intensity of life!”
stamp of the most intimate kind. The letters about
The pupils were again brought to laughter. Vera
“Yes, this is real life.” I replied, “and you, dear
these meetings are the most interesting pages written
Timanov repeated the Rhapsody and performed it ex¬
master, you are the creator of it 1”
about Liszt. They were gathered by W. Stassov, an
ceedingly well, with all the new details, advised by
illustrious writer on Russian music and art, a«d Pub¬
Liszt.
lished after Borodin’s death. Liszt died in 1886 and
When she had finished Liszt said to me, “Das ist
Borodin in 1887. Borodin was twenty-three years
My idea is that, music ought to move the heart with
doch ein famoser Kerl, die kleine Vera! (She is a
younger than Liszt.
.
sweet emotion, which a pianist will never effect by
famous fellow, the little Vera) and then addressed to
The following are parts of Borodin’s letters to his
mere scrambling, thundering and arpeggios—at least not
Vera the following words, “If you perform the Rhap¬
wife, in which he speaks of a lesson he witnessed at
from
me.—Bach.
sody in the same way at the concert as you did re¬
Liszt’s home:
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better to get some of the collections, which will last the
pupfls fof some time. First and Second Grade^dy
Pieces, by Parlow, is excellent, and also Standard first
and Second Grade Pieces, compiled by Mathews. Treat
them kindly, and do not complain of them among your
pupils who have been more advantageously circum¬
stanced, and with whom you can apply m°dern me*od*’
and you will be able to accomplish much good without
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SOME OLD MUSICAL LEGENDS.
BY E. N. STEAD.
Music has played such an important part in the
growth of the human race that there is small wonder
if a number of legends dealing with music have inter¬
twined themselves with the long tale of joy and suf¬
fering, beauty and squalor, mischief and wisdom that
makes up the history of our civilization. The follow¬
ing stories have been selected from Engel’s Musical
Myths and Facts. Many of them deal with the love
affairs of princes and kings after the good old style
of the fairy tales of o.ur youth. There is, for instance,
a Greek story of a prince who loved flute-playing more
than he loved women, and consequently fled from his
father’s court when the time came for him to marry.
He sailed from home* only to be shipwrecked on an
island. Here he became a gardener in the palace
grounds, but the sound of his flute, played ravishingly
in the light of the moon, attracted the attention of
the king’s daughter, who fell in love with him. His
royal birth was discovered, and his misogynous ten¬
dencies overcome by the beauty of the princess, so
all ended merrily with marriage bells.
Many of the stories are less aristocratic than that
already given, and deal jovially with the affairs of
the common people. There was an old ‘ farm house
situated near the River Elbe in Holstein which was
visited by a lively but invisible flute player. The
trouble began in the cabbage-patch from whence the
sounds of flute-playing were first heard. Gradually
the player came nearer to the house and finally took
up his abode there altogether. He pervaded the sit¬
ting-room, garret, cellar and even the bedrooms, and
no one quite knew 'where he was going to be next.
He was a jolly fellow, however, and would always
play the tune asked for by the children of the house,
or the servants, or laborers. Sometimes when the
dairymaid was busy in the dairy she would hold out
an apple in her hand and call for a tune. In a moment
the apple would vanish, and the. music begin. Gradu¬
ally the flute-player became a nuisance. He developed
mischevious habits, such as breaking the windows and
turning the kitchen topsy-turvy. At midday, when the
family was at dinner, it sometimes happened that the
large dish of stew before them was emptied in an
instant by invisible hands. The members of the family
would then jump up and run about the room beating
the air with their spoons. When t they thought they
had at least driven the fellow into a corner of the
room, they would suddenly hear him playing his flute
maliciously in another corner. Eventually a clever per¬
son from the neighboring city drove the unwelcome
guest from the house by means of queer rhymes and
smoke.
“THE JEW IN THE THICKET.”
•A quaint and amusing story is that of “The Jew in
the Thicket.” It tells of a young peasant lad known
as “Honest Heinrich” because he was as honest as
he was poor. With a few coppers in his pocket he
set out from his native German village to make his
fortune. On the road he met a little grey man, very
old-looking, who accosted him for alms. Honest Hein¬
rich was so touched by the.old man’s poverty and
age that he emptied his pockets and handed his few
remaining coins to the beggar, and went whistling
on his way.
“Hallo! Wait a bit,” said the old man. “Thou art
an honest fellow and.I will help thee. Thou shalt have
three wishes, and they shall be granted thee.”
Heinrich perceived at once that he had to do with
an Onnerersk-^-one of the little folk who live in golden
halls deep under the mountains. So he touched his
cap and after thinking a moment, replied:
“Well, sir, let me have a fiddle which when I play
upon it makes everyone dance. And let me have a
blow-pipe with which I shall be sure to hit everything
I shoot. And my third wish shall be that whenever
I ask a favor of anybody’they shall grant it.”
All these wishes were readily conceded, and Hein¬
rich went away anxious to test his new possessions.
He had gone along the road only a mile or so before
he came to a thicket in the midst of which was a magic
bird singing most beautifully. Nearby stood a Jew,
counting money which had recently come into his pos¬
session through no desire of its original owner. Owing
to the magic of the bird’s song,1 the Jew was rooted
to the ground, and unable to move. As we have al¬
ready hinted, however, he had particularly -good rea¬
sons for wishing to get away from the neighboring
city as rapidly as possible, and on'seeing Heinrich’s
blow-pipe he called out:
“A good piece of money I would gladly part with
if thou couldst procure for me that charming bird.”

Honest Heinrich promptly took his blow P pe
instantly killed the bird. At once the J
;se(i
but instead of offering the gold piece he had promised,
he commenced to make all manner of e
j
,
crept further into the thicket. Whereuponi Hemr.cn
took from his back his magic fiddle. At the first s
of the bow the Jew began to wobble, and as the musi
increased the dancing began in earnest.
Up and down the thief danced, screaming with pan
as the thorns stuck into his feet and legs but Hein
rich kept on playing until at last after a wild crescendo
from the violin the Jew offered all his gold if Hein¬
rich would only stop playing. The fidd er complied,
and the mortified Jew handed him the bag of gold,
and made off as fast as his sore legs would permit
him. Honest Heinrich went on towards the town, in¬
tending to surrender the gold to its rightful owner,
hut on the way he was met by a watchman, who ar¬
rested him for stealing the gold and dragged him
before the judge. In vain the unfortunate young man
pleaded his innocence and described how a Jew had
given him the money. The judge only laughed at
him, saying, “A likely story! A Jew gave you the
money, indeed 1” So poor Heinrich was condemned to
death.
Now in that city, a public hanging was regarded as
something of a festival, and was much enjoyed, es¬
pecially by the women, who wept copiously all the time
the criminals were being hanged, but nevertheless thor¬
oughly relished the excitement. As soon as Heinrich
was brought forth they were much moved by his manly
bearing, and the judge readily acceded to his dying
request that he might be permitted to play his violin
once more before going to his death. The Jew, who
was among the bystanders protested, but the judge
ignored him, and accordingly Heinrich began to play.
Immediately the whole crowd, including the judge and
the Jew, commenced to dance as if they were crazy.
The faster and the louder Heinrich played, the more
wildly danced "the mob. The judge, the parson, the
hangman, the doctor, the burghers, women with chil¬
dren in their arms and young maids, were forced to
dance with the utmost exertion. Even the dogs and
the horses joined in. “Hold! stop! hold!” cried the
judge. “Thy life is spared, only put aside that dread¬
ful fiddle!”
. As soon as Heinrich heard the judge’s promise of
acquittal he stopped playing and descended from the
gallows. At the foot of the steps he discovered the
Jew, and immediately threatened to give a private re¬
cital for the Jew’s own personal benefit, unless a true
confession was forthcoming. In a moment the ter¬
rified Jew confessed to his crime, and was promptly
strung up in place of Honest Heinrich, who continued
his wanderings, and soon became famous.
THE MONK OF AFFLIGHEM.
Towards the end of the eleventh century at the
Abbey of Afflighem in Dendermonde, East Flanders,
when the pious Fulgentius was Abbot, an old monk
whom no one ever remembered having seen before,
knocked at the door of the monastery and announced
himself as one of the brotherhood. The pious Abbot
Fulgentius asked him his name, and from what coun¬
try he had come. Whereupon the monk looked at the
Abbot in surprise, and said that he belonged to the
house. Being further questioned, he replied that he
had only been away a few hours. He had been sing¬
ing the Matins, he said, in the morning of the same
day with the brethren. When, in chanting, they came
tp the verse in the ninetieth psalm, which says: “For
a thousand years in thy sight are but as yesterday!”
he pondered upon it so deeply that he did not per¬
ceive when the singers left the choir. He remained
sitting alone, pondering over the words. Presently
ht heard heavenly strains of music, and on looking
up saw a little bird which sang with a voice so enchantingly melodious that he arose in ecstasy. The
little bird flew to the neighboring wood, whither he
followed it. He had been only a little while listening
to the song of the. bird, and now in coming back
he felt bewildered. The appearance of the neighbor¬
hood was so changed he scarcely knew it again
When the pious Abbot Fulgentius heard the monk
speak thus, he asked him the name of the Abbot and
the king who governed the country. And after the
monk had answered him and mentioned the names
it was found to the astonishment of all that these
were the names of the Abbot and the king who had
lived three hundred years ago. Whereupon the monk
lifted up his eyes, and said:
“Now indeed I see that a thousand years
but
as one day before the Lord.”
He then asked the pious Abbot Fulgentius to admin
ister to him the Holy Sacraments; and having de
voutly received them, he expired.

Tean Ingelow’s little poem, called The Singing Bird,
suggests the reason we so dread to play for our friends.
It is the fear of making a mistake, or of breaking
down Now many of us have little mus.cal reputation
to lose (so much the better!), and very little actua.l
knowledge or attainment (so much the worse!); never¬
theless we want, if possible, to prevent the dreaded
attack ’of nervousness. There is a method of avoiding
this sense of incapacity, though it need not necessarily
take the form prescribed for me by a kindly old Ger¬
man professor. I had to play a long piece at a pupil’s
recital concert, and my knees shook throughout the
performance. My teacher kept whispering to me,
“Take bress take bress (breath), and finally when
I had come’to the end-for there is an end even to
twenty-eight pages of music-he said, Very good; but
you must eat more steak!” Perhaps the “
k treat¬
ment” may seem a little too drastic for >
people,
besides being a little indirect. If so. th
.flowing
suggestions may be found even more effecti :
FIVE IMPORTANT PRINCIPLES
First: If you are not a capable sight-n
never
consent under any circumstances to play
simplest
thing, solo or accompaniment, without havir
id some
rehearsal beforehand—this is especially n
isary if
accompanying a singer or instrumentalist.
Second: When not playing from mem
do not
attempt to use old ragged sheets that are li
to slip
to the floor, or to tear in turning. Use a g
edition.
Very often the music rack is too low, c i ially on
grand pianos, and consequently the music I mgs over
like a garment on a wash-line. In cases oi his kind
a book with stiff covers should be used a
support
It is also a good plan to stitch ybur music ■ a sewing
machine about a quarter of an inch from th hack, and
then carefully crease each page, so that i may be
turned easily.
Third: Select music which is of a lower m ulc than
you play in private. Do not worry aboiii j aking a
good impression. The object is to give p! isure to
your friends, not to “show off.” You will nuke a far
better impression by playing a simple pier
. uh real
feeling and with complete confidence, than ! flounder¬
ing through something more pretentious. ! f
u really
wish to contribute towards the enjoyme • if your
friends, it is an excellent plan to select a
pieces
well within your powers, and memorize them liven if
you do not actually play from memory " ■ n your
friends are present, it is better to plav as
as pos¬
sible from memory, and to keep the notes
ire you
to give you confidence.
Fourth: If you are away from home, wit!;.nit your
music, and quite sure that you cannot play
enough
to give enjoyment, do not attempt to do : . but say
frankly that you are not prepared. Decline gently but
firmly, and let no amount of “coaxing” chance your
decision. Your friends will soon learn that It is not
coaxing that you want. If you are prepared however,
go at once to the piano, and do not hesitate to play
more *an one Piece without waiting for some*
saY» Oh,
.. simple piece for
say,
°h, do nlav
play annthprt”
another!” Play a
the hrst, to gam confidence. If vou do this vou will
FT,/,. TPriSe y°Urself °»
second number.
u
i,i ^ry t0 bave enough pieces in your repertoire
to be able to suit your mood. Even the best of us
ave moods. Indeed, a musician without moods, who
, ays P,aycd with the cold precision of a refrigerator
shnwvT r be ,ntolerab,c- It is hard to play a light.
b£lhant P,ece w|ien in the mood for a funeral
flirtimr
n0t depress your fHends, however, by inifa,dlrg.e uP°n them, unless the occasion warrants
soothing wbv," -“uV m°°d’ play s°mething quiet and
5’ W'th ncb harmony. or well sustained melody,
served tbe'” j may scem trifling, yet if carefully obmve rdeo y d° I?UC,T to be,P the nervous person to
nestl/desire^do * fHends-whidl most of us ear‘
intensel^hnmS V'2![ns ,are thieved by many to be
tell vou that*1*!?* rTbat 'S tbere are violinists who will
womZ \
1,fe °f a certain instrument has been
the life
p,ayinK- One writer states that
instrument ;!
'S less than ‘hat of a man if the
is character5 constantly played upon. The violin loses
after great nd !tS v'tabty’ which only returns to it
isconi ,‘Care;nd lo"S rest. How7 much of this
estimate. ”
“d h°w much is fact is difficult to

doubt.
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talent.

Conducted by N. J. COREY
Jv years the Etude has earnestly
. an oi wiiicu piupvwj u
~
lartmeni is ucsigucu w
lusicai i-ucuij,
~sT.nilirtpq that are unaccomechnical problems pertaining
rs department. Kindly observe j5department? is opento all readers without charge of any kind.
e and address of the sender. TL
BECOMING A MUSICIAN.
i T did not understand where the board was
!e placed In the device, described dn the^Angnst
in nnv -wav harm tne action ul iu«
2 Have studied music by myself
including harmony and hlstory^and

“Tonestlv

sufficient speed to play any composition? —G. R.
1 The lath is to be placed on the framework of the
piano, directly over the hammers so that the felt bangs
down between the hammers and the wire. The hammer
will then strike the cloth which will deaden the sound
from the wires. The Etude would not knowingly print
any advice that would prove injurious to an instrument
in its application.
. .
2 Because a person is engaged in t-clung music is
aot' always a proof that he or she is a well informed
musician. Unfortunately, there are many music teach¬
ers who never acquire any knowledge except what was
taught them in the class room. It ought to be apparent
to any student, however, that the class room is only the
place where one’s study is directed, and there is not time
to communicate any considerable amount of information.
The function of the teacher is more one o
\side from training, lie can only guide arid direct the
pupil in his search for knowledge. It is true tnat m
every community there are many amateurs who are far
better informed than many teachers.
Flaving difficult compositions is by no means solely
dependent upon the speed, at which one can play the
scales. The musical education necessary for this is, a
very complicated .and complex matter.

keep on with your constant drill and effort to teach her
to notice by calling her attention to every lapse.
Sometimes, however, the failure of pupils to correct
notes and passages that have been learned wrong comes
from mere indolence, which, however, is hardly more
than an extension of the fault I have mentioned to the
entire body. This experience is not individual with
vou but comes into the work of practically every per¬
son’who teaches, sooner or later, and often with dis¬
tressing frequency. In regard to memorizing do not
at present try to have her memorize her regular work.
She should begin on some exceedingly simple extract
of a few measures, a single page piece for example,
and a certain amount of time given daily to it until
memorized. If the brain is at fault, however, memor¬
izing may be impossible.
CULTURED AND NON-CULTURED.
te:iUtVey“hi.Cneofapeoplen\n °very
.
omnstances ’ The pupils I have are unable t° take
as often a's they should
Please do n.rt «dvtae
awaT^thTfco montbfa^a tim£ for PSnch
Sods°aretAUi?e Impossiblen^th fuch people as
I mention. They do not think their cmidren are
"0g kSnof t^molf|mcJincalUwaya oTteaching
f pupils.”—B. H.

theemoneytfoTmybchlTd’s muffical education.”—A. J.
Rapidity of advancement in music is a purely relative
matter. It is always difficult or impossible to state
definitely just how much a certain pupil should progress
in a given time. Some progress with exceeding great
rapidity for a time, and excite a great deal of comment
because of it, and then suddenly seem to come up
against an impenetrable wall and can go no farther, or
at least only with difficulty. One sometimes also en¬
counters the reverse of this, slow advancement followed
by a period of almost incredibly rapid progress. For
this reason it is always dangerous to predicate with
exactitude in regard to any pupil. The progress made
by the great musicians has almost invariably been very
great when they were children. iThe infantile careers
of Josef Hoffmann, Otto Hegner and Pepita Arriola
are still fresh in the minds of all. These, however, are
extreme cases, and there have not been many who
have played so brilliantly at so early an age. Judging
by the average pupil the progress made by your daugh¬
ter is remarkable, and if she is as fond of music as
your letter indicates she ought to have every possible
opportunity. Thousands are endeavoring to prepare
themselves for a professional career who exhibit no
such capacity. You should see, however, that she has
the very best teacher in your city. It is impossible to
say from this distance whether she plays her second
grade music after these few weeks with correct finger
action. Oftentimes the class of music played does not
indicate so much in a pupil’s capacity as the manner
in which it is performed. If you can find a reliable
teacher in the city in which you live, one whom you
can trust; you would better have a consultation with
him.
A NUMBER OF POINTS.
a. i uavc a girl of five who piays pieces m
first grade. What should I do to develop her

I know very well the class of pupils to whom this
inquirer refers. Such pupils belong to the ignorant
population, and are so poor that they have been unable
in any manner to come in contact with matters of
culture, especially with such abstract matters as musi¬
cal progress and teaching methods. Their brains are
sluggish from generations of the same kind of life, and
they are totally incapable of understanding any method
of teaching that does not at once show them that their
STUMBLING.
children are learning to play tunes on the piano. In
„„ T
,vho has been taking lessons
some' of the manufacturing communities there are
thousands of these people, often almost entirely for¬
rises 8 Is
tack of concentration? Placing a
eigners. There are hundreds and hundreds of con¬
mark over the notes sue has played1 wrong does
not seem to help her th correct the mistakes.
scientious teachers who are so situated that they are
2. She is unable to ^memorize. Shall I insist
obliged to work among them. All the articles about
■upon her attempting
advanced principles in teaching avail ‘them little or
Whenever I read of this class of pupils I always feel
nothing. It is absolutely useless for them to attempt
like resorting to current slang, and saying, You have
anything among these people except something that
drawn a lemon.” You never can make an orange o
will show immediate results on the piano, even though
of a lemon, no matter how much sugar you put in it.
the results be very rudimentary. A little tune thumped
There is little question but that such brains as thout with one finger of each hand would mean a
foregoing are in an incomplete condition. _ There is
thousand times more to them than any amount of
something lacking in the physical construction of he
demonstration as to the advantages of a years pre¬
organ. Such people got through the world without notic¬
liminary study in a kindergarten method
ing anything. Everything has to be brought forcibly to
The stubbornness of such minds is incredible to those
their attention. Like everything else the stumbling
who have never come in contact with them. Should
you try to show them that it would be better for the
habit becomes fixed. Some students actually practice
child to practice two weeks on the table they would be
stumbling with great diligence. When you go over a
unable to understand the reasons and would simply
passage a dozen times correctly you are learning to
inform you that they were not paying to have their
play it. It is also true that the oftener you repeat a
children taught to thump their fingers on the table.
stumble in a given spot the more the trick of stumbling
“Anybody could do that.” Whatever intelligence there
at that spot becomes a habit; as a matter of fact yo
might be as to methods you would have to develop m
are learning to make that stumble more perfectly ea.U
the pupil as you gradually progressed, and as the
time vou go over it. Hence the only way the given
student grew old enough to understand. Meanwhile, m
passage may be correctly learned is to take it slow y
dealing with this class you will have to meet them on
enough so that it can be played smoothly, and then
their own ground to start with or you can accomplish
gradually increase the rate of speed. The mmd tbaJ
nothing. There is no use trying to be arbitrary with
fails to notice is half dormant, and never will do better
them, or you will defeat everything you might ac¬
until some way can be found to wake it up.
yo
complish. You must necessarily take them directly to
cannot induce your pupil to notice the marks yo
the keyboard, and do the best you can in hand and
make, even by constantly reminding, the trouble is tar
finger formation and correct motion.
from the mere music study, and can on y be rertitiea
You will find Beginner's Book—School of the Piano¬
by a general waking up of the bratn along all lines.
forte by Presser, an excellent manual to start with.
Even though she has no talent for music the failure,
As soon as possible introduce little pieces, not more
tp notice marks that have been plainly made indicates
than one or two pages long. But as poor people cana faulty brain construction.
.
.

is *GnidehI*o^tne Ktanaara course j
How much technic should be given?
3 With a beginner whose hand is not well devel¬
oped how soon should I begin the scales? Should
they be taught before arpeggios?
4. A pupil reads grade I well but her hands are
— -.^^t
good tone.
weak she cannot produce a gooa
iuue. What
exercises can I use to strengthen her fingers?
soon should I take up notation and
writing 4th a beginner.”—D. B.
1. With such little pupils no great effort should be
made for rapid progress. The hand should be allowed
to take its natural course in developing. You cannot
force the development of a small, child’s hand because
there is no extra strength back of it to sustain it.
Everything is weak and immature. But playing a
great deal of music in the early grades during these
years is invaluable in the musical development of the
child. She will become thoroughly familiar with the
keyboard, and her ear more and more accustomed to
tonality and music. When she grows older and
stronger she will make infinitely faster progress for
the early playing.
2. Nothing better can be used than ' the Standard
Course. For technic take up the scales along the lines
laid down in Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios, by
J. F. Cooke. This is the most exhaustive and practical
manual on this subject that I have seen, and should
be in the library of every teacher and pupil. It will
require considerable maturity of musical understand¬
ing to digest the first chapter on the history of the
scale, but this need he used only with advanced pupils.
Beginning with Lesson I. which, however, the teacher
or pupil must not interpret in the ordinary sense of
“lesson.” or something to be learned in one week, the
book may he begun during the first term. Some of
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being used. With all pupils topics should be selected
and mastered one by one, leaving some for more ad¬
vanced stages. For example, there is a classification
of scale fingerings, but it would be a very dull teacher
who would attempt to teach this in one lesson before
the scales were known. The information should be
added to the pupil’s knowledge item by item as the
scales are learned one by one. This may seem need¬
lessly explicit, but I have seen so many teachers who
had themselves had celebrated teachers start out with
the idea that some book of technic should be
learned by the pupil from end to end in exact rota¬
tion until finished, before anything else should be
undertaken.
Used as the writer desires, even elementary pupils
can acquire a feeling for that much vexed question
of tonality. They become thoroughly familiar with
the idea of key and keys. Scale markers are given,
whereby pupils may be taught to construct the scales
for themselves, thereby gaining a complete understand¬
ing of them. When actual practice begins they are
first taken up in one octave form. Although the pupil
may construct each scale for himself, and should do
so with each one, yet after learning in this way he
should refer to the book and gain an eye knowledge
of just how they look on the printed page. You can
advance your student gradually and systematically by
following this compendium, selecting the topics in ac¬
cordance with the pupil’s ability to take them up and
master them. The pupil who has mastered the ma¬
terial in this book will be able to successfully pass
an examination in Europe or America.
This sufficiently answers questions 3 and S also, ex¬
cept that scales should be taken up before arpeggios,
but that the latter need not be delayed for long.
Notation should be taken up at the start, and he
should practice reading and writing notes while doing
his first table exercises. He will be able to name
them then when he first applies his exercises at the
keyboard. He should write the scales as he learns
them.
You do not state the age of the student in ques¬
tion 4. If a small child, you will have to wait until
nature supplies strength by natural growth. Persist¬
ently opening and closing the hand very tightly and
forcibly, repeating about twenty-five times several
times a day, will do much in developing strength. You
will not be able to induce your tiny tots to do much
with exercises of this sort, however. Place the thumb
on the table, using it as a sort of pivot, raise the
second finger as high as possible and strike with
force, repeating sixteen times. Take each finger in
turn as a pivot, striking with the finger each side
of them in the same manner. Keep the hand and
fingers supple. This can be practiced at the keyboard
if preferred, but can be practiced just as well on the
table and save the distressing noise.
“Will you kindly give me the names of a few
compositions of about the grade of Beethoven’s
Moonlight Sonata, filled with a dreamy sort of sad¬
ness, that will contrast with pieces of the fire¬
works class? Something that will require a lot of
soul to play well. The piano is sometimes styled
a soulless instrument, and I want these things that
will please throughout.”—G. E.
No one who thoroughly knows the piano could ever
say it was a soulless instrument, for indeed it is com¬
monly known as one of the most expressive of instru¬
ments and amenable to the greatest variety of effects.
When piano playing impresses one as soulless the fault
is in the player and not in the instrument. I think you
will find the following pieces suitable to your needs:
Chopin, Polonaise, Op. 26, No. 1; Nocturne, Op. 37;
Nocturne, Op. 15, No 2; Rubinstein, Kammenoi-0straw;
Barcarolle in G; E. R. Kroeger, Arion; Sgambati,
Nocturne in B Minor; Schumann, Fantasie Stticke, Op.
12; Liszt, Liebestraum in A Flat; Sonette de Petrarca
in A Flat; Les Cloches de Geneve.
In just the same way that almost every one has a
different voic;e, so has almost every one who plays the
piano a different touch; and just as the voice can be
improved by training and practice, so can the touch be
altered. It is toward the matter of touch that the
earliest lessens of the pianist should be direct^; for
the piano is such a sensitive instrument that tljc im¬
proper use of a single finger may alter the tone-color
of a whole passage, and since tone-color is such an
important factor in musical expression, it is of the
utmost importance that the student should have perfect
command of the keyboard in this respect.—Mark Hambourg.

Secrets of Artistic Phrasing
By Dr. HUGO RIEMANN
Professor of Music at the Leipsic University

IV.

Possibly the most remarkable example in all musi¬
cal literature of rhythmical complexities in the form
of feminine endings is the first Variation of the BMajor Theme at the close of Beethoven’s Phantasxe,
Op. 77, in which there is developed in the upper voice
the following form of motive:
No. 24.

f ^SiclesI'upon^ phrasing ?Sttei?byktbl^woridn^nowued
authority' especially for The Etude.-Editor at The

REDUCED FACSIMILE OF STUDIO WALL PLACARD USED IN COMBATING THE "MISSED LESSON" EVIL.

Combating the Missed-lesson Evil
In the last issue of The Etude there appeared a full
account of the widespread campaign started, to combat
the Missed-Lesson evil. Early in April, the Philadel¬
phia Music Teachers’ Association (organized 1891) held
a meeting at which a resolution directed against this
difficulty which all teachers encounter, was adopted.
Since then this resolution has been printed on hand¬
some cards measuring six by nine inches, and has been
placed on sale for use as Studio Wall Placards. The
object of these is to inform the public patronizing these
studios so that the custom of paying for all lessons
missed may become more firmly established, thus enab¬
ling teachers to enforce it with more regularity and
less opposition. This resolution was endorsed by three
hundred active representative teachers in all parts of
the United States. As one of them writes there is
no real reason why the teacher’s salary should fluctuate
from week to week by reason of this abuse, than there
is for the salary of any employee of a large corpora¬
tion wavering from $35.00 to $15.00 a week Because
the corporation president happens to take it into his
head to take a day off. The Etude has received so
many communications upon this subject that it can
not undertake to agree to publish any more than those
already received.

MME. A. PUPIN.
I think I solved the missed lessons probli m. I had
a quarter, twelve weeks long, instead of a term, ten
weeks long. The bill was sent for six woks in ad¬
vance, say from February 3d to March 15th, so many
lessons per week. Patrons found it easy t pay small
bills, even if they came oftener. If a pupil missed
her lesson for some personal pleasure, without notifying
me, it showed me she valued the pleasure o re than
the lesson. My time was usually wasted, :.nd as it
had been pre-engaged, I felt it should be paid for.
Let teachers send smaller bills and expect ; ment in
advance, and this habit will soon be estahk hed.
DANIEL BLOOMFIELD.
I am in hearty sympathy with your rule, . id think
every self-respecting teacher ought to be. It night be
well to incorporate this idea in a code for mu ic teach-

There may be further added, by way of proof, that
an “unaccented” beat necessarily belongs to the next
following “accented” beat, a fact that was familiar to
the ancient Greeks when they compared measure and
Itch the lifting up of the foot being called o«u
and its setting down again “thesis”. In this way they
coordinated the lifting up and the setting down of the
foot And it is also very true in music that the back¬
ward relationship of an unaccented beat upon its im¬
mediately preceding accented beat plays a much less
important part than the counter relationship that of the
forward relationship of an unaccented beat to an ac¬
cented beat. Not only did the same thinker (Momigny)
formulate the principle of the upbeat relationships but
also he defined the term feminine ending (cadence
■feminar) for all those many cases where an unaccented
'value must be referred back to a preceding accented
beat as belonging to it. I have given so many examples
of feminine endings it would seem quite natural for
someone to suppose mistakenly that motive bounds
start from a relatively accented beat. But ft may be
assumed that Momigny was right when he stated that
the feminine ending is derived from the masculine
ending and that the two are nowise coordinated in
point of fact there are no feminine “motive formations
but simply “feminine endings,” but, as can be seen,
these feminine endings play a very con??dfrabJe pa .
in the ending of subdivision motives within metrical
measure motives. It now can be stated with some pre¬
cision that feminine endings occur;
1 At the close of a composition as a part of the
same, not only when a dissonance is resolved, as in
the progression from a dominant chord to t e c or
of the tonic, but also when the harmony remains at
a standstill and the melody progresses further within
ihe same harmony as a repetition of the same.

In performance a slight accentuation is required for
the second note but this note, unlike the fourth one,
The consonant feminine endings—those within the
nnlv nossible for metrical motives but not

The original notation makes the passage even more
difficult of comprehension:

FANNY MORRIS SMITH.
1 used to lose a great deal of money when I first
gan teaching, especially from pupils whose parents
would engage by the year, and then go South after
movement 1 Certain,y do feel a sympathy with the

EDWARD ELLSWORTH HIPSHER.
My experience has been that, with so much competi¬
tion from a large class of supposed-to-be teachers who
have no real estimate of professional or business worth,
and with so large a per cent, of parents who lack dis¬
crimination as to the quality of teaching, such a
consummation is most difficult to establish. Good
luck to every effort in that direction.

Dr. Hugo Riemann.
T. L. RICKABY.
teacher* tTl !* n ques,tion as to the right of tl
When the 6 uaid f°r essons missed by the pup
buvs
h iT franges for ^ssons he practical
to take tw °f-the teacher’s
H the pupil fai
lose bv if T* 1”? 15 "0t fair tha‘ the teacher shou'
a distinct
®acilers should never take a pupil withoi
matter Mak erstanding of this much misunderstoc
Tcontmcf ^ arrangements for lessons a contract, ar

EVERETTE E. TRUETTE.
I am in sympathy with the spirit of the movement
contract which must be kel
regarding “missed lessons,” as it is a great annoyance by both parties™*
to all teachers; but the conditions surrounding many
teachers and many pupils are so varied that I do not '
CHARLES A. FISHER.
see how it is possible to adopt a “rule” that will not
require so many exceptions that it will fail to be a Phonfffi’theayatb!te- "Th,y’ in a<lvance, and no tel,
vexatious questionVSedfeso^^ *** *
One of the rules of this school is to compel student
to pay for, or make up missed lessons.
GEORGE CHADWICK STOCK.
“Absence from lessons excusable only on accoun’
of protracted sickness.” This statement is printet
upon my bill heads. I find it necessary to adher,
to this common-sense arrangement in order to oreven
loss of valuable time.

tinued inthTne^E?”” CTpaign wil1 be
already been receivedtfL n° "***
cePted for publication.
° m°re
*

and makes use of consonant syncopations and tone
repetitions. Hans von Billow has called particular at¬
tention to the rhythmical motives in his edition (Cotta).
It seems wise, however, that I should present to Thf
Etude readers my interpretation of these motives as
they are given in. my edition, and so make the difficult
places more obvious:

No. 21.

Since the purpose of these lines has been to make
clear the necessity of a deepening of understanding
respecting rhythm by means of the theory of phras¬
ing, I have made it a point thus far to use such ex¬
amples as would tend easily to make these matters
clear, and, to a preeminent degree, prove the theory;
but because the reader most likely has not been in
the position to know the method pursued in the ob¬
taining of these results in phrasing, I can now say
that the rest of my exposition of the subject will
not be so exacting in its demands upon his attention,
but rather it will be my purpose to seek such clear¬
ness as will cause him to understand the principles
that govern the structure of music as a whole and
at the same time not annoy him by a too microscopic
working-out of the details.

THE NEGLECTED STACCATO.
No. 18.

This example shows not only a division into two notes
f-cb and.eb-d, of fractional value, but the eb, which
is doubly related, remains, in spite of its being em¬
bellished, the upbeat note to the second motive. In
like manner in Beethoven’s Op. 31, No. 2:

BY MAUD WINRENNY.

3. Auxiliary notes foreign to the chords can never
form feminine endings, that is, as related to preceding
notes, but must be regarded as belonging to the next
following notes; for example, the Adagio of Bee¬
thoven’s, Op. 22:

Few teachers realize what a wonderful tonic the
staccato touch really is. The very fact that the notes
are played for such a very short period of time
obliges the player to release the key in such a manner
that certain muscles are exercised that otherwise have
been permitted to remain dormant. Too much staccato
playing injures smoothness, but a judicious amount
proves most helpful.
This plan is an excellent one. Play all the scales
with the regular fingering, with a finger touch, but
staccato. If practiced in alternation, with the same
scales practiced legato every day, the result will be a
lightness and springiness that will prove most delight¬
ful and encouraging to the pupil. This applies es¬
pecially to pupils whose playing is “draggy.”
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THE METRONOME AND ITS USES.
BY EDWIN .H. PIERCE.

DEVELOPING ELASTICITY IN THE
their own good. With the great majority of pupils a
WEAKENED FINGERS.
moderate amount of practice with the metronome is
very beneficial. It is often a matter of some trouble
BV GODFREY BUHRMAN.
for the teacher to get them to realize properly that
playing in time with the metronome means something
It
is
a
fundamental
law of human nature that what¬
more than simply to keep on playing while the metro¬
ever remains unused will soon become unusable,
nome keeps on ticking—often it is necessary to insist
whether faculty of mind or body.
on considerable preliminary practice in counting time
We have always been taught that the pianist’s great-'
as the metronome ticks—“one, two, three, four,' or
est enemy is the weakness of the third and fourth
whatever the measure may be, before attempting to play
in time with it. I have seen some so deficient in sense
fingers; and we have very largely offered ourselves
of rhythm that they could not even do this at first. It
our sympathy, and then gone ahead to do our best
requires great persistence and firmness en the part of
against the (supposed) odds of the two weaklings.
the teacher, but remember that without exception, the
True, Schumann wanted more than sympathy, and in
more a pupil objects to the metronome, the greater sign his haste got—destruction. We were glad lie was
it is that it is needed. By the way, many of the locals
driven from his piano to his manuscript; but we
of the American Federation of Musicians (commonly
took warning, and reverted to nothing more than his
known as the Musicians’ Union), include a test in abil¬
ity to play with the metronome in their examination predecessors had employed to overcome the supposed
inherent defectiveness of the maltreated third and
for admission.
fourth. And we have pretty largely been -ticking to
A perfect metronome should beat absolutely uniform
rhythm at any speed it may be set, but, unfortunately, our five-finger exercises ever since.
The writer once hurt the end of his iiv linger, and
there are some on the market which do not work up to
their theory at the very high speeds, but beat right and had to play without it till it got well, some weeks
left not exactly alike. Even these work fairly well at later. Finally one day he tried to use it .gain after
the moderate and slow speeds, and sometimes a clever the pain was gone, and lo! it was
-tiff as a
watchmaker can benefit them by a little tinkering. In doornail. This was, of course, i.. be
ecte<k but
purchasing one, of course, it is best to buy only such as the incident started some thinking: If t!; mdex finger
have a properly uniform beat.
gets stiff when unused, why is it that t'.e third and
I have not spoken of their use in the practice of fourth have not the same privilege?
scales and other technical exercises, as a criterion of
Most of us have a hand divisible it.t three dis¬
speed, but this is also an important part of some good tinct parts—a thumb, an index finger and
me others”
methods now in vogue.
thrown in to fill up. The thumb we u
most, the
It remains only to mention the hell. This attachment index we use next, and the "some < •'
we use
adds about a dollar to the cost of a metronome, and is but a very little. Of them the second
most used,
of very little use to an advanced musician, but often
tha fourth next, and the third least
all. (Of
is a great help with young pupils, or those having a
playing.)
feeble sense of rhythm, to give an idea of the recur¬ course, speaking of daily use, not pi.m
Why not
rence of accented beats, and the necessity of properly Then why blame it if it is the weakIIset it to workf So we put it to use, ju • plain comfilling up the measure.

A few weeks ago an elderly maiden lady living near
borrowed the writer’s metronome, arid on returning it
some days later, said that she had found it very effica• tious until “they” became accustomed to it, when it
seemed to no longer be of any use. She then went on to
explain that “they” referred to some rats, which had
annoyed her by gnawing in the walls or under the floor
at night.
She would make up and set the metronome
to going, and the rats, being suspicious animals, would
relapse into silence. This struck me as the most novel
use for a metronome ‘that I had ever heard of, and
started me thinking a little as to what were really the
most frequent and legitimate uses of that’ instrument.
Certainly, I must have used it a good deal in past years,
for I had owned no less than three, one at a time—
when one was broken I bought another—yet I had been
without one now for several days without missing it.
The fact is, the uses of a metronome, though important,
are occasional rather than constant. The first and most
important use is to indicate the exact tempo at the be¬
ginning of a piece, or at a change of movement, with¬
out the risk of ambiguity which arises from different
personal ideas of the meaning of “allegro,” “andante,”
etc. This ought to be a method of indicating tempo,
free 6f all chance of error or misunderstanding, yet
such is not always the case. No less a composer than
Robert Schumann is thought by many good critics to
have given certain of his metronome marks—many of
them, in fact—reading from the wrong side of the
weight—taking the numbers at the lower edge instead
of the upper edge, which would give a figure almost
impossibly rapid, while Spohr’s metronome marks in
his great oratorio, The Last Judgment, have been al¬
tered in various ways by modern conductors, to the
great improvement of effect. Composers, too, are some¬
times inexcusably careless in their use of the metronome
indications, especially when they have had no practical
experience in orchestra work, or in conducting. Many,
times one sees the metronome figure of common time
A CIRCULAR TO PARENTS.
given in half-notes, which would probably show that
the rhythm was not 1/1 but 2/2 (alia breve)—two beats
BY WILBUR FOLLETT UNGER.
to the measure—and sometimes one sees 6/8 time with
the metronome unit a plain quarter-note, which is an
If teachers would only affiliate more and compare
obvious absurdity, as the beat in 6/8 time is a dotted
notes they might in time agree upon some definite plan
quarter, if. rapid, or an eighth-note, if the movement
of action that would in a sense have the effect of
is a slow one.
boycotting any pupil unfair enough to object to the
system
by leading teachers.
This may jj.,
sound
ystern employed bv
teacher, Th;,
WHERE THE METRONOME HELPS.
rather harsh, but any hard-working serious-minded
In spite of all these shortcomings there remains one
teacher who has sacrificed hundreds of dollars annu¬
very valuable use of the metronome in this connection.
ally, not to mention lost time and effect upon nerves
I refer to the practice of etudes and technical exer¬
through being “easy” with thoughtless pupils will agree
cises, in review, by advanced students. In a pupil’s
that it is better in the end not to fear the loss of the
first study of such works as Czterny’s School of Veloc¬ pupil but to stand firmly to the principle of making
ity. or Clementi’s Gradus ad Parnassum, or, for vio¬
a charge for missed lessons and know that he is
right. The following is a letter that I have had
linists, say Pode’s Caprices, most good teachers do not
printed. I show this to all my applicants before ac¬
insist on any particular speed of performance, so much
cepting them as pupils:
as on accuracy and correctness at a very moderate
tempo. This is perfectly fight, for the time being, but
r
t0 guMected^fo In m® l*8? years of my teaching
;dStU,«di“ matter® of lnc.onv?n.lonce and loJ
the student should be given, to understand perfectly that
a real mastery of these etudes involves working up to
the proper metronome tempo, which means several ad¬
ditional years of work, off and on, before it can be
lent or
reached. Sometimes this review may be conducted by
idea’vo^to'assign
the teacher in the regular course of lessons, but more
a notified beforehand, and arrangements made to
}
commonly he leaves it to the pupil to accomplish by
‘ * r?St,ett,the aPParently commercial tone of thfS ,5?but I feel the reasonableness of my position will
’
himself in future years, and the metronome marks fur¬
any logical mind. Time is part of the teacher^ S’ f°
trade;
when
a
pupil
is
accepted
bv
a
ww
,
o
.lu
nish an excellent criterion of progress. If you have Period of a Certain Day is Reserved for That'pir,aPnliflo
never tried it, take up some of your old studies and see
atid Cannot be Used for Anyone Else or lor ^Anu
v’
Purpose, even though the pupil does not come fnf« other
i f you can play them all strictly up to time!
Is it therefore fair or business-like that
a 'esson.
lose for lessons missed through no famt
sl’?,uld
The second use of the metronome which we shall
persons realize that while malic ■£?«,«£
F™
consider is that of an aid to correct counting and steady
a^thTmea^
timekeeping. There is; a perennial prejudice, I find,
against this use of the metronome, but I am at a loss
pot practice on account of company,’ il the tpaffi?1,. coula
to^ know how such a prejudice could arise. People say
—“Will not practicing with the metronome develop a
mechanical style of performance?" Frankly speaking, I
nauseaml
financial loss if patrons fail tn
to suffer
do not know I never yet met any one who had prac¬
ticed with the metronome sufficiently to develop “a
mechanical style of performance,” and never yet knew
any one who ever had met such an unfortunate individ¬
“It is therefore understood that if I do not i,
ual, so I think the danger must be, as Mark Twain said
this ^time regarding this matter.
of a premature report of his own death, “much exag¬
f pupils,
t will be received w
gerated.” The fact is, no .teacher would set a pupil to
practice with the metronorhe who had an exceptionally
keen sense of rhythm and the power of counting time
-•
steadily, while those who lack this power always find
.eM JrfcySft
rs it
practice with the metronome so distasteful that it is
next to impossible to get them to use it sufficiently for

.
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was that
they should do so for those two poor weak. -1 fingers,
in spite of the physiological construction of i e muscles
and ligaments controlling the third finger, hat finger
should receive its proportionate share W exercise;
more than that, had we not better sav
cause of
this physical construction, the finger si. ml i receive
even more than its due share of work
lhe result was astonishing. It was pr.,.f positive

r3;'!- w0r^’ w°/k’ and yet more work, is all that in
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ened finger^ WhenTr P°ssible wid, the weakthem for the
runn,ng passages; utilize
digitals
THF pact deve,0Pment of the neglected
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1 antly repay you for all you invest in them’.

GOETHE’S SENSIBILITY TO THE REACTION
OF MUSIC.
Of late scientists have begun to take note of the
vi,„al impressions excited by tones—pictures, images,
rS: landscapes, etc. Thus far, for the most part,
, v,c- accounts of such phenomena have been taken as
, - augerated modes of speech, as rhapsodical expressions
,■ -juried to serve as poetical comparisons to heighten
1 L effect of music as music. One of the great minds
the world, one, too, that was peculiarly sensitive to
he reaction of music, Goethe, says in a conversation
wiilt Eckermann:

MUSIC AND COLOR.
To many color is the most characteristic fact in the
■hearing of music, though it will be perceived that it
is a prominent feature in all the examples thus far
adduced. Perhaps the most remarkable instances of
colored audition are those given in a passage in the
autobiography of Ludwig Ganghofer, from which it
will be seen that with him that the sensation of color
not infrequently annulled the sensation of hearing. He
relates the following reminiscences of his childhood:

and mccbanlcaj^derices" (this was^^th^year 1827)
.. 'iM'vo'nd^Vhe limit°Sof° human sensation, and such
? ii ions can no longer be judged by mind and heart.
siilt tile Allegro is not without character. This
)ni turning
and whirling about brought the witches
, nwiant
turning an....
mv pvpr. nnd I theieioie
rue on the Blocksuerg
a refer this strange m
,.\i ml an idea to which I

HEINRICH HEINE'S IMPRESSIONS.

The Late Frederic S. Law.

As might be supposed, Heinrich Heine was particu¬
larly susceptible to the appearance of “music phantoms,”
which is the name given by scientists to such visions as
are evoked by the agency of music. In his Florentine
Nights he gives a description of the sensations awak¬
ened by the playing of Paganini, which is one of the
most graphic that our subject has to offer:

“When Herr Eerier improvised on the organ in varying
keys the whole church often suddenly became of a deep
uniform color to my eyes; everything appeared suffused with
a red or a light golden, or with a superb blue. This always
lasted but a few seconds and then faded away. Generally
I saw but the one hue. and when that disappeared I saw
everything as it was in'reality. But often It happened
that when the key changed by a sudden transition the
color changed with equal rapidity into another that glowed
with even greater brilliancy. This color-play during the
hearing of good music grew more and more pronouncedJn
later years. When X play I-laydn’s first trio with my chil¬
dren, toward the end of the first movement the music page
assumes a dull red violet hue: if we continue into the
Adagio cantabile without interruption this changes Into a
deep steel blue.”
HOW WAGNER WROTE.

That seer of things from the realm of the super¬
natural, E. T. A. Hoffmann, speaks of being transported
by Haydn’s symphonies into “invisible green hedges,
or in their music he sees “youths and maidens sweep
by in circling dances, laughing children spying behind
trees, behind rose bushes, pelting each other with
flowers.”

.THE VISION OF SCHUMANN.
Neither is the phenomenon of telepathy unknown in
these singular experiences. Schumann was once playing
a Schubert march with a friend and suddenly asked
him if he did not see strange shapes before him.
Ut
a truth, I did,” he replied. “I found myself in Seville,
but more than a hundred years ago—among promenad¬
ing Dons and Donnas with trains, pointed shoes,
poigniards, etc.”
‘
“Strange,” returned Schumann, “our visions were
identical to the very city 1”
Franz Grillparzer, the dramatic poet, had reason to
thank the revivifying power of music in the case of his
great trilogy of Medea. He had worked it out more
than half in his head when he was prevented from
going on with it by many hindrances—his mother’s
death, illness, travel, domestic contrarieties, etc., until
years had elapsed; then when he essayed to finish it he
found that he had forgotten the plan he had formed
and was unable to go on with it since he had made
no notes of his scheme. During the earlier period he
had played the classical symphonies on the piano with
his mother while his mind was deeply engrossed with
the framing of his play, and it so happened when in
later years he took them up again he found that the
strains of Haydn, Mozart and Beethoven brought with
them the forgotten scheme in all its details. Their
influence revived what he had thought was buried be¬
yond recall and he set to work and finished the play.
Dr. Pedrone, of Padua, notes that one of his patients
not only experienced separate keys as of different
colors, which is not an uncommon occurrence, but that
every instrument appeared as a different color. Thus,
he heard the piano as blue, the clarinet as red, the
saxophone as yellow, the guitar as a golden yellow, the
kettle drum as a chocolate brown.

THE PASSING OF F, S. LAW.

Musicians themselves, owing to their stronger asso¬
ciations with auditory impulses, are less liable to be
thus thrown out of’balance, yet Robert Schumann
offers a typical example of these phenomena. His leti rs and criticisms are full of passages in which he
takes them as self-evident—not, as is generally assumed,
;is merely figurative and highly imaginative poetical
language, but as objective images actually impressed on
the retina of tlie eye, <?. g., of some etudes by Szymantvska he says, “They are tender blue wings that weigh
.townward or bear upward.” Of a collection of com¬
positions by Lickl: “The most prominent color of the
hole set is a cheerful blue throughout; it is but seldom
;hat it assumes a paler, grayer hue in its descriptions.”,
rin se are comparisons by means of color; in speaking
of a trio by Hiller he abandons himself to landscape:
••for several minutes it seemed to me that I stood in a
vi-gin American forest under gigantic leaved plants
among which were aiding snakes, while over them flut¬
tered silver pheasants; such were the remarkable^pic¬
tures that the trio excited in me by its singularity.

soc 'a corresponding tonal figure :thus it happened that with
every stroke of his bow Paganini brought before my ey^
visible forms and situations which were like a coloied shadow
play, in which bv virtue of his violin playing he enacted
the chief role. Even with the first stroke of his bowon
the strings the coulisses around him changed ; he suddenly
stood alone with his music stand in a cheerful room tnac
was decorated in a taste particularly gay; with highly orna¬
mented furniture a la pompadour: everywhere hereto u
seen small mirrors, gilded cherubs. Chinese porcelains, a
delightful chao's of ribbons, garlands, white gloves, tatteiea
tulle, false pearls, diadems, and such adornments as one
finds in the boudoir of a prima donna. P/gamm bad
changed his appearance, and much for the better, np won
knee-breeches of lilac satin and a white waisl
ered in silver, a coat of light blue velvet with gold but-
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This is a very interesting example of the case in
point; that is, the taking up of the sensations of one
sense and directly translating them into those of an¬
other. With Wagner as we know him the case seems
somewhat different. It would seem that he conceived
music in terms of poetry, or vice versa, rather than
seeing it depicted objectively as form or color to the
eye, though no doubt this phenomenotKjvas also pres¬
ent. He could gain no inspiration from the poetry of
others and wrote all his own librettos; Tristan und
Isolde he wrote and composed simultaneously—that is,
as the text was written the music was created in the
same instant.

It is with great regret that we have to announce the
death of Frederic Stanley Law, who is well known to
our readers through many valuable contributions to this
and other musical magazines. Mr. Law was born at
Carlisle, Pa., January 6, 1849, and died in Philadelphia,
May 28. He early showed signs of great musical ability,
but beyond a few lessons in fingering given by his
mother on a little old melodian, the only available
instrument, he received no instruction. On entering the
Dickinson Seminary, Williamsport, however, he had a
more complete musical education. At the age of four¬
teen he was organist of a church in Carlisle, and held
that position for three years. On graduating from the
seminary, he was offered the professorship of music
in that institution. Two years later he resigned in order
to come to Philadelphia. He received further instruc¬
tion from Dr. D. D. Wood and Charles Jarvis, two of
the ablest musicians of that day. He also studied sing¬
ing with Mme. Seiler, and later became a teacher in
her school of vocal art.
For many years Mr. Law steadily devoted himself to
teaching, playing, musical composition and journalism.
Apart from his musical work, however, he was an able
linguist, and had an excellent knowledge of French,
Italian, German and Spanish. These accomplishments
naturally stood him in good stead in his journalistic
work, and one of his most important works has been
the translation from the German of Hans Sc..midt’s
work on the pedals of the pianoforte.
Mr. Law had many warm friends and admirers, all
of whom were deeply grieved when it became apparent
about five years ago that Mr. Law was suffering from
the worst affliction a musician can know—deafness.
In spite of this, however, he kept on with his work
as far as he could, although he endured much suffering.
He was a sincere, kindly, earnest worker in the field of
music, and will be greatly missed by all who knew him,
either personally or through his writings.
Above all things, parents, do not say to your child’s
music teacher: “Can’t you give Minnie some more
pieces instead of all those scales and finger exercises?”
and then add, like a covert threat, “We heard Florence,
from next door, play such a lot of pretty things the
other day.” It is almost the same as telling him that
unless he does as you -wish, and not as he, who has
made musical instruction his life study, thinks best,
you will take your child out of his hands and engage
Florence’s teacher for her. It may demoralize him
unless he is a person of strong individuality, and may
greatly retard your daughter’s musical progress.—
Gustav Kobhi.
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FANTAISIE—IMPROMPTU— C. MOTER.
The term fantaisie and the term impromptu are in
music very nearly synonymous, a fantaisie being a com¬
position in unrestricted form and an impromptu being
a piece written in extempore style. An examination of
pieces by good writers bearing either of these titles,
reveals the presence of a very definite formal design on
the part of the composer.
Chopin’s Fantaisie
Impromptu, for instance, is an elaborate song-form.
Mr. Moter’s Fantaisie Impromptu is in a sort of free
rondo-form, very effectively worked out. Both in form
and content this piece tends rather towards classic
models. It merits serious study, and it should serve as
an admirable vehicle for the cultivation of the art of
singing on the piano, pure tone production, and an ex¬
pressive manner of delivery. Technically, it should
come within the range of a player well past the inter¬
mediate stage.
PENDANT LA VALSE—TH. LACK.
Theodore Lack, the popular French composer, born in
1846, has made a oyo-iaiui
specialty of brilliant
and maiviauai
individual
ui imam ana
pianoforte pieces of various degrees of difficulty. He
has been a very prolific writer, and is still active.
Pendant la Valse is a fine example of his style. It is
real pianoforte music, at once scintillating and sonorous,
lying well under the hands, with highly characteristic
passage-work. The first . section, with its tinkling,
broken octaves, should bejtaken swiftly, in a brilliant
manner. The middle section, with its broad baritone
melody and chromatic ornamental work, should be taken
more slowly, with dignity and elegance. This is a fine
recital number. '
BARCAROLE-G. EHRLICH.
This is a graceful and polished effusion from the pen
of a modern German writer, talented and well-schooled.
This composition will require considerable technical flu¬
ency, and a refined style of delivery. It is a fine teach¬
ing piece for a student somewhat advanced,
LA FIESTA—E. J. DECEVE'E.
Mr. Decevee’s portrait, together with a brief bio¬
graphical sketch, will be found in another column. La
Fiesta is his most recent composition. Owing to the
necessary similarity of rhythm found in all tarantellas,
it is difficult to write with originality, but Mr. Decevee
has really something new to say, and he has evolved a
bright and cheerful number which should prove a pleas¬
ure to practice, and a success as a recital number. In
a tarantella, a certain rapidity of execution is always
demanded, but clearness and accuracy should never be
sacrificed to mere speed. In pieces of this type, steadi¬
ness is needed also, and but little freedom of tempo is
allowable.
JUNE (TWILIGHT—R. R. BENNETT.
This attractive drawing-room piece introduces to our
readers a promising young American composer. The
flowing and expressive melodies are tastefully harmon¬
ized and the general effect is full and rich. This num¬
ber should be played in the style of a song without
words. The piece is rather slow, and much freedom is
allowable.
GARDEN OF GIRLS—J. W. BISCHOFF.
J. W. Bischoff (1850-1909) was a noted blind Ameri¬
can musician, a Successful singing teacher, pianist,
organist and composer. He wrote more than 150 songs,
anthems and pianoforte pieces. His Garden of Girls is
a clever scherzo in schottische rhythm, very graceful
and characteristic. Mr. Bischoff’s compositions are all
melodious, and display good taste and sound musicianTHREE LITTLE CLASSICS-ARR. BY A.
SARTORIO.
The many imperishable gems from the works of the
great classic masters should become familiar to students,
when possible, in the early stages of their musical edu¬
cation. It is possible, in many cases, to present these
excerpts in simplified form without impairment to their
content. Mr. A. Sartorio, by reason of his long experi¬
ence as a writer and educator, is peculiarly well-equipped
for a task of this nature.

THE

ETUDE

The aria of Orpheus in Gluck’s opera of the same
name, contains a melody of wonderful beauty and sim¬
plicity, full of true pathos. Mr. Sartorio’s arrangement
is well done, and true to the original version.
Premiere Valse contains the first two themes from
Schubert’s Op. 9. The dances of Schubert serve to
display his forldness for folk music, and the fluency and
fertility of his melodic invention. The second of the
themes here given is the well-known Sehnsuchts (Long¬
ing)—Walzer. The present arrangement is well adapted
for small hands. In his Soirees de Vienne, Liszt has
elaborated some of these Schubert waltzes into large
concert numbers. .
Schumann’s Slumber Song is one of the most charm¬
ing of all pieces of this particular type. In the original,
it is not very easy to play. Mr. Sartorio’s arrangement
brings the piece within the powers of the young players,
preserving the melody and the harmonic structure
intact.

PIPER IN THE WOODS

JOLLY BLACKSMITH-HUBBARD HARRIS.
A lively and effective teaching piece taken from a new
set, just published. Mr. Hubbard Harris is a well-,
known and successful American composer and organ¬
ist, who has not been represented previously in our
music pages, and whom it is a pleasure to introduce to
our readers.
PIPER IN THE WOODS—P. BROUNOFF.
A quaint and characteristic number, from Mr. Brounoff’s new Oriental Suite. It illustrates the fact that
local color and originality may be obtained frequently
by comparatively simple
means.
.
, : . :Note the
. use
“ of the
—
older f°rm of the minor scale (without raised seventh),
also the open fifths in the accompaniment.
SUNNY DAYS-SPANISH WALTZ. BRAVE
HEARTS—POLISH MAZURKA—CHARLES
LINDSAY.
These are two characteristic dances, very decided
in rhythm and pleasing in melody. For second grade
teaching or recital purposes they will be found very
satisfactory. For pieces of such early grade they
are remarkably full of color. There is always something alluring about the Spanish waltz rhythm and
the mazurka suggests vigor and action
• ^Trr,
'
GHANA (FOUR HANDS)—C. HEINS.
A good light duet number, well-suited to the summer
season. Carl Heins is one of the best known German
writers of music of the drawing-room type. Gitana is
equally effective either as a solo or a duet.
LOVE’S OLD SWEET SONG (VIOLIN AND
PIANO)-MOLLOY-BANNER.
J. L. Molloy (1837-1909) was a gifted amateur, some
of whose songs, notably Love’s Old Sweet Song, have
enjoyed consulerable vogue. This number, as tranwi d, !r VI0hn a"d pia"° by the well-known virtuoso,
Michael Banner, makes a beautiful recital solo or encore
piece. As played by Mr. Banner himself, it never fails
.O evot,
PETITE MARCHE (PIPE ORGAN)_DUBOTS
ROGERS.
'
UB°IS“
In the original this is a piano piece, but as arranged
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THE VOCAL NUMBERS

CLEANING UP MUSSY OCTAVES.

way’s very popular®am°f Mr' Gall°'
Ml"' ?’•Petrie’s Star of My Heart is another ne
song,, which should achieve much popularity It has
refrain which seems even more catchy than that in h
successful love song. Until the End of Time.

be r^medi^Tlf toTr--- Unfor?ivable- Jt may easiIy
--’
oi;„i,.i 7,","'a,u witn tne wrists held
Place the hafd*Y below the level of the keyboard,
position and n UP°n tbe *Ceys ’n any convenient octave
Wward the inPsteSS ‘hem graduaIly ^ward on the keys
loosely and freT1"6"4’ Tbe wrists should be held as
i the hand is in
whii"

Every complete sentence has its n0!
modifiers. The relative importance it

maxes of unequal importance in one phrase and ?h
is nearly always a series of phrases leading’SajH
climax, and .forming a separate “period” for each division of a piece.—IF. H. Sherwood.

ETUDE

lnor scales. Watch ,h
the major and ,,
fd seePbat
very carefully
time
hffhtening of any kind. Play
~ with
held on the level
,TnS.4 be,d high and then with it
sometimes armm„ •
keys’ to avoid the strain that
accompanies a single position.
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THE KING
OF DREAMS
»

CLINTON SCOLLARD

-

Moderato

™T

tod B. GALLOWay
K

K

poco rit.

1

[Ur. John Towers, editor of the Voice De¬
partment for this month, is one of the most
born1 aDsalford'England, in 1830, and com¬
menced his musical work in 1844. He be¬
came a pupil of Pinsuti, Eegaldi, Jewson,
Lucas, Kodak and Marx. A mere catalogue
of his numerous accomplishments fills a
large page of fine type. His “Dictionary of
, Ooeras” is, without question, the most monu¬
mental work of its kind ever written. Mr.
Towers devoted six hours a day for sixteen
years to this subject. A continuation of his
department will appear in a later issue.—
EDiTor: or The.Etude.]
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increasing the breath
POWER.
Them, ore twenty-four hours available
in the : enty-four hour day to every civ¬
ilized !i
an being. If these be divided in
three r finds of eight hours each, one for
Isleep,
for work and one for study and
'recreati t there should he no difficulty
whatev m the way of practicing deep
breath ion, at the open window, or anyIwhere else where pure, unalloyed air can
he inhaled. The neophyte should be in¬
structed lo begin with a single breath
of six seconds, the time to he carefully
taken fn.m a nearby watch, or clock.
After the complete inhalation, through
the nose, the intaken air should be ex•pelled from the mouth, to the last avail¬
able particle. After this practice has been
indulged in from five to ten minutes every
available hour of the day, a given tone,
beginning on a low one, should be sung
'for the tame stipulated time. This tone,
which should1 be sung to all the vowel
sound ; in turn, should creep up by semi¬
tones ' y by day, until the highest at
comm:),; ! lac reached, without the slight¬
est str. in or effort Then a fresh start
should
made, and so on, da capo, not
only for days but weeks, months and,
if needi be, for years. This should all
he done without support from the piano,
or any other instrument.
1 Each, week there should be an addi¬
tional second added to the duration of the
breathing, and of the vocal effort. By
this means the control of the breathing
apparatus gradually develops, and after
a year’s perseverance the pupil has the
satisfaction—no little one be it added—of
holding a note, close on to sixty seconds
with as much ease as the six at the begin¬
ning of the practice. This is the way this
branch of the vocal art is taught by all
the noted teachers in Italy, the true home
of the human song-bird, and this fact
explains why a thoroughly trained artist,
such, for instance, as Caruso, can sing
with one unbroken inhalation, a difficult
and complex roulade or passage, accom¬
panied with trying physical action, for
a whole minute, without any apparent
fatigue whatever.
By way of showing what can be accom¬
plished in the way of breath control, may
he quoted the instance of a man who is,
°r was, the “Champion tank swimmer of
the world.” He and I happened to be
Pupils at the same swimming school, oh,
hundreds of years ago, at least so it
seems. I remember well that even then,
while I could barely struggle a few feet
under water, he seemed to have no diffi¬
culty in compassing the whole length of
the plunge, some seventy or eighty feet

in length. Whilst I was puffing and fum¬
ing and blowing, to equal his feat, and
never succeeding, he filled my cup of
bitterness' with envy, hatred and all un¬
charitableness to the brim, by not only
swimming under water the one length of
the bath, but turning and swimming back
again, without coming to the surface.
At last my milk of . human kindness was
exhausted, and I boldly charged him with
either, witchcraft or unpardonable mean¬
ness for so far surpassing me in this par¬
ticular line of swimming.
His reply t<i my taunts is still fresh in
my memory. He simply said that I did
not go the right way about it. He then
explained that he added a second each
week to his endurance test, and found but
little difficulty in so doing. Some thirty
years after, a poster appeared outside a
certain vaudeville play-house in New
York, announcing that the “famous cham¬
pion tank swimmer of the world” would
perform his great feat of remaining under
water FOUR MINUTES AND A HALF.
Recognizing my man, from the picture
given, I went and surely saw him do it.
When the stunt was over I walked round
to the stage door, and after considerable
difficulty with the door keeper I got an
interview. All that passed between us
need not be told here. The essential part
of it was this: Mr. Johnson, so he re¬
lated, had held on all along to his orig¬
inal method, increasing the time under
water every week just the one second.
The net outcome was as above stated,
namely, four minutes and a half under
water with one inspiration. A warning
on the subject must here be given to
those beginners who “balk” at the idea
of gradual development in the way of
breathing control, as sudden effort at long
sustained breathing is liable to cause hem¬
orrhage (or emphyzema), which if not
actually fatal, is quite sufficient to put
an end to all hopes of ever singing at all
in this world.' It is needless to say that
the long sustained tones above suggested
are only by way of a start, although in
themselves of much greater importance
than may appear on the surface.
UNREMITTING PERSEVERANCE
NEEDED
Mobility and flexibility of voice, para¬
mount in importance, can be obtained only
by the same unremitting and long con¬
tinued effort on the part of the student.
The head and front of the needed exer¬
cises are the major and minor scales,
which by degrees, are followed by the
arpeggio, the chromatic scale, the trill and
all other grace notes and varied gym¬
nastics for the voice which may be found
to repletion in the almost innumerable
hooks devoted to voice training and de¬
velopment., The fatal objection to most
of these misguided books is the accom¬
panying piano part. In the majority of
cases the aspiring pupil pays far too much
attention to this accompanying business,
and far too little to the main object in
view, the upbuilding of the voice.
Ciro Pinsuti, under whose able training
I had the privilege of being vocally
brought up, did not permit any accom¬
paniment at all to his foundation work.
He maintained, and rightly so, that while
in action the pupil had all he could do

first to form the lips and mouth for tone
emission before the mirror, then listen
intently that the tone and the syllable
sung were true to nature, then to watch
the play of the features that they too
were natural and void of exaggeration
and grimace, and last that the brain
power—when, as he used to say, there is
any—be brought to bear on the immedi¬
ate work on hand, without any distraction
of any kind whatsoever. He never tired
of reminding his pupils that at least three
of the best faculties were simultaneously
in action when engaged in properly build¬
ing up the voice, namely, seeing, hearing
and thinking. He held, moreover, that
pupils trained to sing from Hie outset/
without any accompaniment, got by de¬
grees so thoroughly self-possessed that
they tripped easily over difficulties which
seemed insurmountable with those other
pupils who had been used to having every¬
thing played over, for and with them,
and who when left alone, as is the case
mostly in recitatives, were completely at
sea, perilously, indeed near figurative
shipwreck.
SOME PRACTICAL ADVICE
All these and other exercises should
be sung to alternating vowel and diph¬
thongal sounds, by which means alone,
clear and natural enunciation of words,
no matter what the language sung, can
possibly be attained. Especial care should
be taken with the thin sounds, such for
instance, as e and oo, so that there may
be as little inequality in the singing of
the vowels as possible. As most teach¬
ers know, many pupils fight very shy,
of these troublesome thin sounds, pre¬
ferring the majestically open “ah,” a
preference, it is regrettable to say which
is not limited to those taught but which
enters into the philosophy of some rather
eminent teachers, otherwise symbolized by
the mystic letters “O. K.” Be this as it
may, it is beyond question that indistinct¬
ness of enunciation is one of the crying
evils of the day, and the sooner a reform
in this direction is started and carried out
to its logical issue the better it will be
for the oncoming vocal artists and for
the long suffering public destined to listen
to them. At the time of writing it is an
unbearable bore, nuisance and annoyance,
that not a tithe of that which is sung on
the platform and stage is intelligible to
the average listener, and specially so to
those who pose as authorities on the sub¬
ject. It may at once be said that the
badly needed improvement in this respect
will not be forthcoming until pupils are
instructed in freedom of lip manipula¬
tion and action. They should, one and
all, be carefully and unremittingly trained
to form the various and varying sounds
peculiar to every possible combination of
vowel and consonant. By doing this be¬
fore the mirror it will easily be seen what
particular muscles are in action for each
such combination, and with continued ef¬
fort and practice, these muscles will act
almost automatically in producing pre¬
cisely the sound needed to make the sung
word just as clear and distinct as the
spoken one. In addition to this practice,
the pupil should be called upon as fre¬
quently as it is well possible, to recite
the words to he sung with becoming dra¬
matic action, not only to the teacher alone,
but at pupils’ instruction recitals before
each other. Personally, I attach so much
importance to this part of the training
of a fully equipped vocalist that I insist
upon its being done at the public recitals
given regularly by my pupils. This in¬
sistence has, it is true, caused me the
loss of not a few pupils, but, however
much regretted, this loss has been amply
compensated by the unasked for thanks
of many others, who ascribe much of
their subsequent success with the public,
to this very feature of their previous
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training in this direction. Readers of
The Etude require no telling that a very
large percentage of aspiring public vocal¬
ists fail through want of this self-posses¬
sion before an audience. In any case the
best remedy for this is to get the habit
of singing while in the inevitable leading
strings to any body and every body who
can be persuaded to listen.

THE NEED FOR VOICE TRAINING
IN PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
The mention of school life is a re¬
minder of' the distressing fact that* in
numberless, instances, the child voice is
hopelessly ruined through over-strain.
As a rule, in other branches of knowledge
in the public schools, the teachers are
called upon to furnish proofs of their
own scholarship, and of their general fit¬
ness for the respective positions to which
they aspire. With some few notable ex¬
ceptions public school music teachers are
engaged “at sight,” frequently through
some local “pull” or influence, in many
cases too without having the faintest
knowledge of the subject they are called
upon to teach.
The inevitable conse¬
quence is that they do vastly more harm
than good. It is easy of proof, anyhow,
that thousands of the oncoming genera¬
tion know very little more of singing
from notes when they leave the public
school than they did eight years before,
when they entered it, and that often¬
times they either have no voice at all
left, or, at least, have far less voice, so
far as vocal purposes are concerned, at
the ending of their school career than
they had at the beginning.
Many so-called teachers of singing,
both in and out of the public schools, act
altogether as though they knew nothing
at all of the very simple and commonsense dictum, that where there is dis¬
turbance or inflammation of any part of
the human anatomy, there should be ab¬
solute rest. The Doctor who, in handling
a fracture, recommended gymnastics as
a cure, would promptly and rightly be
relegated to a back seat in the nearest
lunatic asylum. Yet nobody has a word
to say to the thousands of real, or sup¬
posed vocal teachers in schools, colleges
and elsewhere, who, amongst other illadvised things, urge and incite the
children under their care to “sing for all
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VOCAL INSTRUCTION

they are worth” during the mysterious
and eventful period of mutation, which
takes place, usually, between 14 and 16.
If, moreover, some teachers were told
that even the voices of girls during this
inevitable period of transition should be
handled with special care, they would, in
most instances, conclude that the au¬
thority for this averment was “off his
base.” Yet it is absolutely and unde¬
niably true, as could easily be proved by
reference to the most elementary work on
physiology. Small wonder that there are
so few famous vocalists now-a-days.
Whatever else our fore-fathers may have
lacked when put in comparison with us,
their assumed superiors, they possessed,
at least, a full share of good, wholesome,
common-sense, and judging from the
vocal records of the past, they contrived,
amongst other good things, to supply the
artistic world with kings and queens of
song, who, both quantitatively and
qualitatively, beat us moderns “to a
frazzle” (whatever this may mean).
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BY JOHN TOWERS.
It would seem from the general and
piteous “woodenness” of public singers,
both on the operatic stage and concert
platform, that the poetry of motion is as
little practiced and understood as metri¬
cal poetry. This is a truly lamentable de¬
fect in the equipment of the public artist,
whose business is not to point a moral
to the listener only in one artistic direc¬
tion, but in all. One, and not the least,
of these “directions” is surely the pose
of the body when before an audience,
which, as a rule, is nothing if not critical.
The foremost artists should realize much
more extensively than they do that
a great responsibility rests on their
shoulders when in action, inasmuch as
they can, by their demeanor as well as
by their singing, do positive mischief, es¬
pecially to open-mouthed students of the
same divine art as themselves, who pay
their hard-earned money to be led, and
not misled. The answer given by the
matchless tragedian Salvini to the in¬
quiry as to what constituted the three
most essential requirements of the fin¬
ished actor, should be ever present to the
mind of the vocal artist, especially of the
highly paid class, when singing in public.
The famous answer aforenamed con¬
sisted of exactly three words, namely:
Action, action, action 1 To attain to this
indispensable feature in public display the
pupil should be required not only to re¬
cite the words about to be sung, but to
do it with becoming and suitable action
of the whole body, especially of the
hands, the feet, the head and of the eyes,
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notably, since that which our German
cousins say, on the subject is literally

It goes without saying, that all ex¬
aggeration is censurable and unpardon¬
able. Shakespeare’s view of the subject
is as near the mark as is humanly pos¬
sible. It is as brief as forcible.

And again:
Hold the mirror up to Nature.
The reliable teacher will not fail, both
by precept and example, to guide his
pupils through this neglected labyrinth of
the poetry of motion, and the pupil, who
is earnest and wishes to make the very
best of the too fleeting moments devoted
to acquiring all knowledge possible, will
crown the teacher’s work by much that
may be learned from a conscientious
study of self in Nature’s unfailing reflec¬
tor, the faithful mirror which shows up
defects to be remedied as well as
beauties to admire.

THE AIM IN VOCAL STUDY.
You wish to sing? Why? Because
you are longing to become celebrated, or
because you love money? Or do you
really love art itself?
Some people
come to me candidly confessing that
they want to sing in order to make a
little money to be able to pay the rent
of their house. Others avow frankly
that they want to sing because they have
to earn their own living, and they prefer
singing to doing anything else, as it is
learnt “so quickly and brings in so much
more money at the end.” One thing js
certain, whatever you undertake without
love—I mean love in the best sense of
the word, not love of worldly matters—
cannot be accomplished, it was lovelove for God, for nature and art—which
made the ancient painters and sculptors
so great, and it is the lack of this love
which makes our modern artists so hope¬
lessly small. The old idea
replaced by
the desire of making moi ; . to procure
luxury. One must live,
course, and
if an artist makes money by his art, well
and good, it is perftc
legitimate.
But to regard an art sol
from the
point of view of being
1. to make
money out of it is absolu:
to be con¬
demned. Art is serious:
pupil who
wants to play with it sire ; give it up;
it is a grave matter to beea singer.—
Blanche Marches], on ’
Teaching
of Singing and the Singer' \rt,” in The
Musical Educator.

BY JOHN TOWERS.
Opinions on this subject differ as
widely as the poles asunder. The Eng¬
lish-speaking races claim the supremacy
in the matter, from the fact that the
English language being
so varied
and diversified, is so flexible, and
expresses so much in a few words.
Whatever truth there may be in this is
severely handicapped by the fact that
everybody says precisely the same thing
of his own mother tongue. It is es¬
sentially a matter of training and en¬
vironment. Apart, however, from all
these diversities of opinion there is one
factor which effectually disposes of the
question, so far, anyhow, as singing is
concerned. It is this: All good tone is
produced on vowels, and the more con¬
sonants with which a language is ham¬
pered the less it is suited for vocal pur¬
poses. Now, when put in comparison
with say, English, French and German,
the Italian language is incomparably
superior to the rest, from the signal fact
that the open vowel element, so well
adapted for good tone production, pre¬
ponderates over the other three quoted
languages in the proportion of, at the
very least, five to one. In other words
while an artist in, say, English, is
struggling to produce good tone on un¬
pronounceable and unmanageable con¬
sonants, another in Italian is rolling out
exquisite tones on words containing a
large percentage of fine open vowels, and
most of which finish with a vowel, com¬
ing through an open mouth, without any
impediment from either throat, tongue
teeth or lips. Of course there is some
truth in the assertion that there is no use
S,b?ngi.t0 a? audience « a language
which the audience does not understand,
ih.s objection, however, applies largely
to all words sung by poorly trained
singers, and the difficulty, so far as
foreign languages in general are concerned, can be overcome by a translation
being supplied on the program. In any
£as,e> ,f
s°ul of good singing be as
I fully believe it is nure rioi?
’ ,
then’ltkrand hearHouching TONE^why
then Italian comes in first, and the rest
nowhere.

WHAT IS INVOLVED IN VOICE
CULTURE.
The act of singing u
' .s a com¬
bination of physical acts
which the
mind should be in coniplt.. control, yet
which are mechanical in their nature, and
in a measure involuntary, i :he student
they are manifested in cert;, restrictions
that hamper him in the uf his voice.
The rigid jaw, unmanage, '
mgue, stiff
lips, strained face, coin: .,, ted throat,
tense mouth are tangible
cations of
wrong conditions which
mpany his
efforts to use his voice in ■ i
g. Almost
invariably, the more he at'
is to sing,
the more pronounced do the
restrictions
become. It is the province
voice cul¬
ture to trace these com in
s to their
source to determine their
,se and to
rectify them. This would ; a compara¬
tively easy matter were it not for the
fact that to the majority
f students
these causes are obscure. Their physical
aspect conceals rather thar reveals their
real source, and the effort of the student
to overcome them results in misdirected
effort. Upon the teacher falls the re¬
sponsibility of analyzing the various acts
of singing, of tracing them to their
source, and clearly setting forth the prin¬
ciples by which they are governed.
A. L. Manchester.

1

Teaching requires a special aptitude.
However good an execution a person
may possess, if he has not a decided
taste for teaching he will never rise above
the mediocre. This gift of transmitting
to others, which is so rare and precious;
this sort of intuition, that penetrates a
pupil’s character at once; this sure and
rapid judgment that deserves the best
means of succeeding, whether it be by
affection, by mildness, or by firmness;
this clearness in demonstration, so nec¬
essary, especially with children; in a
word, this difficult art of instructing, and
at the same time, keeping up the interest,
all this cannot be learned; it is a gift °*
nature rather than the result of study.
Nevertheless, the taste for teaching some¬
times awakens and develops these desir¬
able qualities. Be diligent, then, and try
to acquire them.—Le Couppey.

STORIES OF THE FAMOUS
SINGERS.
jY MURIEL BECKWITH.
I
MARIA FELICIA MALIBRAN.
Few indeed are the people born to live
a romance like Maria Felicia Malibran.
Perhaps a humdrum existence is more
comfortable, but it cannot be half so
fascinating. From her childhood to her
tragic death Malibrah fulfilled a destiny
as striking as any fiction one might
choose.
Her father, Manuel Vicente
Garcia, the noted Spanish musician, was
distinguished as a composer, actor, singer
and conductor when fie was less than
eighteen years of age. His children,
Maria Felicia, Pauline (later Pauline
Viardot-Garcia) and,'Manuel (who died
in London in 1906 at the age of one hun¬
dred and one years) .were three of the
foremost vocalists Of the last centuryA BRUTAL FATHER.
Maria was born /at Paris, March 24,
1808. She was educated at a convent
where she became a great favorite. When
still little more than a child she acquired
a fluent use of Spanish, Italian, French
and English. Her father was almost
brutal in his determination to turn her
more or less mediocre yoke into that of
a great singer, and his ambitions resulted
in many hardships for the delicate young
girl.
Her debut was made June 7, 1825, in
II Barhicre at the King’s Theatre, Lon¬
don. The seventeen-year-old girl was so
successful that several other engagements
followed. Criticisms of her Singing were
varied and in some cases adverse, but
the fact that she met with great applause
at all times indicates thkt the favor of
the public was easily won.
In November of 1825 we find the
Garcia family in New York forming the
principal part of one of the first oper¬
atic i nP rprises of any consequence in the
Unin d Slates. Maria naturally became
the hading attraction in a company of
questionable excellence. New York, then
unaccustomed to opera, immediately made
a givnt favorite of Maria, and she was
greeted with the greatest imaginable en¬
thusiasm at all her appearances.
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triumph. The sums she received were
so extravagant for the times that her
earnings were the surprise of all. One
season she received ninety thousand dol¬
lars for one hundred and eighty-five per¬
formances. Admirers frequently chose
to honor her by taking the place of the
horses of her carriage and drawing her
through the streets. In Venice her ad¬
vent was announced to the public by
fanfares of trumpets.
Despite injuries received while driving
and riding she continued her work when
really unable to do her best. On the
night of her last performance, September
14, 1836, she was carried fainting from
the stage in Manchester, England. After
nine days of serious illness she died of
injuries to her brain. She was buried in
Brussels, where her husband erected a
worthy monument over her grave.
MALIBRAN’S VOICE/It is difficult to estimate at this time
what the character of the voice of a
singer who lived nearly one hundred
years ago might have been. The con¬
temporary critics seem to have agreed
that Malibran’s voice was contralto. Yet
many speak of her remarkable soprano

Mme. Malibran.

tones. It is possible that at this time
we should think of Malibran as a dra¬
MALIBRAN’S UNFORTUNATE MAR¬
matic soprano. Her father’s severe meth¬
RIAGE.
ods of training gave her a technic in
Enter M. Franqois Eugene Malibran, fioritura which was astonishing. More
French by birth, and merchant in New than this, her great mental alertness and
York by force of circumstances. M. her excitable temperament led her to im¬
Malibran, a man of years, experience and provise original cadenzas after the fash¬
manners, falls violently in love with the ion of the day. It should he remembered
seventeen-year-old prima donna.
M. that Malibran was a capable musician,
Malibran is rich, and such wealth is not that she played Bach at the piano with
to be sneezed at even though the unfor¬ fluency, and that she had the assistance
tunate Maria protests against her father’s of musicians about her. Her readiness to
mercenary purpose.
Accordingly they improvise is shown by the fact that she
are married March 26, 1826. One year would often hear coloratura passages
later, when M. Malibran declares himself sung by singers for the first time on the
a bankrupt, Maria takes advantage of the stage on which she was appearing. She
would not only imitate these florid pas¬
opportunity to escape him. Returning to Europe, Malibran repeated sages exactly, but would devise variations
her successes' in both Paris and London. upon them on the spot. This won the
Ere long she was earning the immense jealousy of many singers for her.
sum of six hundred dollars for a single
MALIBRAN ANECDOTES.
night—a very high -figure in those days,
Malibran was ruthless and indomi¬
although Caruso, Patti and others have
table. Once, after fainting in her dressing
received four times as much.
Charles de Beriot, the violinist, then room, a vinaigrette containing caustic
much courted by the music-loving throngs acid instead of smelling salts, was emp¬
of Paris, became deeply attached to tied over her lips. This raised huge
Malibran. It was a love match pure and blisters. Her manager was beside him¬
simple and lasted until the end. In 1832, self. The curtain was about to -go up
Malibran went to Italy and toured the and the audience was impatient. Mali¬
opera houses with Lablache.
Like a bran went to her dressing table, and with
veritable queen she was received by the a pair of scissors cut off the blisters,
Italian public, always ready to give hom¬ powdered her face and then went to the
stage and sang with success.
age to great musical artists.
The severity of Malibran’s father was
Thereafter Malibran’s musical life was
an ascending scale of triumph after so great that during one of the perform^

ances of Otello in New York, she as
Desdemona, saw her father as the Moor
approaching her with a real dagger in
his hand instead of the customary stage
dagger. “Father, father,” she shouted in
Spanish, “for the love of God do'not kill
me.” Her father saw his mistake in rime
and no danger was done. The audience
thought her lines in her native tongue re¬
sembling Italian was a part of the opera.
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THE
SIZE
OF
ROOM
BEST
SUITED FOR VOCAL STUDY.
BY CARLOS N. SANCHEZ.
Some time ago there appeared in The
Etude an article on vocal “Practicing
in Small Rooms.” I have since thought
it might be of interest if I presented to
your readers some of my own experi¬
ences. When a student I practiced both
in large and small rooms, and during my
professional career have sung in small
rooms as well as larger halls and- opera
houses; also during twenty years of
teaching I have had occasion to teach
in rooms of different sizes, so that I
feel my experience may be of service to
the student in voice culture as well as
to the young artist starting in the pro¬
fession.
Teaching in a very large room (espe¬
cially for beginners) is not advisable, as
a student must learn to concentrate his
tones as well as his thoughts. He must
learn to hear errors in his own voice,
which if emitted in a large hall would
(to him) be lost In space, though audible
to the critical audience. Singing in a
large hall or theatre is not a comfortable
experience for a young student or artist,
and the knowledge of the best way of
doing so can best be gained by advanced
pupils’ recitals in small halls by way of
preparation.
It is just as inadvisable to practice in
a room that is too small, for in so doing
the student accustoms himself to hearing
the sound of his voice too intensely, and
in singing in a large hall he would feel
lost and straining after tone quality
would follow. The first thing a student
has to do is to reconstruct his voice, and
after breath control has been obtained
an increase in the volume of tone pro¬
duced may be sought. Each of these
requisites can best be obtained in a room
18 feet by 20, with a 12-foot ceiling.
This size will answer the purpose both
for teaching and practicing, sympathetic
acoustic surroundings being essential.
,
Straining for tone diminishes both the
quality and quantity of the voice. The
student should sing in a large hall as he
would in a room 18 by 20, but he should
speak his words to the last person at the
end of the room. This would give his
voice real carrying quality—carrying
quality that could not be obtained by
studying in too small a room.

W Every lady who spends the
3 Summer at the seashore, in the
mountains or at some fashionable
watering place should take with
her a few bottles of

GOURAUD’S

Orienta
Cream
to improve and beautify her com¬
plexion and protect her skin from
the burning sun, bleaching winds,
and damp, night air.
The surest guarantee of its per¬
fection is the fact of it having
been in actual use for nearly
three-quarters of a century.
It cannot be surpassed for the
relief of tan, pimples, freckles and
other blemishes of the complexion.
Price, $1.50 per Bottle.
At Druggists and Department
Stores, or direct on receipt of
Gouraud’s
Oriental Beauty Leaves
They are a dainty little booklet
of perfumed powder leaves, al¬
ways ready for an emergency.
10c by mail will bring them.
FERD. T. HOPKINS & SON, Props.
New 'York

A CHOIR SINGER’S CREED.
BY CHARLES BANCROFT.

TINDALE

MUSIC CABINETS

I believe it is my duty to be in attend¬
ance at all rehearsals.
And to be attentive to what the choir ™ade'andSflnlSitedgln<Mahe>gany or>OaLnt*15,eupward[
master says; not to let my thoughts Caport foihf of1 Dos is’ns “xd. 1, also storiette, "The Lost
wander; but to use my brain, so that his
efforts and mine may bear fruit in the
church work.
I believe early to bed on Saturday
evening makes my mind clear to the
things,, I wish to remember Sunday morn¬
^.ORCHESTRAL HARPS
ing; only by attention can I be a true
|lll|||llll!jr The Accepted World’s Standard
representative of the choir with which I
IIP/ Write for beautiful Catalogue..
1 Easy payments. We supply th
am connected.
Governm’t
-with Musical lustra_
This is my belief, and this belief is the
The Rudolph Wurlitzer Co.
only talent which will move me higher
572 E.-ftts, Cincinnati 442 S.Wabash.Chicago
Establishes lfi*«—
.
up in the ranks of singers.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing

^-WuRUlZER-,

f
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ORGAN RECITALS.
We are organ-recital mad! The de¬
mentia has broken out all over the
country, but in New York it is worse.
On Fifth Avenue and its environs you
may count that day as lost that sees no
recital begun. The popular salutation be¬
tween our best organists will soon be,
“Good morning, have you had your daily
Bach ?”
In a way the recital craze is beneficial.
It has improved the rank and file of per¬
formers until every organist must be a
[Mr. Harvey B. Gaul, the editor of the
virtuoso. It has demanded better organs
Organ Department for this month, was born
in the early eighties. In America he studied
from the makers—at least, if not better,
with F. Le Jeune and Dudley Buck. In
say more elaborate.
England he studied with Alfred R. Gaul
and Dr. Armes. In France his teachers
The organ recital has developed organ
2 .Guilmant, Widor Decaux and d’Indy.
- held several important posts
music immeasurably. It has made pos¬
i wen Known churches and is now organist
sible such writers as Dethier, Bonnet, Feri Calvary Church in Pittsburg.—Editor
t The Etude].
Now the average console is only six feet
and Karg-Elert, and others who
long by five feet broad, sometimes it is have new ideas to express.
LOCATING THE ORGAN
only five feet square, so that the plea of
_
The
recital craze, however, has n
CONSOLE.
w
,, ,
,
, .. . ,
r°°™.'S !nvaIid |n the majority of ate(j general musical progress. It has ...
We are told by actors, base ball pitchers
This placing of the console applies fact retarded certain branches 0f musical
of the sage-bush league, society leaders .JUrt.as well when there is a gallery chorus work. It has not improved the standard
and others of the cognascenti that there is cftoir.
, ,
, , .
.
. .
everything in position. This is true of
« it is an Episcopal church with a of churcB playing, improviza ion or organ
most of the things in life and particularly chancel choir, then the console should be accompaniment The departments stand
- of the organ console.
Placed. ™ ‘his fashion on the Cantoris almost wher« the^ w"e before the wave
free-thought, free-lunch,
This article is in the nature of a. protest, side, i. e., the left side or opposite the swePt over
Decani:
free-recital United States.
and might just as well be signed. by our
The last two generations have seen a
“Public Spirit” and “Steady Subscriber.”
great
change
in
organ
building. True, the
The protest is this, the mal-location of the
old organs have tone, splendid diapason
average organ console.
body tone, but they were sadly defective
The first complaint is that of the key¬
in solo stops, and as heavy in action as a
board attached to the organ case, where
Shakespearian tragedian (a wit once said
the organist sits below the instrument with
that we get our word manual from the
his back toward choir and congregation.
.old organs because it took manual labor
This is trebly wrong. First, he should be
to play them).
away from his instrument, so that he can
What have we to-day ? According to the
gauge the tonal values, get the nuances,
new issue of makers’ catalogs, we have
or “feel of the tone.” Second, he should
nothing but magnificent organs, contain¬
face his choir and not see only the backs
ing beautiful—sometimes wonderful—tone,
of their heads through a mirror. Third,
solo effects, with solid concrete foundahe should be able to see his rector and
It should be in the choir,_.
_ it, a Pullmancongregation without doing vaudeville con¬
away tions’ and if y°u wish
from it, nor. above it, for the simple Cunard mahogany case. All this and
tortions.
I am perfectly aware, “and so are you, reason that the choirmaster—he is usually more may be obtained for $1,000 and up.
cuciauoiis t^le orSan'st—can better direct his choir Cash on delivery.
that this was impossible three generations
ago, when the tracker action
.s the only
or near
There - hardly a hamlet from Mingo
action. The age of the traction action,
, ■ . , Pro™nent churches the Junction to Minnehaha Falls that does not
boast of a four-manual organ. They are as
aloi g with the horse car, the hand-knitted console is placed in this manner:
suspenders and the Bohemian musician,
common as automobiles and some are just
has passed.
as dependable. Like the automobile the
This is the electric age, the age of me¬
style changes annually and in advance, so
chanical perfection. With our improved
that in this year of our Lord, 1513, you
pneumatic and electric actions we are able
may order and obtain the 1914 model,
to place our consoles where We will.
four-cylinder, air-cooled, magneto-battery
You say yes, but the pneumatic action
machine, and when you get it you wake
doesn’t carry much further than the old
up to the realization that the 1915 models
tracker did. But you are wrong, for un¬
are out—in the catalog—and that you are
der some conditions pneumatic actions
hopelessly behind the times.
have been installed where the action carIt has just one thing to commend it
__PL
hMvl 1 °Ur representative churches in
ried fifty and even sixty feet. Of course and that
is the fact that the entire choi
with the electric action you may separate can see the organist. So can the congre- IjA ,j* ^ 6 West, which has been built
the desk from the organ any distance gation. From a congregational viewpoint
y .ree year|> mere is a noble threeyou like, thirty feet or three hundred feet, the most tiresome thing to see is the or- ma"ua organ °* ® stops. A student with
and get almost immediate response.
ganist performing his duties.
recital proclivities tried the organ and
The proper position for the console if
The only reason I can think of for not Jhen ,Sald to me> Hsn’t it too bad they
the church has a quartet choir, should be having a detached console is the music ;lav,e" 4 a modern organ in this church ?’”
as below. Right here let it be said that committee, and as most music committees InsldiousIy hut surely Oslerism creeps in
this is a consensus of opinion among or- suffer from mental and musical astigganists.
matism combined with economic myopia,
TO° MANY RECITALISTS
The organ and quartet
placed in the they should be disregarded when the orAs we have better
,
gallery so the position should be this:
gan is being placed.
better Dlavcr, n .• , ^gans so we have
The church architect—there is a special organists for as Bn/
T£ay cburch
purgatory prepared for him on account Sav “Aber that ^ ‘ h
PerImutter
of his shortcomings—may have provided
» n’
1 43 something different
an entirely inadequate organ chamber; it teen i,n '1 °rgamsts have to improve to
is a tradition and disease with that pro? P ! , our lmag>native makers, and
fessinn But
Rut as
ae a
a ,-„lo
t,„ has left
f.Xi_
11 1S good that it is Sn
*_, , .
fession.
rule he
this Td th,at k !S S°- The trouble” is
for the choir, and if- there
is “i
.
h.s, all our players are recitalists, whether
up front,” as
street car over lords 1 ,s a Preludial recital or postludial recital
tell us, there is
detached con- or ™ld'Week recital or fortnightly recital
sole.
or just twilight recital. They are like the
We
living in the twentieth century, P°or> they are always with us.
the fortieth parallel, and the mjllenium
It takes a special gift to be a recit 1‘
If there is not room for the console i„
niiim violin
i- _
S4
be, so let on1 the orunn
organ, piano,
front of the quartet, then let it be placed
or any other

It takes unlimited practice to play as a
Guilmant, an Archer, or a Best. These
men were toilers, as are many of our
American virtuosi. Organ playing was
native with them, and on top of native
ability they put patient, unremittent prac¬
tice. When they concertlzed it was a
privilege to hear them.
A poor recital is a baneful thing. It
gives little pleasure, and is without value,
as the works presented are so mediocre
that they hardly seem worth performing.
A good recital, on the other hand, is a
treat. It is a' thing worth doing and hear¬
ing, and has tremendous educational value.
The worthy recital contains works of the
masters and big transcriptions, not Batiste
offertories nor pretty one-hand cantelinas.
DON’T NEGLECT THE REGULAR
SERVICES.
We are so obsessed with the recital fea¬
ture that few of us put muchthought or
preparation into our preludes and postludes. We save all the good pieces for
concert work.
Time was when an organist would sit
down and deliberately practice his volun¬
taries. To-day almost any piece with a
Vox Humana stop in it will do for a
prelude, and anything that sounds martial
will make a postlude. This story is told
of old Wesley. 'One day a friend came
to see him at the Cathedral. The friend
asked the verger if he could be shown to
the organ loft. Said the verger: “You
can’t see Mr. Wesley to-day; he is busy
practicing to-morrow’s improvisations.”
When it comes to practicing to-morrow’s
improvmations or any other day’s, I im¬
agine most of us have time to see all our
friends, for the average organist’s im¬
provisations sound as if they were not
even thought out. They are excellent ex¬
amples of impoverished extemporization.
It is a fine thing to have large organs,
solo organs, concert organs, but the unfor¬
tunate part is the gratuitous self-exploita¬
tion of the organist. An ordinary organ
recital is not actuated by a desire to edu¬
cate or benefit the public, but is inspired
by the great opportunity for self-exploita-

these
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10 the congrtgation in this position:

insist on a detach^
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Among

women of quiet refine¬

ment, you will find the use of
O’Sullivan’s Heels universal. They
give that softened tread so char¬
acteristic of the woman of good
breeding.

At Newport they are worn by
practically every one of the
smartly dressed people you see at
the Casino or along the Cliff Walk
and by all those who make so
much of the little niceties of dress.

Urri

Q of New
Live Rubber

You know that when you walk on a hard floor, or
run up and down stairs, every step you take is like
ablowfrom a tiny hammer. O’Sullivan’s Heel,
ma e you feel as if you were walking smoothly on

50c a Pair, Attached

The curious part is that music commit¬
tees v. ant just that thing. As soon as the
new big organ is installed the committee
begins to look around and ask:
- there a man with son]
o r to himself has said,”
gan Recitals!

a dead,

and when they find that man he is en¬
gaged as demonstrator.
This story is told of the colored Baptist
brethren down South. They held a meet¬
ing to discuss the purchase of a chandelier.
They argued pro and con. Finally one old
colored man in the back part of the room
rose and said, “I allow it’s alright to get
this hyab chandeliah. I sutin’ly concurs in
the opinion of the elders, but what I wants
to know is, who is going to play it after
we gets it?” And so some music com¬
mittees want to know who is going to play
their fine new organ, and they decide on
the man who can play Lemmen’s Storm
>n the most donner und blitzen fashion.
He gets the job because he is a recitalist,
even if he cannot play a good service.
If we must have recitals, let us have
them on the right scale and of proper pro¬
portions. Otherwise let us return to safe
and sane preludes and postludes, and omit
the cheap, free recital that depreciates the
none too strong standing of organ music,
and try to improve our church service.

MODERN ENGLISH ORGAN
MUSIC.
BY EDWARD *C. BA1RSTOW, MUS. D., F. R. C. O.

conditions in England, it is of international
appeal, as we have those same conditions
in America. It is worthy of your considera¬
tion.]
Until recently the organ has been of
all the greater instruments the least ex¬
pressive.
Its heavy touch and slow¬
speaking pipes precluded very rapid pas¬
sages. Its clumsy and cumbersome drawstop action made sudden and frequent
changes of tone-color and intensity of
sound impossible. Therefore, many great
composers passed it by as an unworthy
vehicle for their musical thoughts. This
idea of the organ is still prevalent with
many composers, and I feel sure that the
reason they leave the organ alone is that
they think that the only effective style
of music for it is a restricted contrapun¬
tal style. It is still true of the organ
that different qualities and intensities of
tone have to be obtained from it by more
mechanical and perfunctory means than
on the pianoforte, or on instruments of
the string family. Subtle rhythm and
delicate nuances are still difficult or even
sometimes impossible to obtain from it.
But no instrument is all-sufficient in it¬
self, and what the organ lacks in some
directions is amply made up for by a
gain in other ways.
The pianoforte has fewer mechanical
obstructions to be overcome between con¬
ception and execution, but it has fewer
tone-colors and does not provide so great
a range between pianissimo and fortis¬
simo. The string family makes the real¬
ization of intimate expression an easier
matter than the pianoforte, but it is an
impossible and unfair thing to compare
a monophonic instrument with one which
is polyphonic. The organ has many ad¬
vantages peculiar to it. It can present
several different parts, each in a differ¬
ent quality of sound; it can sustain sound
more evenly than any other polyphonic
instrument; the effect of its deep pedal
notes cannot be got by any other instru¬
ment, and modern invention has done
away with nearly all its original defects.
Slow-speaking pipes are a thing of the
past; pneumatic and electric draw-stop
action make rapid and frequent changes
of color and shading an easy matter;
difficult passages are as easy to execute
on it as on the pianoforte; artistic voic¬
ing has improved all the different depart¬
ments—diapason, string toned and reed—
out of all recognition.

THE ARTISTIC VALUE OF THE ORGAN.
I think I have said enough to prove
my point, which is that the modern organ
of the highest class in the hands of a
capable artist is quite worth any man’s
while, however great a composer he
may be, to write for it. But just as
Chopin and Liszt understood how to get
better effects from the pianoforte than
other of the masters because they were
pianists before all else, and just as
Spohr’s violin concertos will perhaps be
studied when the Last Judgment is no
more, so we shall always, I think, have
to look to the organist for the music
most suitable to the idiom of the organ.
And as the organ is made much of in
England, and because the organist is the
most influential factor in English musi¬
cal life, it is natural to expect that those
English organists who are also composers
should give to.the world something which,
beyond doubt, is of the highest inspira¬
tion. I hope I may be forgiven when
Anent organ touch. The late Frederic I say that, in my opinion, this is not
Archer was wont to say that any fool the case at present.
Again, why is it necessary for an or¬
could put a note down but it took an
ganist to play so many arrangements and
artist to know when to release it.
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transcriptions of orchestral music and
music written for other instruments?
Surely because, if he tabooed these great art
works, he could not find anything worthy
of filling their places in his repertoire.
Why is it, then, that we have so many
organists, and yet so few composers of
organ music who turn out really good
work—and fewer still, I fear, if any,
whose organ music will be handed down
to posterity to rank with the great things
written in other branches of our art?
Before attempting to answer the question
let me say that I do so in all humility,
with a deep sense of self-criticism, and
not in any censorious manner. In fact,
the self-examination caused by the sense
of my own limitations as a composer of
organ music has been quite as much help
to me in preparing this paper as the
criticism of other men’s work.
DIFFICULTIES IN THE WAY OF ENGLISH
ORGANISTS.
To my mind the three strongest factors
working against inspiration in modern
English Organ Music (particularly that
composed by organists) are: (1) The
British temperament, (2) the average
musical and general education of an or¬
ganist, and (3) his daily life and duties.
The British temperament, for which,
apart from art, we are all devoutly thank¬
ful, although by no means an absolute
bar to success in musical composition, is
often a great hindrance. Our conserva¬
tive, equitable and steady-going tempera¬
ment, which has given us such a stable
constitution and many other benefits, has
been anything but a blessing to our music.
It is responsible for the suspicious and
often pugnacious spirit which some of
us show towards everything new or
strange to us in music. When we have
got a good thing we stick to it far too
long. For when a Britisher once gets
an idea firmly fixed in his mind nothing
in heaven or earth will alter his opinion.
One finds this trait in the inhabitants
of the Northern portion of this island,
who were for a long time so adverse
to the introduction of the organ into
Divine worship. One still meets thou¬
sands of people who believe that Handel’s
Messiah is the last word in oratorio. The
British temperament accounts for our
long and devoted worship at the shrines
of a few of the great masters—not per¬
haps the greatest—and English music has
suffered much through this. Handel was
idolized, whilst Bach, his far greater con¬
temporary, is only just coming into his
own. Mendelssohn and Spohr were idol¬
ized, and their influence is still felt,
though it is waning. Gounod had a short
innings, but managed to do us a great
deal of harm, particularly in church
music. There is even now a cult of
Brahms worshippers; their music is often
more his than their own; one enjoys it,
nevertheless, for Brahms was a great
giant, and far more worthy of devotees
than the others.
Much of our organ music shows signs
of the overwhelming influence of these
men, and many an English organist would
have done better work, if he had been
reared on stronger food and allowed
himself more changes of diet. All of
our idols are men whose music might
naturally be expected to appeal to us as
a nation, for, like the British character,
it is very orderly, quite decorous and
highly respectable.
MECHANICAL RESTRICTIONS.
This question of restraint and writing
within well-defined and strictly-kept lim¬
its brings me to my second point, namely,
the average musical and general educa¬
tion of an English organist. The aver¬
age organist’s mind is far too much oc¬
cupied with the mechanical side of his
our advertisers.

Please mention THR ETUDE when addressing
our advertisers.
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art—if art is ever mechanical—and far
i-ESTEY CHURCH ORGANStoo little with the poetic and artistic.
The Zephyr Electric Organ Blower
Text-book learning and examination pass¬
Can be SEEN in many churches
ing are exalted amongst org'amsts to a
Highest grade of product.
but HEARD in none
position of importance out of all propor¬
It is Made in Sizes from X to 5 H. P.
tion to their real worth; also, far too
much time is spent in working cramped
and soulless exercises with the idea of
gaining some coveted honor. The rules
of Harmony are not like the laws of
Nature, inexorable and unchanging. They
jr\
r1 I
NOW BOOKING
were one thing half a century ago; they
* * A
*
*
Address, TRINITY CATHEDRAL, :: CLEVELAND, O.
are quite another thing to-day.
In a few years they will have changed
again. The most that can be said for
THE HALL ORGAN CO.
them is that they show the student what
Mew Haven, Conn.
we (or perhaps I ought to say, what our
ORGAN BUILDERS
fathers and grandfathers) in the light of
ROCK ISLAND
- - • ILLINOIS
F* IF* EORGA IV S
modern harmony, thought sounded nice
Th« organs wt build are as near perfection
Distinguished for ArtJstle Voicing
and pleasant. They help the student to
aa skill and money can make them.
order his thoughts, but they alone are
not enough to express the message he has
in him. The rules of counterpoint are
avowedly
calculated to produce smooth,
82 In New York; 47 In Baltimore; 41 in Philadelphia; 36 In Cincinnati; 1 8 in Washington ;
flowing music. Such music naturally can¬
21 in Hagerstown.
For Catalogues address M. P. MOLLER, HAGERSTOWN, MD.
not express any deep emotion, for its
very lack of anything but plain concords
Established New York, 1851
8t. Louis, 1878
and carefully-prepared discords makes it
THE “GEM”
so suave and contented that it fails to
GEO. KILGEN & SON
stir the heart at all. Here again the study
Attached to Upright Pianos for organ
of counterpoint is necessary as a start;
ST. LOUIS, MO.
but is not the genteel, polite English
SyracuseChurchOrgan Co!]
Organ Fugue which we know so well—
Successor toT. H. KNOLLIN, Syracuse.N.Y.
which keeps to the lines as invariable
as the Scotch Express—is it not largely
the work of men who have been over¬
dosed with text-book exercises, and hav¬
ing never tried to do without them, must
always have the lines ruled before they
DR. WILLIAM C. CARL, Director
can write?
SEND FOR NEW CATALOGUE
Examinations are a good thing, inas¬
44 WEST TWELFTH STREET, - - NEW YORK
much as they give to the deserving man
the hall-mark whereby the public may
know that they are not being deceived
in his knowledge of the rules, or in his
Pipe Organs of Highest Grade Only
ability to play certain pieces with tech¬
Our Instruments comprise all leatures which
nical accuracy and a certain proportion of
are ol real value. Many years of practical
artistic feeling. They are also a check
experience.
Write (or .pecificatioru.
Instruction in Piano, Organ, Theory
to the number of charlatans and imposing
EMMONS HOWARD
Westfield, Mass.
1003 South 47th Street, Philadelphia. Pa.
rogues. Still, English musicians put ex¬
aminations on much too lofty a pedestal,
and devote far too much time to study¬
ing for them. Viewed in their proper
light, and not looked upon as the aim
and end of all study, they are no doubt
a good thing; but magnified and multi¬
plied
they are paralyzing to art.
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SUGGESTIONS FOR CHOIR
BOYS.
by THE REV. X. N. BON AVIA-HUNT.
appeared first In the fori

instruments (19 speaking stops—Cathedral
Chimes, etc.) built for exhibition in a studio
on Fifth Avenue,New York. Excellent Opportunity
HOOK & HASTINGS CO.
Main Office: Kendal Green, Mass. (near Bo

MAKE YOURSELF AN AUTHORITY

Mistakes and Disputed Points in Music
By LOUIS C. ELSON
Instructor in Musical Theory at the New England Conservatory of Music

Price, $1.25
Mr. Elson has given a lifetime to this subject. It is a magnificent thing to have
positive information, and this work will straighten out many a slip shod musical
education. The book covers all the essential points from Acoustics and Nota¬
tion to Piano Technic and Orchestration. Just the thing for young teachers.

To Parents of Choirboys
I. Boys are eligible for admission t
Je choiro/ ... Church betwce
the ages of nine and eleven.
T'ley, are reJLeiyed first °n “probation,
and after sufficient progress has bee
made, are formally admitted (at the Sun
day afternoon- children’s service) a
junior'choristers.
On working his way up to the eight'
place (on either Decani or Cantoris side
a junior chorister becomes a senior am
receives payment.
’ an
II. Payment (at the rate of
attendance) is given each quarter ' an,
full particulars of the amount due to eac

Avoid Humiliation by being Right. Each Chapter is a Lesson
with a world-famous Authority.
You may now buy these
lessons in book form for a trifle of what you would have to
pay for them at a leading Conservatory of Music.
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Philadelphia, Pa.

be seTtoThe^ SUSpension wi» alwav
punished.
ParemS °f a
thu

IV. As the manners and conduct of
choirboys are important outside the
church as well as within, it is advisable
that parents should know the hours
which their boys are required to attend
The present arrangement of hours is
as follows:
[Here should follow the hours of
practices and services.]
Additions to these hours are very rare
and exceptional.
Practices will ciose
punctually at the hours stated.
V. Boys are expected to attend either
the- Sunday-schopl or the children’s in¬
struction service which is held every
Sunday afternoon at 3.30 P. M., in the
chapel of the church.
Any boy absent from one or the
other is liable to suspension from the
evening service.
VI. Parents are earnest! requested to
cooperate with the choirmaster in his
effort to keep their boys in the choir as
long as possible; (1) by not allowing
their sons, up to the age of fourteen, to
undertake any work or occupation which
will interfere with the practice hours of
the choir; and (2) by securing for them,
after leaving school, such trade, occupa¬
tion or prof :sion, as wi ' . liable them
to attend at least the Finlay practice.
VII. Notice will be given to all
parents of any permanent alteration in
the hours of attendance required.
(Signed)
.Choirmaster.
QUESTIONS OF ORGAN PUPILS.
Q. Should you sound > advance the
note of a hymn, chant, or anthem to give
the choir its cue?
A. Most emphatically
Only a
poorly prepared choir m l a note of
anticipation. The choir tl at
trained-notice the word "trained"
ready and
waiting, and knows how t
attack” with
a feeling note.
Q. Are interludes beta,
the verses
of hymns permissible?
A. They are permissib! . but question¬
able. Most organists r !
t they are
in bad taste. Usually tin , are about as
appropriate as entr'a •
usic in a
theatre and about of tin
me quality.
They destroy the sentiment and disturb
the continuity.
Q. How often can /
• the Vox
Humana stop in a piece?
A. Once! and sometime- that is too
often. There are other combinations or
stops to convey the same effect: they are,
^cx Celeste, Vox Angelica and Undamaris. These have the vibratory quality
without the sentimentality.
Q. Should I play an organ piece for
the offertory?
A. Rarely. The best kind of offertory
is one sung by the full choir or quartet.
Solos, either vocal or instrumental, should
be seldom used, as they seem out of place.
There is a singular feeling of fitness when
the entire choir sings the offertory that
is lacking in solo efforts.
£?• What is the time division of the
Amen?
A. Invariably the tempo of the piece
which precedes it. If it is a hvmn of
three counts to the bar. then it should
be three counts to A and three counts to
men, not more nor less. If it is an Amen
after a prayer, then the division is two
counts to each syllable. The Amen should
be clearly attacked and cleanly released.
Remember a choir is judged by the Amens
]t sings. It is the test of finality.

Geo. F. Le Jeune once said a good or¬
ganist chooses his preludes and postludes
as he would his furniture—“they should
be suitable and appropriate,” he said,
only most organists know little about
furniture.”
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one to object, so the merry art of turn¬
ing out imitation “Strads” goes on apace.
In violin buying the legal phrase
“Caveat Emptor”—let the buyer beware—
obtains. There are imitations and coun¬
terfeits in every trade. At this very day
American machinery and goods are being
counterfeited by other nations and sold
in South America. In many cases they
even bear the counterfeited name and
trade mark of the manufacturer. Of
course, the real manufacturer fights this
imposition wherever he can, but in many
foreign countries it is more trouble than
it is worth.
As far as fraudulent labels go, the
principal part of the mischief is done
already as there are millions of imitation
violins scattered all over the world, con¬
taining the names of great makers. These
violins are constantly growing older and
acquiring signs of age, and the older they
get the more likely they are to fool the
unwary and ignorant. To violinists of ex¬
perience, and to violin makers who know
all the tricks of the trade, it seems absurd
that anyone should invest his money in a
violin purely on the strength of a label
which can be purchased for a penny and
stuck in any violin. The fact remains,
however, that thousands of ignorant peo¬
ple buy violins thus fraudulently labeled,
and if they do not pay the high prices
which the originals would command, they
in many cases pay far more than the
violins are worth. .The world is full of
frauds in other arts as well as violin
making, and there are hundreds of clever
workmen, and even factories in Europe,
which turn out vast quantities of bogus
antiquities, curios and fake works of art
which are sold to unsuspecting tourists at
high prices.

students play difficult studies and pieces
CLEAN PASSAGE WORK.
A cobrespondent writes: “I am a vio¬ without a trace of accent—everything in
monotone, like a grind organ. Some peo¬
linist after a fashion, that is, I have
ple seem' born without the feeling of
studied for some years, and play, some
rhythm, and the playing of such people is
say very wqll indeed. I have a full invariably uneven and irrqgular. Others
round tone, fair technic—but—I cannot seem to feel all the accents by nature and
do rapid work. Something is wrong- never have to be told. Where a pupil
can you tell me what it is? For instance, seems to have no, feeling of accent, the
in rapid passages played with single bow¬ teacher should not rest until the accents
ings in the middle.of the bow, I get very are made in the proper places, when a
much confused and stumble. This is a great improvement will be noted. Proper
.fault I should like very much to remedy.” accenting helps greatly in acquiring a
Our correspondent’s trouble is, no clean, even manner of playing fast pas¬
doubt,
used either from the failure of sage work.
While the above methods of practice
bow and left hand fingers to work simul¬
taneous . or from a fundamental lack of will be effectual in improving the playing
correct nme and rhythm. In order to of fast passages by the majority of pupils
play fa;: sassage work cleanly it is nec¬ of talent, it is undeniable that people are
occasionally met with who cannot attain
essary 'hot bow and finger act at the
the requisite speed for passages where
precise some time. The right and left
great agility is required. Just as in the
lobe of die brain must coordinate per¬
case of horses, the great race horses are
fectly. Many piano pupils suffer from capable of wonderful bursts of speed, so
the habit of anticipating with the left in human beings, some seem to have the
hand, do right striking slightly after, thus natural gift of flaying rapid passages,
creating an uncertain see-saw effect. which are impossible to others. One
Much < i the beauty of the playing of a thing is certain, however, persistent prac¬
really good pianist comes from the fact tice along the fines indicated above will
that’notes which are intended to be work wonders.
struck exactly together are played so, giv¬
ing a clean rhythmical effect. A failure
to do tins is the cause of much of the
FRAUDULENT LABELS.
sloven!\ piano playing we hear, in the
A correspondent from Pennsylvania
case ■ i imperfectly educated pianists.
Many \ i- .lin students have the same fail¬ writes to The Etude: “I think a stop
ing. Where bow and finger do not move should be put to this mis-branding of
exactF together, we have a muddled, violins. I know of a case where a boy
sloFF - ... effect which utterly destroys gave $25 for a violin marked “Stradivarius,” the actual value of which would be
the cf
of a rapid passage.
The "My way to overcome this trouble $12 per dozen.’ It is a shame, an outrage
is by s'" practice at first,-with the speed that this pernicious practice should be al¬
grade di" increased as proficiency is lowed to continue.”
The custom of placing the names of
gained
I do not know of any better
exervi
to begin with than the famous famous makers in violins had its origin at
bowing exercise in sixteenth notes of a very early date, in fact it commenced
Kreutzcr (No. 2). the exercise should about the time the great superiority of
be played slowly at first, as if written in the violins made in Cremona, Brescia and
other Italian cities be'gan to be generally
quarter notes, then in eighths, then six¬
acknowledged. The human race will do
teenths. then thirty seconds. As soon as
almost anything for money, and in the
the student finds that his playing is un¬
absence of any law forbidding it, the
even, he should drop to a slower tempo.
violin maker who can get a higher, price
The metronome is a great help. At first
for his violins by making them in imita¬
play one note to each tick, then two notes,
then four, and then eight. Never leave tion of a more famous maker than him¬
self may safely be relied upon to do it.
one speed until it has been absolutely
mastered. Another good exercise for this As far as I know none of the legislators
in any country have at any time consid¬
purpose is the No. 8 of Kreutzer, which
ered the matter of counterfeiting violins
can be practiced first in triplets and then
of sufficient importance, to pass a law
in sextoles. The effect of slow practice
in work of this kind is almost miraculous, forbidding it, although courts of law
have occasionally awarded heavy damages
and all the greatest violin teachers insist
and other penalties against persons who
on it. Mastering fast passage work in
have sold violins for a high price when
a clean, rhythmical manner takes much
time and patience, and slow plactice is guaranteeing that they were made by fa¬
the best means to attain it. The average mous violin makers.
The old masters of violin making put
violin student attacks fast passages as a
rule at a fast tempo, skipping along at their names, the place ■ of manufacture,
an uncertain hobbling gait—any way to and the date, in their violins by way of
trade marks. It is doubtful if their violins
get the notes in. Leopold Auer, teacher
of Mischa Elman, Kathleen Parlow and were much imitated during their fives, be¬
other famous violinists, insists on pain¬ sides, the laws in regard to trade marks
fully slow practice at first, with a grad¬ were in a very misty and chaotic condi¬
tion in those days. If Stradivarius had
ual increase in tempo as proficiency is
gained. Any difficult passage is bound made his violins at the present day he
would no doubt have patented them, and
to yield to practice of this kind, if per¬
brought suit for damages against anyone
sisted in.
using his improved construction and
Other violin students fail in doing good
trade mark. But he and his illustrious
passage work because they practice with¬
compatriots in the violin making art have
out the natural and special accents re¬
been dead for decades, and there is no
quired. I have heard advanced violin
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AMERICA THE DUMPING
GROUND FOR CHEAP
“FAKE” VIOLINS.
BY E. W. ABELL.
Anyone who has looked about much
for a good violin at a moderate price
cannot have failed to marvel at the enor¬
mous number of inferior instruments on
the market. Nearly all of these are made
in Germany, probably nine-tenths of them
coming from Markneukirchen, in the
southern part of Saxony, where more
violins are made than in any other part
of the world, if not in all the rest of
the world taken together.
There can be no doubt that good in¬
struments are turned out at this great
centre of the industry. Indeed, every¬
thing known to the art is found there.
A high school for violin making is located
near Markneukirchen, probably the only
school of its kind in existence. Neverthe¬
less, the superior instruments reach this
country in such liriiited numbers, and are
so high in price, that the rank and file
of music lovers have to put up with an
inferior article.
The chief reason for this is our high
duty on violins, which is now forty-five
per cent. The new tariff proposes a reduc¬
tion of.only ten per cent., leaving the duty
thirty-five per cent. This will make very
little difference in the existing unsatis¬
factory condition. . As a result of the
high duty this country is flooded with
the refuse, on which the duty per instru¬
ment amounts to little. The manufactur¬
ing cost of most of these cheap violins
is about two dollars. The majority of
which hear the fraudulent label which has
been the means of deceiving So many into
believing that they possess a real Cre¬
mona violin. Our high duty, therefore,
puts a premium on the cheapest product.
Our government has, no doubt, classed
musical instruments as a luxury, and has
made the duty what it is in order to

“The Sweet Toned Piano”
You would be drawn to it in the
midst of a hundred pianos.
It translates into sound that
subtle sense of music which the
mind from birth has expressed to
the heart, and for which the heart
—your heart—listens and waits.
One hundred and three thou¬
sand American homes have
listened to the sweet voiced Emer¬
son.
Your home should have one.
DEALERS IN PRINCIPAL CITIES
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Write for catalogue
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obtain revenue from the well-to-do
classes. The rich can buy good instru¬
ments and not feel it, to be sure, but
where one of this kind is brought into
the country a hundred cheap ones are
imported. The revenue from the rich is
negligible. Our people in general, who
can ill afford it, pay the bulk of the
duty and have to put up with instruments
bearing “fake” Stradivarius labels that the
Germans themselves would probably re¬
fuse to play on.
It may be asked why we do not make
our own violins. It is for the same
reason that we do not make our glass
for telescope lenses, spectacles and other
optical instruments. We buy it from Jena
in Germany, or from Paris, where the
art is far ahead of us. In Saxony a
whole community devotes its energies to
violin making, just as in this country
Lansingburg, N. Y., makes most of our
brushes, Troy, N. Y., our collars and cuffs,
Gloversville, N. Y., our gloves, and
Schenectady, N. Y„ our electrical sup¬
plies. There are a few highly gifted and
capable makers in America but not
enough to supply the great demand.
The old world has made violins for
centuries. The manufacture has become
specialized. They are in close touch with
the “old wood” market and other sup¬
plies. Their restricted area has compelled
them to become experts in small things,
while we are devoting our energies to
large affairs. It is doubtful whether we
could afford to undertake competition
with the Germans in making cheap violins
during the next fifty years. The good
violin makers in America make a higher
class of violin.
To put violins and all violin accessories
on the free list would hurt nobody and
benefit multitudes. .Anyone familiar with
the situation knows that the compara¬
tively few violin makers of this country
are almost wholly occupied with repair
work, with keeping our present stock of
good instruments in playing order as long
as possible. It is useless for them to try
to make violins in quantities to compete
Did the Stradivarius Factory Look Like 1
with those from Germany. I have talked
number of violin
makers and
— —
Our cartoonist has caught a delightfully humorous asp
music dealers. All are against the duty, old violin swindle in this picture. No amount of publicity ‘

One fear’s Free^ trial

(JOntisi) $©.

Washington, N. J.

TUNING PAYS

of the
s to be

;wi“““r.“th^°Tr,oftlin;thatray
°‘,hc:
owu containing btradivanus labels stand about
one c: ■-»»
c'e in a

fit them and the public. The duty is,
therefore, not for protection, for there
is no one to protect. It is for revenue
only, Which IS not paid by Germany but
by us, in the higher cost of the instruments and the supplies.
High duty has made this country the
dumping ground of the cheapest possible
imitation violins, fraudulently labeled in3trad,lvarius Cremonensis
faciebat 1716, in deference to our cravmg for something really good. Thousands and thousands of such violins have
been sold in America. Perhaps we need
a new law like the Pure Food and Drug
Act to insure honest violins.

. ilon °* being genuine. Antonio Stradivari, according to son
authorimade 1116 instruments. Of these instruments there are
cords of
540 violins, 12 violas and 50 violoncellos. The last records of
s instruments date from 17T7
•
.
,
™
f aate trom 1/j/. That so many instruments remain ai r nearly
7° undred y®ars have Past is remarkable in itself. It is v v likely
™at most °| the others have been destroyed through accident and age.
*ne secret of the wonderful varnish was pasted in the family bihie of the
^radivans but destroyed by Stradivari’s son because of the fear that
might become common property.
The immense value which the nld
i
,,
j.
imitators, not by the hundred but bvth S
aSS,UmecdL natur;iU^ ™ade
labels were nrinted in “nared> ,
by the thousand. Sheets of spurious
off cheao violins
thousand lots to supply the impostors who palmed
. infarvFo
*t,
genuine Stradivarius instruments. The swindle became

3 of repairs, address yourself only to a person of' known expericnee and integrity. If convenient see
to the repairs yourself as often as possible. I have already recommended that
the greatest care should be observed in
making experiments with the sound-post
and the bridge. This attention must be
increased with old instruments, as freqnently, from the many years’ pressure,
the places under the bridge have already
suffered much wear.—Spohr.

imported3to Slf S' T T* pr3Ct1ic3,ly a11 of the countless cheap fiddles
S
or.e was
the •*«
of the genuine Stradivarius instruinstrument. Sometimes
thisry,b,
label
i
merely a bungiinTimitItinn
Tvf * fafsi.mi’e> h
at other times it was
of violins in ^world bearin^h^'j— th"e aFe literallyLm'ihonS
altogether worthless
e
nnf> ,
Stradivarius imprint, but which are
year^ old and bertmse^h
°u the<f violins are fifty and one hundred
Swner assumes that h
have . be™ in the family for ages” the
T .
™es that they are genu he. The chance of heinv genuine is
•
°ne m one hundred thousand
fW
*
•
u8- SenVmV®
Plctu.re of, ^hat the Stradivarius plant m^st
j^iV^nnlv a
faction of the violins attributed to the Italian
,
him. Stradivari was not the onlv s.tffo *f
mas}er had been made by
violins bearing the names of otV S YTerer *rom this swindle, as spurious
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HINTS FOR THE VIOLIN
GREAT VITALITY REQUIRED
STUDENT.
FOR VIOLIN PLAYING.
A violinist writes from Massachusetts:
“Do you know whether or not violin
BY JULIUS ’. HULFF.
FREE
playing affects the nervous system or the
heart? Sometimes I feel depressed and
Never hurry to the studio. It is better
nervous' after practicing an hour' or so, to come early and wait a half hour than
Will you accept, with our compli¬
ments, the most interesting and in¬
and I am anxious to know if it is from to hurry to the teacher with the fear that
structive booklet ever written on
eye strain, concentration on position,
you will be late.
how to judge a piano? It is so easy
tone,. etc., when not reading music, or
Nervousness is the bane of nearly
to be fooled about a piano. f| The case
every musician. At the very outset of
is all you can see—yet it is the least
Our
correspondent’s
depression
may
your musical career aim to acquire as lit¬
importantpart. flit’s thepith—the in¬
come from any or all of the causes he tle of it as possible by plenty of outdoor
side, that really counts; and that is
has specified. The old adage tells us that exercise.
why we have named this new book
“ 1 he Pith of the Piano Problem.”
there are “more ways than one of killing
When going to a lesson carry your vio¬
Written in a clear, simple, non-techa cat.” In the same manner there are lin case under your arm and thus prevent
nical way, “The Pith of the Piano
more ways than one of playing the violin. tiring your fingers and wrists unnecessa¬
Problem” tells you how to avoid the
If the player sits calmly in a chair, and rily.
pitfalls as well as how to find.out the
plays easy music in a listless, feeble, ex¬
good points of a piano. <1 Anyone can
Silence is golden on your part whileunderstand it, and apply the simple
pressionless manner, there is no doubt he your teacher is speaking. Have a note¬
rules set forth—no matter how little
could keep it up quite a time without any book handy when you return from your
he or she may know about music—and
special wear and tear on the nervous sys¬ lesson, and jot down the most important
i i i s e q u ally helpful to the expert musitem. If, however, he should play with points of your teacher’s explanations.
r;-!n. dJYour copy of “The Pith of
fiery energy, great tone, passionate ex¬
•J Piano Problem” will be mailed
Always have your bow and violin in
da. Write today—a postal will do.
pression, much enthusiasm, and intense condition when you step into the studio.
mental concentration, he would find that
Think your tones. Be alert to pitch at
he was making immense drafts on his all times. Even on your way to the studio
SOHMER & CO.
nervous energy and vital powers. For you can train “your ears.” Listen to the
317 Fifth Avenue
playing such as this, the entire nervous pitch of the street car gongs, the whistles
NEW
YORK
system and every faculty of mind and and human voices. Try to eliminate all
body must be keyed up to the highest sounds but the footfalls of the pedes¬
pitch. There are few human occupation, trians, and you will be startled at the roar
which call for a greater expenditure of of the shoes—and yet, you probably never
nervous force than playing difficult violin noticed this before.
Never buy a violin without first con¬
compositions with the energy and ex¬
pression which they demand. I personally sulting your teacher.
Earn the everlasting gratitude of your
knew of a case where playing a Paganini
concerto on the violin caused the tem¬ teacher by saying nothing about acquir¬
ing the “vibrato” until you have mastered
perature of a young man to rise two de¬
all
the positions.
grees, by the record of a clinical ther¬
Always clean the rosin from the body
mometer. He had been ill and feverish
of the violin and the stick of the bow
with the grippe, and the doctor forbade
before placing them in the case.
any violent exertion. Neglecting this ad¬
Come regularly to your lessons. If you
vice the young man played the concerto
cannot come, pay for the lesson. Time
with the result above named. Violinists
is your teacher’s stock in trade. And do
with a weak nervous system and weak
not throw your money at the teacher.
heart are naturally affected if the strain
Whatever the price, the teacher earns it.
of playing is too great or long continued.
",
50 Cent* each $4.50 per do*., not postpaid
I have yet to find a teacher who was
A great French violinist fainted on the
- i compilation of anthems for gennot affected by flowers and other little
composed, arranged and selected
stage in Paris a year or so ago while he
1.1 American organist and direcgifts from his students.
! lagler. It Is the product of the was playing a concerto. He had been
A
teacher who makes.unkind comments
< of a lifetime. The anthems are turning night into day, and indulging in
it moderate difficulty, suited to the
on the character and teaching ability of
a continued round of gayety for some
quartet or chorus choir. Appropriother teachers cannot long hold the re¬
l.ors will be found for all occasions.
weeks,
with
the
result
that
his
nerves
: mms are melodious and interesting
spect and confidence of his students.
.a ; none are dry or tedious. This were worn to a “frazzle,” and his vital
Some come to the studios in autos, some
well worth a place in the perma•rtoire of any choir. It furnishes powers “went dead” just at the wrong in street cars, some on foot and a num¬
of material from which to select moment. Paganini is said to have ruine l
ber, who should stay at home, are brought,
- - ..ion convenient for ready use.
his nervous system by practicing in his
in
baby buggies. A conscientious teacher
THE
RE PRESSER CO. Philadelphia, Pa.
boyhood and early manhood at the rate
should show no partiality. Genius often
of ten hours a day, for months at a time,
prefers the threadbare coat of the news¬
although it is claimed that dissipation had
boy to the broadcloth garments of the
a good deal to do with it also. However
idle rich.
that may be, he had miserable health all
Avoid facial distortions, swaying of
his life, and died just when he should
body and beating time with the foot while
have been in his prime. Many a splendid
practicing.
talent and brilliant young artist have been
114 N. 13th St..
Philadelphia, Pa.
snuffed out because they could not stand
CONCERT ETIQUETTE.
the double strain .of concert violin play¬
Music Engravers and Printers
A correspondent wishes to know if, in
ing, and a wild life in the bargain.
The moral of all this is that the vio¬ case of a recall by the audience after a
linist must conserve his energy and live violin solo, the accompanist should return
publishers on Sheet Music. Music BoSks, Band
the simple life, if he hopes to give the to the stage with the violinist and bow
Orchestra and Octavo Music, etc. HIGH GRADE
WORK AT REASONABLE PRICES. Copyrights
This depends
world the best that is in him, and enjoy acknowledgments .also,
secured. Manuscripts revised and corrected.
a long career and the honorable old age somewhat on the nature of the composi¬
which should be enjoyed by every artist. tion which has been played. If the com¬
Music typography in all its Branches
If the student finds that his practice is position is a sonata or any composition
i
HYMN AND TUNE BOOK PLATES 9
depressing his nervous system, he should in which the piano has equal honors with
considerable periods of rest between the violin, both performers would bow.
Dudley T. Limerick I take
his hours of practice, practicing in fre¬ If, however, the piece which has been
-—-GOSPEL SONG PLATES--5 quent periods of say only twenty minutes played is a solo for the violin, the piano
or a half hour at a time, and resuming part being merely the accompaniment,
j4o. i o S. PKchs Street, Philadelphia
only the violinist would bow, although
when he feels rested.
( Market above Fifteenth )
after several recalls a soloist sometimes
insists on his accompanist coming for¬
Send for Iter
ward to share the honors. To illustrate:
after having performed a Grieg sonata
for violin and piano, both pianist and
violinist would come forward and bow.
but after a performance of Paganini’s
Witches Dance, only the violinist would
acknowledge the applause,
Please mention THE ETUDE w en addressing our advertisers.
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SUMMER READING
Master Lessons In Pianoforte
Playing
By E. M. BOWMAN
The most important steps for
both the student and the teacher
are the first steps.
An eminent
pianoforte teacher has outlined the
most modern thought In piano
study in this wholesome and stimu¬
lating book.
This valuable pedagogic work con¬
sists of a series of lessons in the
form of “Letters from a Musician to
His Nephew,” giving the essentials
of a course of study in artistic
pianoforte playing, self-helps, short
cuts and vital suggestions for the
guidance of the student, the teacher,
the artist, the parent and the eduCa

'

Price, *1.00

Imaginary Biographical Letters
Bv ALETHEA CRAWFORD COX
and ALICE CHAPIN
Suppose the little friend to whom
you desire to give a gift were to
wake up some mornira-A
letters addressed to hei
Handel. Haydn, Mozart, Rossini, Moscheles, Schubert,
lioz, Mendelssohn, Chopin. Schu¬
mann, Liszt and Wagner, wouldn’t
she be surprised? This fascinating
little book is the next best thing.
It adds the charm of romance and
personality to musical biography.
It makes the composers live like
real men. It will surely be appre¬
ciated.
Price, *1.25
Stories of Standard Teaching
Pieces
By EDWARD BAXTER PERRY
The little touch of Romance, An¬
ecdote and Educational informa¬
tion, which give zest to the lesson
and happiness to the pupil, is sup¬
plied by this captivating book.
Mr. Perry's famous book, “De¬
scriptive Analyses of Pianoforte
Compositions,” has helped and in¬
spired thousands of teachers and
pupils. The new work will prove
even more useful because it deals
with pieces from the third to the
seventh grades. Tile surest way in
which to awaken the interest of a
dull pupil is to place in his pos¬
session a copy of this work, which
describes the pieces he plays—piece i
like the gems from Grieg, Godard.
Nevln, Rubinstein, Schytte and other
composers 'of immensely popular
Price, *1.50
European Reminiscences
Musical and Otherwise
By LOUIS C. ELSON
The recollections of the vacation
tours of a musician in various coun¬
tries. Some of the observations and
experiences of a musician during
the pursuit of his investigations in
musical history in Europe, written
in a genial and witty style.
Illustrated. Price. *1.50
The Masters and Their Music
By W. S. B. MATHEWS
A hand-book of musical literature
t and pri_
. The first part con¬
tains material for Ten Musical
Evenings or Classes consisting of
Biographical and Critical Annota¬
tions, carefully selected musical il¬
lustrations. etc., relating to Bach.
Handel. Havdn. Mozart, Schubert.
Beethoven, Mendelssohn and Liszt.
The second part contains Six MusiOottselinlk, and Mason. Macbowell]
Arthur Foote and Mrs. H. H. A.
Beach. Scharwenka, Jense.i and Pad¬
erewski. Rubinstein and Tchafkowsky, and miscellaneous programs of
American composers.
Price, Cloth-bound, *1.50
Anecdotes of Great Musicians
By W. FRANCIS GATES
A unique, valuable and interesting
collection of 300 well-authenticated
anecdotes of Great Composers. Play¬
ers and Singers, related in an enter¬
taining style, and embodying much
valuable musical information.
Price, *1.50
Any or all of the above sent, postpaid,
upon receipt of price.
Send lor our complete descriptive cata¬
logue of musical works and teach¬
ers’ price-list.
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much that I could not keep

blew s
taper lighted. I ,a“0^1jater when I
tent to my sewnSarret, I had’the good
tortune to l ave an influential neighbor;
I a so hld a avier. My neighbor, the
1 also had a cla
,. ' .
t Por.
poet Metastasio, intr°duced . •
POBE, rJSt)
Oh was he" the
onffor whom you ran’errands and
blacked0 boS?
7
Haydn (laughing): Yes, Niccolo Porpora, I doubt if he would be known today had I not done these menial tasks
for him. He was * not always grateful
either, but I had splendid opportunities
of meeting famous'people at his house
and my good fortuile seems to date from
Porpora;s garret I practiced and mem*”**~*<V>
onzed
of Emanu.l Bach, th*
J six sonatas
'
r.rcat Bach s son. I'owe a great deal to
'.rcat °“c“s *° ' . ~
„„ n • „
Lmanuel Bach- Hls Treatise on Clavier
was most valuable; from it I
warned the habit of thinking in song.
t,.
- while IT was at Porpora’s that I
It was
gave my first lessons, for the magnificent
sum of two dollars and fifty cents a
month.
Ben and Mary (in chorus): Oh, that
wouldn’t be. enough to keep us in candy
and moving pictures!
Haydn {somewhat testily):
Maybe
not—but all this self-exertion was of immense value to me. I grew; I didn’t stagrate in my garret as some do to-day who
l plush-lined chairs,,

presenting
[The Etude takes pleasure
Mary {looking tip): We couldn’t e
a. portrait of the gei ' '
1 practical editor know enough to put' two pieces'of ’wood
of the Children's Dep
t, Miss Jo-?' ' '
Watson. Miss Watsc_ 'S together, much less play our own pieces,
oiigh training for her work, and is l.
Haydn {turning to Mary): You modhighly successful teacher in the Middle \\
■ spending two years at Wellesley
ern children have so much done for you
lcg^under
nave so muen aone tor you
under Junius W.Til'll'
W. Ilill (a remarkably line
..
pedagog).
—you scarcely need to invent amusepedagog), Miss Watson went to Europe,
Euroi
where she remained, studying music for
t
,. T a u r
,, .
.
,
three years under Martin Krause in Leipsic ments—why I do believe that your teachand Heinrich Barth at the Hochschule in ers do most of your thinking for you—
“i workemSAm^rilainderEdw^dSMaon very bad, very bad! My first teacher
Dowell, Alfred Ross Parsons and Carl Fael- gave me real discipline and I received
t™
She has. taught In
Emporia, Kansas,
,
.
,
K
’
.
.
in Empor_
•
s City. Our
readers
_ famil- . more heating , than bread or
M)Vinstruction;---J__
practical my second cone was no better, he pun¬
—----- _,
-— - -my
usefulness and wholesome optimism -'-i-i, ...
ished and scolded like a tyrant.
makes her department in The Etude si
to the child soul and so helpful to thos„ _
Mary {excitedly): Oh Herr Haydn—
work with children.—Editor of The Etude.]
did he ever rap your knuckles?
Haydn (laughing): Indeed he did,
“AN EVENING WITH ‘PAPA
once
hut dozens of times.
HAYDN.’ ”
Ben {under his breath):- You bet I’d
(Scene:—Evening in Joseph Haydn’s
study in Vienna. A clavichord of beauti¬ wear my base ball gloves I would.
Mary {frowning at Ben) : How
ful workmanship stands to the left; tali'
book cases to the right "‘large'’table could you learn anything. I should be
strewed with books and manuscripts in so exc'te<^the center. The room is dimly lighted
Haydn : What I learned at that time
with wax tapers. Haydn is seated at the was out °f books, I simply flug into all
table facing Ben and Mary, two lately the harmony and counterpoint books I
arrived music students from America.) could buy. Every penny father sent for
Haydn {smiling good-naturedly and clothing I spent for music books. I slept
pointing to the untidy table): I have with Fux’s Gradus ad Parnassum under
written many scores at this very table, my- pillow and the shabbier I looked the
so many in fact that I have not kept more excited I became about my art.
count of them; but to the most trifling
Ben {inquiringly) : Would it do us
piece I always add these three words any good to sleep with Czerny under
at the top In nomine Domini.
our pillows?
Ben {drumming the table): Sounds
Haydn {laughing loudly) : You might
French.
try it, no harm would be done.
Haydn {thoughtfully): No, it’s Latin
Mary (with interest): We’ll do it,
and means, “In the name of the Master.” Ben, and see 1
Mary (wonderingly):
Is that for
Haydn : Beside harmony and claviluck?
chord playing, I had other work to do;
Haydn (seriously): Perhaps it is. I I was a singing boy, a chorister in St.
simply can’t help it. When I think of Stephen’s church; but after my voicour great Creator, my heart is so filled changed old Reutter, my teacher, turned
with joy that the notes fly off as from me out because I had become quite usea spindle—and I am grateful from the less to him. It seems the Emperor had
bottom of my heart.
told Reutter that I sang like a crow, my
Ben (excitedly): Gee—I wish I could- brother took my place and I began t >
make my pieces fly like a spindle!
know what hardship was.
It was a
Haydn
(tapping Ben’s shoulder) : wretched time. I recall one night in parMaybe you will, my lad—no one knows ticular, when I walked the streets of
what lies deep down in, our heart of Vienna weary and hungry, sleeping on
hearts. . Who could have dreamed that a park bench with a bundle of three
-rubied the spinet
I, out of a family of twelve, should be shirts for a pillow.
the chosen one? Even Beethoven marMary: It wasn’t very polite of ReutMary (excitedly)• Oh Herr H d _
veled and said, “How wonderful that so ter to turn you out-I’m sure our teacher Grandpa’s attic leaks awfully, andttera
great a man should be born in a peasant s would not think of such a thing, no mat- is a melodeon up there do vou think
cottage.”
ter how miserably we played or sang.
might practice there knd been™ „
Mary (eagerly): And you are called
Haydn (thoughtfully):
Times have iuses?
6 g
the “Father of the Symphony,” too 1 How changed in that respect, and it is good
Haydn (laughing gaily)
did you get to be a symphonist, Herr that they have—you are better able to bit too old" forLc;aY°U S ,
Haydn? Do tell us.
accomplish more than I did as a young- not have to praefe in a 1 1 y0U d°
Haydn (leaning forward): Well, my. ster.
or black boots In
Rarretdears, becoming
a symphonist
..
-<« *r. no, talented like bn.
it, is rather slow work, at least it was you—wf
only plain boys and girls.
tages how few good amateur*
u "
for me—though I must say I had an
Hayd:
We all have some talent, my in your country.8 £ myX Vera ^
accurate ear and a fine sense of rhythm dears, and industry may he cultivated any^
CiasSe
t. boy. Rhythm, the swing of the where and in any place; all I havi
a"
'll0.upper ^sses
piece, counts for more than you think.
aged to do is by dint of hard work”’I made* it possible foImeV"06 FSterhaz>’
Ben (interrupting): We have good have never forgotten the baker near St. ideas.
woric out my
trs too why I can stand right over Stephen’s. When I sang a solo he always
Mary: Did you write music for hi™
cannon fire cracker and let it explode gave me a present of a cake. “Be good Herr Haydn? '
h ’
and never
and industrious,” he would say, “and
Haydn: Oh, yes, indeed, I wrote all
Haydn (laughing heartily)
Well I
rve God continually.
my quartets for his players Mv PrV
didn’t mean that sort of an ear. ^
Mary (with curiosity): But what be- was always satisfied with my work-I Zll
children like noise at home, though
.me of you—you could not sleep on park at liberty to make ewerimmte
i
wasn’t such noisy noise as yours. I
b„ob« ,11 ,h,
.
„h„ proved m'jSSV&ZZ
member making a toy violin out of t
Haydn (smiling) : Of course not—no, ened i
I could be
j I pleased
hold
as
pieces of wood—my gracious, the
tenor singer in a neighboring church and a
off from nr
the^world
there'
i must have made with that thing—per- let me have his garret, it was a slight was no one to confuse
t
cnnfiicA /Nt+_
forming pieces on it, if you please, of improvement over park benches, though and I was forced to become oXTV me
j came in and the wind
Pen : Well you went to England onv-

picture crossing the
Haydn: To be sure—I made two trips
to England. I liked the country and thz
people. You know at Prince Esterhazy’s
I had to appear m white stockings, white
linen, and either with a pig-tail or a wH
In England I dressed differently.
Mary: Oh, tell us what happened in
England, we want to study yo„ in 0Ur
club this year and my subject is “Haydn’s
English Visits
Haydn {with interest): Im glad you
are to take this subject because the Enghsh period was the _ most fruitful I
wrote twelve symphonies for my manager
Salomon and these are the flower of my
work, and this at the age of sixty and
more; so take courage, my dears, you still
.
' j t
f tirae to become 1*7
P ' Tyfp,r
npvpr

Ben . 1 tear we never can, and besides
wp have no boots to bl-ck
we have no boots to bl„ek.
So much
Haydn {laughing loudly',
o study; I work slowly, and
received little praise at fir old man when worldly hi >
s came to
me; in England I received
degree at
Oxford. I was feted by t!
•yalty, tlu
press extolled my works; 1
what wer;
worldly honors compared
my Godgiven gift. Oh, I am neve:
heppy as
when sitting at this old t
inventing
new tunes,
Ben and Mary {in chori
We just
love your pieces.
Haydn {with interest):
heartily
1 you love my music;
there is
much thunderous noise in he land it
is good to know that my qi •. i airs are
still remembered and played
Mary (enthusiastically): . layed the
air to the Surprise Symphon n a recital
when I was six.
Ben: Your music is so ca
to under¬
stand, too, just as plain and C, r as day¬
light. Teacher says we are t
idy your
E minor sonata this summer.
Mary (interrupting):
\
teacher
says, “ 'Papa Haydn’ doesn’t I
v how to
be sad, his music is like sunHaydn (smiling good-uatur.
That
pleases me—For I meant tnake the
world happy. It is impossd
for me
to find any luxury in grin
I never
could stay miserable more tli
minute
at a time—I’m sure that’s
reason
why you find my music so
’reshing
in this tired noise-driven age.
Ben and Mary (looking
- ’ic hour
glass): Oh, we must go, ;
almost
twelve o’clock.
Haydn (rising): Now ren-mber the
next time you hear a piece call-. ■ "Haydnish” it does not mean silly and simple
but something clear, straightforward,
fresh and winning. I think I have done
my duty and been of use in my genera:
tion ** m>' works." ‘ Lrt others do the
same'
Ben and Mary (calling from the door¬
way) : You have helped us all and we
are coming to see you again, so Aufwiedersehn!
ME QUESTIONS TO ANSWER ABOUT
..
"*«» HAYDN."
, . me some great musicians who lived
^ra
^
wIT*6 'S ^a-v<!n's birthplace ?
What was Haydn’s 'pet'“i
chil(i?
””
V hat forms of music did Haydn write
tor his patron, the Prince Esterhazy?
Tell about Haydn’s Toy Symphonyf
What simple song did Haydn write
in his old age?
^ ■ hat piece do you play of Papa
Haydn’s ?

little for ‘methods’
T .. I care
■" "
JUCillUUS its such.
which^.medicines
there are many
.,1Ln 1"'ay nave soi
?"d ^ve been of more or less Value.
tV individ«ality is the thing.”—B. J-
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LITTLE SISTER OF
PIANOFORTE.

THE

Her name is Clavichord, and who can
tell something about this sweet toned,
fragile looking
forerunner of our
modern piano? I believe every one of
us should know the construction of his
instrument, its history and development.
No more quiet, unassuming instrument
can be imagined than the Clavichord.
Some of us who pound out the melodies
Of pieces on our “Grands” would snap
all the strings asunder on the Clavichord
for they are of brass and no thicker than
a hair.
Children in Bach’s time practiced upon
Clavichords and even as late as Beeth¬
oven’s childhood they were used in Ger¬
many. Bach -wrote most of his clavier
music for them and Beethoven considered
them the most expressive of keyboard in¬
struments.
On vi iting days you can still see
Mozart's Clavichord in the Mozarteum
at Sahvhttrg. He used this instrument
when ,imposing The Magic Flute. Bach’s
son, h ; nanuel, wrote a book upon the
art oi
laying the Clavichord and this
essay ■ < ms to have been the basis of
all sit
ling text hooks upon the art of

down, a thin blade of brass (called a
tangent) rises and plucks the string,
producing the tone, and acting as a
second bridge as well, measuring off the
required length of string.
The tone is most delicate and tremu¬
lous, weak to our modern ears but beauti¬
ful nevertheless, and capable of reflecting
the finest shades of touch.
With the Clavichord it is not how loud
but how soft can you play. Some of our
modern methods of tone production
would endanger the whole mechanism of
the Clavichord; yet the German organ¬
ists of the eighteenth century were
trained upon this instrument and gained
strength enough to play brilliant music
upon the heavy organs of that time, some
of which required a pressure often
amounting to a pound to each key.
So light is the touch ’of the Clavichord
that an unduly strong blow on the key
tightens the string and makes the pitch
a little sharper; if this could possibly
occur on our pianos what a warning it
would he to us—translated it would mean
“Don’t pound!”
Clavichord players kept their hands
very still indeed, tranquil hand position
was absolutely necessary if the pitch of
the instrument was to be maintained at
all.
So the Clavichord, little and weak as it
is, teaches us one big lesson—that is, we
do not have to pound to get tone, and
controlled strength is a most valuable
asset in playing the piano.
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Publisher’s Notes
A Department of Information Regarding New
Educational Musical Works

SOtSilElE

t)ne month ago faction to hundreds of teachers in the
in the June issue past and we cordially repeat the inviof The Etude, di- tation for this season. Teachers unfarections were miliar with this offer or with the “ON
return of SALE PLAN” are urged to correspond
given with regard
inquiries cheerfully
music not desired from ON SALE . —.
packages and the final settlement of answered,
acrnnnts The note mentioned particu,
larly that with the June statement, Early Closing Dur- The question of
complete directions would be given, mg July and August, the hours of a
That statement and those directions
.mal1 order hou.se
have been delivered to all of our pa- is of considerable importance to its
trons and thousands have made their patrons. Thousands of our patrons
nd settled
found how convenient it is and
rCAfvearlv settlement is imperative; it how much more promptly they receive
i,1he greatest^ amount of credit Ithat an order from Philadelphia by mail
any firm in any business can profitably than if they waited for a local dealer
allow. The only exception to a yearly tc do the same ordering. During July
aside a Clavichord and you will
settlement that we can possibly offer and August we close on Saturday at
; its workings are very simple,
is to allow the ON SALE music that 1 o’clock and other days at 5 o clock,
like strings rest upon a bridge
has been sent out during the past year This may mean the delay of a day or
. ml. the other end being lost in
to be retained one more year on condi- of a half day in the receipt of an order,
felt. When the key is pressed
tion that by private correspondence a particularly to nearby points
Some
settlement be made for music that has of the inconvenience that might result
been used during the past year.
fjom this delay could be avoided by
That part of the monthly account the sending of the order at the earliest
By Mrs. Chas. E. Avery
which has not been settled monthly possible moment. We ask this con¬
a fascination about solving an enigma, especially when one is well constructed, ducing the year is now due. A com- sideration during the two summer
st plan b to pla-e a series of stars in a row according to the number of letters
i„ this case the number is 21. Then number the stars after the following fashion: plete statement of the exact amount months,
due will be sent to every patron as
soon as their ON SALE returns are Summer Orders and There seems to
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 received. Perhaps the most important New Music.
5
6 7
be an idea m the
final direction that can be given is to
music trade that
say—PUT THE NAME AND AD- music teaching stops during the sumi his arrangement has been made determine what the object in the following sen.
DRESS
OF
THE
SENDER
ON
mer.
This
house
has
never found that
nd then place the letters under the above. Continue doing this unt
EVERY PACKAGE RETURNED, to be a fact. We do a very large mail
number of letters in the name is determined. The first word, razor, is spelled oi
NO MATTER BY WHAT METHOD, order business during the summer
ildvkig^s'an excellent enigma for use in'clubs and classes where musical history
The keeping of an ON SALE pack- months; there are certain sections of
-,ge over making settlement only 'for the country, certain sized cities and
My whole is composed of twenty one letters.
the amount used, is of quite an advan- towns that do more music teaching in
a well known German Composer of the 18th Century.
tage- it saves transportation two ways the warmer months than they do durand the old package can be freshened mg the winter months, and we are all
up not only by the receipt of new prepared to give perhaps a little better
music ON SALE monthly during, the service during this time than we are
next season, but by supplementary se- in the busier winter months. _ _
lections
Another important word
Every order is filled the day it is rewould be to order early for next year, ceived, our organization is complete
It is impossible to order too early; with the exception of vacation times,
order now and set the date you want which always interfere to some small
the delivery made. There are many extent, but we can give at least as good
obvious advantages from following this service as at any other time of the year
ccurse
and wfe are prepared , not only to-take
care of the regular orders that come
Order Early
All teachers' in, but will be glad to send New Music
whose work con- ON SALE once or twice during these
tinues through the summer months will months to those who want any of the
keep in touch with a reliable music classifications which we send regularly
supply house during that time, but during the winter months—i. e., piano
those who give up teaching until fall or vocal or octavo or organ or violin
often sever all business relations o.' all of them.
+l-w> trade
froflp until almost th
tllfi
with the
Two years ago
A Fascinating
very day when the new season’
we showed our
work begins; then there is a hurry Summer
readers how fas¬
and
rush to get an assortment History Class,
cinating the study
of teaching pieces together,
more often "than otherwise, the music ov musical history might be made by
is not received until several days have organizing classes for summer study in
been practically lost: all this is quite connection with the very successful
easily avoided by placing the music Standard History of Music, by James
supply order early enough to guaran- Francis Cooke. It may not have octee delivery days or even weeks before curred to the average teacher that in
actual teaching begins. The vacation these days of vacation schools she
period is a good time to make at least may utilize her time and the undispartial preparations for the new tracted attention of her pupils in develseason’s work. For several years we oping a branch of her work that will
have made it worth while for teachers do more to push her pupils ahead than
to send us their orders in the summer, anything else in music. Music History
before August 15th, subject to delivery cultivates an intimate love for the art
at or before a stated date. We are sure by making the pupils acquainted with
this arrangement has given great satis- the lives of the composers, their aims,

An Enigma for Quick Minds

of ill:,
the fi.
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THE

ambitions, loves and personalities. A
class may be started with two pupils
or even one. It may be expanded to
thirty or more if the teacher has the
tact and organizing ability to keep up
the work. The Standard History of
Music may be put into use at once by
any teacher. Previous experience in
teaching the subject is unnecessary,
everything is arranged in its proper
order, with an abundance of test questions. In another part of this issue
you will find a division of the work into
a course of eight weeks. The whole
• subject may be covered profitably in
four if sufficient time is given at the
lcssons. If you desire to do something
to make your summer worth while, let
i send you our plan to help you organize a class and also let us quote
you our special prices for the History
when ordered in quantity. Don’t hes¬
itate to write—we are only too glad
to assist active teachers with full i
formation.

ETUDE

Reed Organ
Music.

The demand for
music
and
instruction
books
for the cabinet or reed organ is particularly heavy at this season, and, as
a partial guide to the selection of suitable music, etc., of this class, we have
prepared a list of choice compositions
and arrangements, studies and methods, shown on page 465 of this issue of
The Etude. Any of the above will be
sent for examination (On Sale) and all
teachers of this instrument are invited
to take advantage of the offer.
New pipe Organ
We have in oreBook
na tion
P
'
collection of pine
organ mus;c printed from especially
large plates and containing pieces of
i popular order and intermediate difficulty; organ pieces of such a character
as are frequently included in the music
pages of The Etude. It will be such
a book as the organist can pick up at
any time and find in it a piece suitable
for almost any ordinary purpose. The
umbers will all be bright and attrac-

THE

As this work has
been slightly delaved we shall
continue the special offer during the current month
only It
It is
is an
ari excellent
excellent technical work
only.
Concentrated
Technic. By
Alois F. Lejeal.

should possess, as well as one which
no student beyond the elementary
grades may peruse without immense
benefit. The special introductory price
in advance of publication is SO cents
have
paid hundreds
-postpaid.
r.,,9r, Students
to secure
similar

for more advanced students and may o
.Vfuosos in nersn
pmions
be used to advantage in daily practice tiom le \i
p
n.
during an extended period.
During the current month the special Two Part Songs.
W e will publish
advance price will be 20 cents, posta volume of two
paid.
part songs for women’s voices during
the summer months so that it will be
Melodic Studies for We have been ready for use in the fall. Only the
the Piano. By
somewhat de- m0st popular and singable songs will
I_lerman Vetter.
layed in issuing be included in this volume. Our rethese studies but sources along this line are ample and
they will be ready in a short time. We 0ur readers can look forward to a colslia11 continue the special offer for one lection of great value. This work may
month longer. It is one of the best be used with choruses, women’s clubs
books for beginners’ second grade 0r female colleges or even f, , duets
private purposes. The form in which
work.
°ur sPecial Pnce in advance of Pub' it will be published will be octavo.
The price of this in advance of publi¬
bcation is 15 cents per copy,
cation will be 15 cents, postpaid.
Etudes Melodiques This i i
for the Pianoforte, ing volume of New Gradus ad
This ir
By E. Nollett.
piano studies by parnassum. Various of tile
■-cries "is
of the lead- Difficulties.
uly. It
ing French composers is well along j pbilinn"
■ ill sorts
toward completion.
These studies
which
combine technic, rhythm and melody
owing to exceptional feat i
could
a high degree and are extremely intf
"ter‘ not be included in any of ti previous
est'nf? throughout. They are a
e classifications.
It is an
testing
kss difficult than Czerny’s Velocity.
vululac
Bnu
u
wnl
,
volume and it will prove
■t'dally
°ur special advance price wiH be 25 ugefuI to advanced student

Three Months’
During the su
Etude Subscription, mer months
offer The Etude
at a reduction. We will send any of
For iintroductory purposes we are
the three summer months for 25 cents.
offering this new volume at the espeThe months included in this thre
dally low price of 20 cents.
months’ trial subscription are Junt
July, August, September and October.
The principal benefit of this trial sub- Vaccai Method of
This
standard
scription is that there are so many Italian Singing.
work is to be
pupils whose interest it is necessary to
added to the
keep alive during the summer months Presser Collection. It will be printed cents> postpaid,
and the receiving of The Etude month- from new plates, carefully prepared,
lv will do this better than almost any- • and the book will be revised and edited Chaminade Album. We will publish
thing else. It will give them pleasing by one of the leading Vocal Teachers.
during the surnand instructive music suitable for the Vaccai’s Studies have proved most mer months a Chaminade Album. This
summer playing, and in addition to this popular among students and teachers volume will contain only the best com
a most excellent lot of reading matter and they bid fair to be used for a long positions of this popular composer
which will be stimulating. In many time to come. They are extremely
The introductory price of this
cases these subscriptions will continue melodious and are written in the Ital- volume will be 20 cents postpaid This
through the teacher in the fall. Why jan style.
is about the price of the average piece
not try this with your class? Offer
For introductory purposes we are that is in the collection and there will
them this trial subscription at 25 cents offering copies of this volume at the be some 20 pieces in the volume
and we
.... a
positive that there will be speciaI price of 20 cents, postpaid.
Aennnco to onv
1
a hearty response
any pfFnrf
effort morlp
made
Great Pianists on
This new work,
in this direction.
First Piano Book.
This
standard the Art of
now fast on the
Missed Lessons.
Sit down and es" By E‘ D- WaSnerelementary work Pianoforte Playing, way to publicatimate how many
for piano will be.
tion, is a series
times during the past year you have added to our catalogue during the sum- 01 personal educational conferences
been obliged to forfeit an entire hour mer months. This work is of interest with renowned masters of the keyowing to the fact that some pupil has to all teachers of beginners
Next in board, presenting the most modern
failed to live up to his obligations and popularity to Kohler’s Practical Meth- ideas upon Technic, Style, Interpreta■ take the lesson you have arranged to od Gomes Wagner’s First Piano Book tlon and ExPression. It is the result of a
give him
Perhaps you have printed The material in this book is much more greaTl number of study talks conducted
on your letter head some statement modern than K5hIer and even
by James Francis Cooke (author of
which informs the pupil or his parent interestingi It is advisable to change
Sta’\da^ H^»ry of Music and Masthat he is expected to pay for lessons th instruction book from
=
tmng the Scales and Arpeggios), with
not taken. So far so good. But what it adds zeal ttAeaching and affords a ^he, leading pianists of the past decade,
you really need is some conspicuous teacher an opportunity to nick ud new £1cIudinfir Arriola’ Bachaus, Bauer,
sign hanging constantly in your studio
an opportunity to pick up new Bloomfield-Zeisler, Busoni, Carreno
containing a statement backed up by
s’
t matters not what book you Gabrillowitsch, Goodson, Godowskv’
the authority of representative teach- kave been using as an elementary work Hofmann, Lhevinne, de Pachmann’
ers.
This should have: a wonderful. 1 ( Would be well to try this new book Paderewski, Pauer Rachmaninoff, ReisI
effect in assisting you to secure your when it comes out.
enauer, Scharwenka, Spelling, Sauer,
■ights in this very important matter.
The special price is but 20 cents, Stojowski, etc. A fine half tone porWe have taken the statement of the postpaid.
trait of each pianist will accompany the
Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Associa¬
chapter giving the personal opinions of
tion which is endorsed by three hun- Haydn’s Sonatas,
This volume will the pianist. A concise biography and
dred representative teachers in all parts Volume 2.
follow very word picture of each artist has also
of the United States and had this
closely on Vol- been written. At the end of each chapstatement, reading “MISSED LES- ume 1 which has re :ently been deliv- ter_ are ten questions in style interpreSONS. Musicians in all parts of the ered to those who h;
subscribed for tation, technic and expression, which
country
- , have
, adopted
• - , the
, rule which r
■ iu advance. In these iwo wnwv,
volumes no} on,y make the book particularly
vn1iiaHt„ gg
.... il
-•-[ !(L1UU
connectjon witj;
qutres students to pay for all missed les- there, is sufficient material for the aver- vaIuable
for use
w,rn

Our special offer during th ■ current
month is 20 cents, postpaid.
Sonatinas for the
Pianoforte. By
Lichner.

This volume con¬
tains
the
nine
best Sonatinas by
Lichner.
They
all written in a very
style
- pleasing
.
and yet they conform close
> the
classic model. They
I
and are intended to laa pleasing and profitable pit;
for serious work. This volum
one of the new numbers in th<
Collection and will be print
from
new plates which have been r t>cially
engraved. The pieces are
-efully
edited with a complete analy.G of the
musical forms in each case.
During the c.current
urrent month
■rial in¬
18 volume^t
copy
"°s
,°ry pnce of
postpa,d‘
. ^
Pleces m Octaves,
This is a
w and
OP-1021. By
attractive octave
A’ Sartorio'
book n.m nearly
ready
n, raves
p!ay such an important part in
lllodern
piano
technic
that
one
cann°t have too many good books
bearing on this particular subject,
Each of the pieces in this work exploits
sorne special feature of octave technic,
Ad the pieces are very melodious and
are wortl1 playing from a musical
standpoint aside from their genuine
technical value. The book is of intermed,ate grade.
Pke sPec>al offer price in advance of
Publication is 20 cents postpaid.

second volume is equally as interest'ng as the first and we havf offered the
first volume on the special offer at 35
cents, and we will now offer the second
volume at the same price and we will
adso have
two volumes for 70 cents, but
case will the first volume be sold alone
for 35 cents. It can only be had at
special rate in
conjunction with
Volume 2.

We shall continue during the
current
month
the Special introductory offer on this
new volume in the Presser Collection.
Its contents include the principal por¬
tion of the well known sonatina album
compiled by Kohler and all the num¬
bers are sonatinas by standard writers.
Many teachers prefer this to the larger
volume.
The special offer price during the
current month is 25 cents postpaid.
The Vocal Instructor. By E. J. Myer.

This work is now
ready and the
special offer is
hereby withdrawn. We feel that it is
one of the most important vocal books
eyer published. It is extremely prac¬
tical and contains just the necessary
materia! for bringing out and develop¬
ing the voice.
|
We si.oil be pleased to send copies
for examination to all who may be in¬
terested.
Popular Recital
Repertoire.

The foregoing is
the title selected
for the new re¬
cital am drawing-room album which
we ham
een offering at a special introduct
price for some time. This
special her is now withdrawn, as the
book i wady, but wc shall bd glad to
send 1
for examination at any
time, i . flections of this nature are
always n demand.
Selected Classics for This volume is
Violin and Piano.
now ready and
the special offer
is hereby withdrawn. We have no
doubt but that “Selected Classics” will
prove equally popular with Mr. Frank¬
lin’s previous violin and piano book
entitled
iperatic Selections.”
Easier Compositions This volume is
of Beethoven.
now ready and
the special offer
is hen
vvithdrawn. It contains the
best o' the lighter compositions of
Beetle
". all carefully edited in conformitv with the celebrated Cotta Edi¬
tion.
shall be pleased to send
copies
examination at any time.
The popular assertion, “Music is the
language of the emotions,” should not be
accepted w though music expressed emo¬
tion on! : for it expresses thought as
well, ami sometimes even thought without
emotion.
But if we admit the above
assertion it is because music is the chief
art-medium for expressing the emotions,
capable not only of commanding, but
of communicating them to others.—
Christian!.

GOLD AND

SILVER

MEDALS

BY CLARA LOUISE GRAY.
Some teachers have mistaken attitudes
in the matter of teaching technic.
Technic should be a part of every lesson,
but it should not be made a disagreeable
part. Indeed, with young pupils the
teacher who succeeds in making the
technical part of the lesson thorough and
efficient, but at the same time fascinating,
is the one who gets the “cream” in
patronage.
How many, many times have we heard
little ones say such things as this:
“I don’t like that cross teacher, I wish
that I could go to Ruth’s, she says she
loves her scales and finger Etudes because
her teacher makes a game out of them
for her, and then she has such pretty
pieces. She does not have to play over
and over 1, 2 and 3, 1, 2 and 3, and her
teacher never says to her like mine, ‘Now,
child, you must begin and repeat that
passage and if you make a mistake I
shall have to scold you.”’
When you teach fingering and scales
put a little human love into your work.
Teach them with the same spirit that
your mother had in her heart when she
put you to bed all cosy and warm,
although your little soul rebelled against
being put to bed. No matter who the
pupil is he will surely respond to the love
spirit if you really, truly, genuinely feel
it in your own heart. Try this method
and perhaps your eyes will open when
you see how many new pupils you will
have at the end of the season.
“MOTHER’S PIECE”

We .*have in
_
paratior

l"*
ters
Jh makinv of a virtChaP'
tfce artistP,ife the «laGon If th J
to the manae-er anit
he artist
things of ggga’ interest toredVg"y

difficalty, chiefly new works by modern
'W,nters' of an especially attractive
dlaracter and suitable for general purposes. These songs are all on espeoiaUy_ large plates and the books will

_ ^
m
years”makes°itU obviofis that tbo
eral plan of the work is thoro
educational and practical
It - [g
kind of a book that every te* h

i,
. — -s-*.
For introductory purposes during the
c“rrent month we are offering copies
°[thia book at the especially low price

This medal made of gold, roman finish,
of substantial weight, engraved to order,
net, postpaid, $5.00. The same in silver,
net, postpaid, $3.00.
Theo. Presser Co., Philadelphia, Pa.
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MAKING PLEASURE OUT OF
SCALE PLAYING.

Special Notices
• RATES-—Professional Want Notices five cents
pet word. All other notices ten cents per
nonpareil word, cash with orders.
“MAZIK.” Very catchy song, 15c. J. L.
Ford, 522 N. Howard St., Akron, O.
WANTED—Position in a School to teach
music and French. Mrs. E. D., care The
ETUDE._____ .
REMARKABLE OFFER FOR TEACIIBRS, Catalog. Washington Music Co.,
Washington, D. C.
CORRESPONDENCE
LESSONS
In
Harmony and Counterpoint.
Stanley 1.
Rclff, Mus. Bac., Lansdowne, Pa.
PURE SILVER G Violin String (50 cent
value) for 25 cents and name of Violin
teacher. A. II. Merrill, Delta. Ohio.
FOR SALE: To Organists—Chickering
Plano with pedal attachment, full scale.
Price $200. H. D. M„ care of The Etude.
WANTED—Position in college town, by
pianist and pipe-organist, wishing to Pursue
college work. Address P. O. Box 345, Moores
Hill, Ind.
MUSIC WRITTEN to words. Manu¬
scripts corrected.
Correspondence lessons
in harmony. Dr. Alfred Wooler, composer,
Buffalo, N. Y.
FOR SALE—My book on Tuning, Regu¬
lating and Repairing. The text book in my
Tuning School, $5.00. My own most practical
Temperament, easy, infallible, $1.00. Alex.
Scbeinert, 2849 N. 11th St., Philadelphia, Pa.
SHEET MUSIC. Plano, vocal, teaching.
Popular and classical. Anything published
cheaper than anv other dealer. Ten thousand
copies at 10 & 15c. Postal brings catalogues.
Coffey Music Co., Centralia, Ill.
EMINENT WELSH ORGANIST and
Pianist wants position as organist or
teacher of piano. Holds the degree of
Trinity College of Music, London. W. E.
J., care of The Etude.
PIANISTE, experienced lady teacher,
graduate of Damrosch Musical Art Institute,
New York, desires position in school or con¬
servatory preferably near New York City.
Would communicate with other musicians
opening a school. References given. Alma
C. Bennett, 424 Central Park West, New
York, N. Y.
SPECIAL LOW PRICES FOR INTRO
DUCTION. Strong’s Collection for Violin and
Piano, vei-v easy pieces, arranged in an at¬
tractive manner, complete, $1.00. “Buds and
Blossoms" for Violin, the very easiest method
for beginners, $1.00. Sample copies, post¬
paid, 25c each. “Buds and Blossoms” for
Piano, part 1, 2 tfr 3, 33c each. A new teach¬
ing march, 6c. These offers limited to Sep¬
tember. W. F. Strong, Dixon. 111.
RUSSELL METHODS SUMMER
SCHOOL. Louis Arthur Russell invites corre¬
spondence regarding his Summer Normal
Classes in the Normal Institute of Music. Car¬
negie Hall, Manhattan, and the College of
Music, Newark. These sessions, extending
through June and July are for Teachers and
Professional Students in Pianoforte Technic
and Interpretation Voice Culture, Singing,
RepertoTy, Physical Culture, Theory, Harmony
Analysis, Class Work, etc. Interesting litera¬
ture upon request. The Russell Methods, for
serious teachers and students, are winning
favor throughout the country.
THE VICTOR TALKING MACHINE
COMPANY’S EDUCATIONAL CAMPAIGN
illustrates the fact that this corporation em¬
bodies all of the enduring elements of an
educational Institution and an arlstic enter¬
prise.- The earnest nature of this work, the
sacrifice of immediate returns for higher
pedagogical aims and the splendid results
.il.tained should lie familiar to all American
music lovers. Talking machines are being
introduced in homes and studios of the high¬
est musical culture. The wonderful records
like Caruso’s Parmi veder le lagrimi, or Tet¬
razzini’s Tacea la notte palcida, or Kreisler's
Praeludium by J. S. Bach, set the loftiest
possible artistic standard for these splendid
records. A postal request to the company’s
home office at Camden, N. J., will bring you
their excellently gotten up booklet (28 pages,
3S thumb nail portraits and pictures) giving
full descriptions of the most recent records
accompanied by Interesting notes.

Theodore Presser Co.
PUBLICATIONS JUST ISSUED
JULY, 1913
Any of our works sent on inspection
teachers, upon request, at our usual li
professional discounts.
Use the number, not the title, In order
PIANO SOLOS
grade
9989 Tea Party, March, M.
Ofreenwald .
2V4
9990 Birthday Gifts, Waltz, M.
Greenwald . 2 Ms
9991 Vacation Joys, Polka, M.
Orcemcald . 2 Ms
9992 Sunday Evening, Reverie,
M. Greemoald . -'k
9993 At the Picnic, Mazurka,
M. Greenwald . 2%
9994 Fun at Recess, Scottische,
M. Greenwald . 2 Mi
9957 At Twilight, Reverie, Op.
31, J. M. Baldwin. 3
9905 Marlborough
March,
F.
Burns . 3
9975 Frolic in the Woods, M.
Crosby . 3
11056 Ebb and Flow, A Reverie,
Op. 5, R. Fassett. 3
9922 Festive Bells, Festglocken,
Idylle, Op. 170, C. Gan- ^ ‘
11053 Secret Wishes, Gavotte, A.
Geibel .
11049 Der Kaiser Fritz, Trauer
Marsch, F. J. Lippitt... .
9972 Jack O'Lantern, Danse Gro¬
tesque, It. B. Morrison...
11055 Castles In the Air, Schottlsche, O. H. Bmythe....
9986 At the Village Smithy,
Characteristic Piece* Op.
41, No. 8, E. Bochtlny.. .
9909 Legende, G. Tischendnrf.. .
9971 Rlsette, Air de Ballet,
L. P. Braun.
9945 Ophelia, Gavotte Caprice,
F. P. Atherton.
9976 Fairy Greetings, Feengrusse,
Op. 11, C. Ganschals....
9960 Venetian Boat Song, Man¬
doline. D. Schooler.
9985 Lov’st Thou Me? M’aimezVous? Valse, P. Wachs,
11057 La Guitarra, A Spanish Ro¬
mance, J. W. Bischoff. . .
9952 Sonata in G Minor, J.
Haydn .
9962 Thespians, Polka Brillante,
Op. 201, F. Sabathil.

3
3
3
S
3
3
3%
3%
3%
4
4

5
A great deal depends upon the material
5
employed and upon its immediate adapt¬
5
ability to the real needs of the pupil. It
is exceedingly annoying when a pupil
KHANDS
brings a piece with the words, “Mother
11008 Two Flow<
used to play this piece when she was a
i, P. Rcnard 2%
girl. She loves it and wants me to play
it.” In many cases the piece is far too ad¬
VIOLIN AND PIANO
vanced for the pupil. The edition is almost
9907
Song
of
Yearning,
Chanson
always antiquated and the fingering poorly
De La Compassion, B.
contrived. This almost always injures
Bteane . 3
9905 Charity. Chanson De Charthe student. When the pupil commences
ite, B. Bteane. 4
to be in the least careless about fingering
9909 Dance of the Imps, Movtmento
Perpetuoso,
B.
he starts to go behind. It takes a great
Steane . 4
deal of work to bring the pupil back to
9903 Love, Chanson D’Amour,
B. Bteane . 4
the paths of technical rectitude. If the
11003
On
Wings
of
Song,
Romance,
mother knew that old pieces of this kind
F. Mendelasohn-Papini .. 4
are liable to do the pupil an injury she'
would not insist upon their use.
SONGS
Once a pupil lagged behind in scale
9894 Love Song, From the Red
Willow Pueblos, T. Lieurplaying and I said to her, Scale Play¬
ing is something like the game Hunt the
9898 Lullaby, T. Lieurance. 3
9948 My Silver Throated Fawn,
Thimble—only instead of trying to find
Sioux Love Song, T.
the thimble in the usual way, we must
Lieurance . 3
9949 Pakoble, The Rose, T.
hunt for the sharps and the flats in the
Lieu ran re . 3
scales instead.”
9897 Pa-Pup-Ooh,
Deer-Flower,
T. Lieurance. 3
“0! what fun!” she cried, “I want to
9912 If You Love. Me Darling,
play the scale of D, that has two sharps
Tell Me With Your Eves,
Low Voice, If. T. Smith. . 3
to find, and don’t you • remember I did
9891 Bonnie Bell, A. T. Worth¬
not get the fourth finger just right in
ington . 3
this scale.”
“We must go to work.” I answered.
OCTAVO ITEMS, CHORUSES AND PART
“Time flies, you know. Now do your
SONGS. MIXED VOICES
10271 The New Jerusalem, E. E.
very best, and hold your hands steady
Ilipsher . 3
.10
and strong on the pretty white keys.”
10275 Saviour, When Night In¬
Conservatories, Colleges, Public and Private Schools
volves the Skies, E. A.
“I will try hard,” and with a gay little
PHILADELPHIA MUSICAL AND LITERARY BUREAU
Mueller . 3
.05
laugh she began to play. “Now, Mr.
10226 Sing Ye Faithful, E. A.
1710 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.
Mueller . 3
.10
Finger,” she said, “you naughty old
10254 O For The Wings of a
fourth finger, you must just walk
Dove, 17. W. Petrie. 3
.15
straight.”
WOMEN’S VOICES
So we went at it. The scales were all
"Etude” Music Club Buttons
10280 Two Marionettes, E. Oookeplayed, some of them a number of times,
One inch in diameter, each containing a por
C. Warhurst. 3
.05
trait of Beethoven, Mozart, Mendelsaohn.
and without one bit of trouble with “Mr.
10273 Thine Eyes, C. KoelUng... 3
.15
Chopin. Schumann or Liazt. A pin on the
10281 Praise Thou the Lord,
I Can’t.” When the lesson was over and
back in order to fasten on the child’s dress or
F. Mendelssohn . 4M,
.10
coat lapel.
she was putting on her hat and coat she
Price,
30
cents
per
dozen
said, “I don’t see why Helen does not
MEN’S VOICES
like to play the scales and finger her ex¬
Theo.Presser Co., philadeijphia?pa.
10285 A
Warrior’s
Knighting,
E. F. Christiani. . ..3
.05
ercises when I love them so much.”
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing
advertisers.

MUSICAL INSTRUCTORS

mSesseXCTeachcrs ^exp^J/TcL
-^
°f fittingclassical
toNeW
Vocal Ata^
composer Inf’t
and it is
a very
prepa- 4l
t
masses in these Subjects
o colors r,.t;on
rrt.„ that will give his ouoils
incf
n ..
.
_
measuring
by .i
inches.
The
statement is surrounded by an artistic
design and makes a very attractive
placard to hang in the studio. It costs
only ten cents postpaid, and it may be
the means of saving you “missed lessons" which might cost one hundred
times the price of the card. Every
teacher should secure one of these at
once and assist in fighting the greatest
business abuse which teachers suffer.

Sonatina Album
Abridged.

THE
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Whether you go to the country, mountains, or
seashore for the summer, or just camp out for a week or
so, you’ll be glad of the companionship of the Victrola.
’ This wonderful instrument enables you to take with you

mmms*

£Ihi‘?FkKllbrdXs!rS.pii

TRACY

Take a Victrola with you
when you go away this summer

The prize offered by the De k,.v

i'Sas-JSSKi SSSSS!

and the cleverest co_ure, to provide music
vacation thoroughly enjoyable.
for your dances, to
And
you don’t go away, a Victrola will entertain
■ 1 even if y.
you and give you a delightful “vacation” right at home.
There are Victors and Victrolas in great variety of styles
from $10 to $500.
Any Victor dealer in any city in the world will gladly play
‘
‘
' *
the Victrola
-

a
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Mastering the Scales and Arpeggios
By James Francis Cooke

Saterial Fully Written
s in Non-technical

Out

ORIGINAL FEATURES CONTAINED IN NO OTHER WORK

s&g&A

MISSED LESSONS
*"PHE Placard employed by the Philadelphia Music T<
A
Association in combating the Missed Lesson Evil (See page 393
of this issue) may be secured for ten cents a copy. These cards
rniely printed in red, gold and brown upon a buff colored card
6 by 9 inches.
They are attractive in appearance and will
studio wall. They are equally well adapted to the work of
situated in all parts of the United States.
Sent Postpaid to Any Address for 7
This card may save you many .
THEO. PRESSER CO.

-

1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
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THE BIG LITTLE PIECE.
WORLD OF MUSIC.
So many of us like big thundering
(Continued from pagejij)
pieces that leap from one end of the
Paderewski's tour through Poland,
cording to Madame Paderewski, occasioi
piano to the other—“Oh if I could only
wildest enthusiasm among I
i not like a king, play like that” we sigh. Most of up do
but as a sacred emblem of the nation." A
curious sidelight is thrown on the event b - play like that and maybe that is the
" ■ " *'■ "
' i police, who raised very reason why some of us like the
little soft quiet pieces better.
There arc many big little pieces that
cover only a page or two. Schumann
lias written many such pieces and so has
..; Bridge, the organist to
Westminster Abbey, evidently does n-* - Chopin.
One of the biggest little pieces I know
-” -Itra-modernt musical
i
' 1 developments.
-e recently expressed h
is the E minor Prelude. Just you take
a peep at it and count the measures—
j annihilate the only twenty-five and the simplest tune
that doesn’t seem to move. at all. and
that our scales are out of date. If so, It
is because our ears are not long enough to some tum-tum-tum chords in the bass.
“How easy,” you will think, and yet how
stand them.’’
hard.
Mbs. D'Oyley Carte, formerly the wife of
It must have been this Prelude that
the producer of the Gilbert and Sullivan
operas, died recently In London. She took made Rubinstein say that the Preludes
a very active part In the preparation of the
works by the famous couple, and more than were “the pearls of Chopin’s work.” One
once smoothed over the difficulties which critic says, “the melody seems literally
finally separated them. On the death of
Richard D’Oyley Carte, she married Stanley to wail,” another one calls it “a real gem
Carr Boulter, but continued to run the Savoy and would alone immortalize the name
Theatre according to the old traditions for
some years. She will be greatly missed by of Chopin as a poet.”
all good Savoyards. Among other things
The whole is very solemn, like some
she did in her enterprising life was to man¬
age lecture tours In America for Henry M. canvas of Rembrandt’s. There is the
Stanley, the explorer; Bret Harte, Oscar somber back ground of chords in the
Wilde and Matthew Arnold.
bass, and the sighing melody wavers be¬
Bach's widow died in the poorhouse, and tween C and B and finally sinks to rest
In the last years of his life Bach had been
obliged to sell the copper plates of some on the tonic in E minor.
The following by Natalie Whitted Price, are
I must tell you how our class studied
of
his
compositions
for
which
there
was
no
excellent songs of this nature:
demand. A few weeks ago the MS. of hi; this Prelude. It may give you an idea.
A Group of Songs or Cantillations, net- - .75
Well Tempered Clavichord was sold at auc¬
tion in Berlin for $5,000. At the same sale Of course we didn’t care much about it
The Patchwork Quilt. Mummy’s Little Soldier Gal,
the sum of $iaJ0 was paid for the MS. < f at first. I confess we all rather liked
Gluck’s J’ai perdu mon Euridice. The frag¬
The Patchwork QuUt (separately).SO
ment of Wagner’s juvenile opera, The Wed¬ the flashy, dashy kind of things; but our
The Little Old-fashioned Girl.30
ding, brought $3,000, while $600 was paid teacher seems to have a little trick of
The Clock.30
for his pianoforte sketch for a second sym¬
Other songs which lend themselves ex¬
bringing us down to serious music once
phony.
ceptionally well to the above mentioned
form of entertainment are:
in awhile and so that is why we came
Li’l’Boy.Kathrine S. Hazzard .50
to study the Prelude.
Ole March Wind • ■ Kathrine S. Hazzard .50
“Improve every opportunity of practic¬
Pat McGee..Jessie L. Gaynor .50
She bought ever so many copies of the
ing upon the organ; there is no instrument
Wearyin’for You.Jessie L. Gaynor .50
piece, and we helped her cut it up into
which takes such speedy revenge on the
sections, there are six musical sections
CLAYTON F. SUMMY CO., Publisher.
impure and the slovenly in composition or
64 E. Van Buren St
Chicago, Ill.
or musical sentences as you will discover
in playing as the organ:”—Schumann.
if you do as we did. These sentences
were pasted upon stiff card board, at
every lesson each one of us received a
new section to study, it took us about
A Delightfully Entertaining
six weeks to learn the whole Prelude,
Book for Summer Reading
hut I assure you we have learned it so
thoroughly that the worst case of stage
fright could not drive it out of our heads.
The first lesson was a decided failure,
on our part at least. There were only
four measures and these looked so easy
HIS OPINIONS AND GROTESQUES
that not one of us thought it worth while
A Collection of Exceptionally Original critical observations from the pen of one of
to more than glance over it, but dear
the best known musical writers of the present day. Introduced and edited by
me—teacher gave us such a test that we
felt ashamed for days; after that we
JAMES HUNEKER
could tell the beginning tone of every
PRICE, $1.00
phrase and recite the chords and write
each section correctly, with all the marks
With its authorship concealed in mystery this new volume supposed to have been
written by a quaint old musical philosopher “Old Fogy” is sure to meet with great
of expression and the accidentals.
favor. Old Fogy will root out your pet prejudices in spite of yourself. He w'lll
It was the first time we had really
stimulate new thought, new ways of looking at things. He will renovate your
studied.
Of course teacher will sav,
mental attic and store jt full of bright new ideas. It is one of those delightful books
“You must take a little at a time,” but
for odd moments, which one may take up and read with pleasure in any part.
who does? I wonder! With the Pre¬
lude it was different;, we couldn’t look
While fascinating at any time “Old Fogy’' will prove
ahead because there was no more music.
an especially interesting Summertime Companion
. As each section was studied and memo¬
HANDSOMELY BOUND. ATTRACTIVE POCKET SIZE. FINELY PRINTED
rized it was taken away so we couldn’t
look back either.
THEO. PRESSER CO., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia ,Pa.
If we could not remember it then we
floundered on until we did remember, and
so we learned that great big lesson about
perception, concentration and memorizing.
This piece of twenty-five measures was
the biggest little thing we took that year.
Simple, Business-Like System of Keeping
We have done this with many pieces since
Pupils’ Lesson and Music Accounts
then. We rather love to see our music
chopped up into sections, and I do wish
A Whole Year’s Record on One Card
every girls’ club Would try the experiSet consists of 100 cards, 4x6 inches, with
alphabetical index. One side of card contains
special form for pupils’ lessons; opposite side
----give suen varn
for music purchased. Furnished in neat, sub¬
a simple five-finger exercise that
stantial box, suitable for placing on piano or
n’akec il beautiful. But how ma
music cabinet where it will be convenient for
recording each lesson as given.
p*ay five-finger exercises over- and o\
again until they have taken their da
Price, $2.00, Postpaid
allowance of mechanism?
Listen
- Send all orders to every tone that you play, and above
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Philadelphia, p,.
listen if you would play Chopin
V
Tachmann.

Songs or Cantillations

OLD FOGY

Music Teachers' Card Index

HOW MUSIC AFFECTS ANIMALS.
BY J. CUTHBERT HADDEN.
A paragraph has been going the rounds
about a Milwaukee dairy farmer’s ex¬
periment with music on a herd of 7i)
pedigree cows. The experiment was tried,
we read, with a gramophone, “on the
theory that music at milking-time would
make the cows less inclined to he nerv¬
ous.” Why cows should feel nervous
when being milked is not explained. Tn
any ease, the Milwaukee man found that
his experiment increased the milk-produc¬
ing value of his herd by two quarts each
cow per day-—a total of 140 quarts.
Some may be inclined to regard this as
a very “tall” story. But there is. in fact,
nothing new about music as an incentive
to milk-yielding. In the Scottish High¬
lands milkers will often be heard singing
or crooning over the milking pail, and
with the definite object indicat
Read¬
ers of Mr. Thomas Hardy's n t mrkable
story, Tess. will remember how
dairy¬
maids at Talbothays farm, T
among
them, used to sing popular ni
during
the milking, in order to indue:
i cows
to yield all the milk they posd, and
we may be sure that M r. I .
wrote
of what he had actually .teen
heard
in his native Dorsetshire.
Of course, we all know that
y ani¬
mals are susceptible to music.
velers
in the East tell us that driver- Men en¬
courage their weary camels by i mg to
them, and the lanky beasts sv.
along
refreshed at the sound. Mice an
aiders
are easily attracted by music. jn the
Arctic regions it is frequently n-rd as a
“charm” by the seal hunters, j n Southey's
Commonplace Book we read oi
certain
wealthy nobleman who, once a month,
regaled his horses with a comm of or¬
chestral music performed by In private
band. That horses are agreeahi affected
in this way is noted by Shal. pcarc’s
Lorenzo in well-known lines.
The proprietor of a traveling
lingerie
once assured me that when h:
and is
away the animals will often suit
’ fret,
and do not recover their spirits
i they
hear the music again. Most r,
- have
had the opportunity of obse:
. how
dogs behave under music. Son remain
quite impassive; others will
I at a
violin and remain heedless of
piano.
One dog will tolerate anything
music
in a minor key; another will
test in
dismal ululations in a Scotia reel is
playqd. An eminent living piani-i is said
to have a dog which listens attentively to
Opus 19 of Dussek until the forty-eighth
bar is reached, when the discord at that
point sends it yelping to a hiding place
under chair or table.
THE BACH FESTIVAL AT
BETHLEHEM, PA.
Bach Festival was held at
with ■ ° i 9 ty’ Bethlehem, l’a.. recent
Wiili i” Bach Choir, under Dr. .1. Fred
woiie. Conductor, rendered the St. Matthew
Passion am
—1 the Mare in II Minor. Nearly
‘“"'ll part, including
215 ,
orVJng?,''S ,*-r».l.
.UC.UU.UK m.,
•
.Bach Choir, who have studied the
music of Bach for many venrs and a children s chorus 0f ipo, who joined in the beau‘.clhot-ales. in which the audience also rose
MhLt0ok part;. The solo parts were sung by
H
Grace Kerns. Mrs. F.orence Mulford
H"”1- M{'S- Margaret Adslt Barrel!, Nicholas
7 i.ty’ Horatio Connell, and Edmund A.
. Forty members of the Philadelphia
O ehestra assisted. Each session of the fesannounced b.v the trombone choir,
which played chorales from the lofty tower
71 / lickor Memorial Church, overlooking the
LmversUv campus The Bach movement |n
i started b.v Dr. Wolle In
Bethlehem f
While
rills
It PworCkVnsu^

held I her
festival were

K ,aerheads 'beenPsung**bvP tho'"ched*^ImhHif
80 t.hat despite Its great teolinirni
the singers here give It with an
is remarkable aDd n de«''e« °* Perfection that

conference. He would have put them under
the ban entirely, if Saint Colum Cille had
not interfered. It was settled
chiefs should each retain a court poet. Thus
their vagabondage ended, and they were put
in the position of professors in the regu¬
larly subsidized bardic colleges. These col¬
leges grew at last to be as powerful as
religious institutions, and the bards had as
high privileges as the ecclesiastical fatheis.
The Bards in Irish Musical History
Carolan, who was called the last of the
bards, was a composer and played and san„
You must remember that there was a time! his own compositions and poems on lestive
Accompanists must Transpose
when it was as much as one’s life was worth
A. A. T. Craig in Musical
the professional accompanist should be to recite or sing the ballads of Ireland, and occasions.—Mrs.
, . to transpose. Of course to transpose Elizabeth issued an .edict that all harpers America (New York).
. =i«ht some of the modern French and
r»rrnan songs, used so much now would be (instruments destroyed. Because of this fool¬ The American Woman in Opera
an™ possibility. It Is hardly to be expected ish and bigoted order the old harps them¬
Twenty-five years from now you will
? the average accompanist, that he would selves became very rare, and I believe the know
more about music In America, and will
specimen to be seen, carried by a wan¬
nualify himself to transpose long songs, full last
ting singer in 1810 or so, Avas afterwards appreciate it more. And your women will
r modulatlous This would require an ex
come forward faster than your men. Why?
oert harmouist and much routine. But tb
Because a woman works harder at what she
accompanist is often asked to transpose songs the b_ _
does than a man. A man will do only enough
Kr singers fur whom he plays. In many as well as singers, and their wit and satire to pass muster, only enough to gain the pat
,i?p pi.. Is indisposed, has a cold, oi were feared in times of political troubles. on the back, to be told he is all right; but
isome oilier reason thinks another key A story is told of one poor unoffending the woman will work harder than that, and
Kptter iu-l the accompanist ought to be bard who was pursued to his home and won’t be content to stop where the man does.
.T r-oose an ordinary song. This cheerfully cast over a cliff by the soldiery. Her capacity for work is greater than the
man’s—and in this she is helped too by her
fivei-v
- - Dll in church choir work, when As If that was not enough, ‘Sing one of temperament.
is not so easily satisfied
js tinrr ii .
an anthem, the effect Is some- your verses for us now I’ said they to him, with conditionsShe
as the man, nor so easy¬
get even for his satires at their expense.
. u,os save :" r.inl when the voices harmonize to “But
bards were not always a bless¬ going. She, more than he, appreciates that
wtor in
key than in another. A so- ing to the
If hard work, very hard work, is one of the
Ireland.
Previous
to
the
seventh
nn in -t
Main choir came to church with century they went about in bands levying many prices one pays for success—why she
■-e
willing
to
pay
that price than he is.
Phnd ... * I ■ ’
ad the anthem contained an tribute, a lawless lot.
They carried a
incidental _ / l followed by_a_c-horus_ begin'-“le for the tribute ‘ vnote with which the solo
cut well with the solo until with expenses of his own’ And if ...
,, use when she Hatted so that did not give, the bards would go about
half tone loo low. The organ- through the country singing satirical songs
,,.,d one, immediately noticed to put him to shame before his neighbors.
“At last the people made a complaint and
: ended with her in the key
had gone, and immediately the High King of Ireland called together a
,,oslng the anthem, thereby savak.—Charles Gilbert Sritoss
before the A’cio York Music
vant, I broke off a piece, threw the resl
into a corner, and then returned to th(
platform and rapped attention for th<
Autumn overture. This episode you will no
find mentioned in any criticisms, so you cai
have it as a piece of private information.”—
From “Grieg and His Music/9 by H. T. Finck
published by the John Lane Co.

con on Orlando Di Lasso
ef Orlando dl Lasso rests very
c onnection with David (good
i • and his psalms are studied
a,me of the finest examples of
,r four-part voice-writing that
in this respect, these old
,t been surpassed by any who

in music to come to your Bhorw. Without
the help that fashion gives with Its wealth
there would be little hope for the eventual
musical growth of this country; for you
must learn—you are young yet as a country
—and that which the Old World sends must
teach you._Emiico Caruso In the American
Sunday Magazine (New York).
How a French Master Learned to
Concentrate
THE following Interesting anecdote has
been related of Etienne Nicolas Mffiiul, the
French composer of the eighteenth century,
which illustrates how he owed most of Ms
success to concentration. When Mebul was
engaged to compose his
oPera- h®
only twenty years of age, but not too young
to know the value, and feel the desire, of
professional fame.
Intimately acquainted
with M. Senior, Lieutenant of the Police,
who took great interest in his welfare, he,
one dav in reply to his friendly professions,
aoifl • "Well sir, since you do me the honor
toentertain so sincere a friendship for me,
shall I ask of yon a favor?”
Certainly.
What?" "My years are yet few; but boy
as I am I am anxious for the reputation
of a good composer, and could now obtain
it, had I fair play.”
Fair play? How do
-Why, sir, they have given
me an opera to set, which must be finished
bv a certain day—but how? I am so con¬
tinually beset’by idle visitors, that I cannot
get anhour to myself. Have then the good¬
ness to shut me up in the Bastille till it
is done ” “No: I c-annot have the goodness
to do that.” “Then I must be my own
gaoler,” replied Mehul: and, hurrying bsrae,
lever stirred out, nor saw a single acquaint
anc-e till the opera was completed.—E. H.
S. in’ the Musical Observer (London).

DANA’S MUSICAL INSTITUTE
Warren, Ohio

1 laydu and his followers have
ilviiueos 111 all that belongs lo
music-, but the capabilities of
w.mld seem, were thoroughly
i lie old composers. As Bach
to perfection so Palestriua,
,'sso and others worked out the
■ shall close this communication,
in, we had the pleasure of an
Professor Delia, one of the
musicians in Germany. Trot.
.' *'-e musical department
old books,
o'di La-' ^ Psalms. Wisli• ■
and not
- a decided opinion,
• speak much English,
I,to his hand, and touching me
Mention gave them a very in: affectionate kiss! Professor
i: ...1 a new edition of some of
Lasso’s best works.—LOWELL
Musical Letters ]rom Abroad,"
The Dom . r cy of Music
Musi i
essentially communistic. The
“unebai t. r 1 freedom” of the common air
divides i- wealth without partiality among
all who Lave power to receive and enjoy.
It does n..t even* require the light of day
convey ‘h"'’’henlso^V^a™ aftenL T^e
“stilly night" carries its message to mind
and lieari with often an added
aristocratic limitations, though they, too, are
vested with a democratic suffrage of the
Athenian sort. But music has all times,
places and peoples for its own. . . . Tms
noble art teaches the indispensable social
principle of liberty within law. The laws
of musical sound are exact and Imperative.
The loftiest genius that seems at times to
make new laws for the art, is, nevertheless,
subject to their sway. Yet in either uncon¬
scious or conscientious obedience to them,
the most original nnd inspired of artists find
the fixed laws of sound are an invaluable
aid to ordered freedom. They are wings,
not chains.—John Harrington Edwards in
“God and Music” (Baker & Taylor Co.).
How Grieg “Improvised” aConductor s
Baton
, An amusing—but to Grieg annoying—inci¬
dent in a Paris concert hall is related in a
letter dated December 14, 1889. It would
perhaps not have occurred could Grieg have
foreseen that it Is possible to conduct an
orchestra perfectly well without a baton, as
Wassily Safonoff lias shown. “The eftectof
the concert was peculiar and grand in eierj
way.” he wrote to Bevcr. “I was kmdlv r ceived, but when the time came for conductmg the orchestra no baton was to he xouna
servants are idiots everywhere; so, alter
waiting a moment I left the conductor s piau
iKi Finally the brute^bronght^ a .stick

F

ORTY - FIFTH year. All instruments and voice taught. Lessons daily and
private.
Fine dormitories for pupils.
Buildings for practice (new).
Pure
water, beautiful city and healthy. Not a death in forty-five years.
Superior
faculty
Every state and country in North America patronizes the school.
Fine
recital hall with an orchestral concert and soloists every Wednesday night.

ENSEMBLE CLASSES DAILY
PUPILS MAY ENTER AT ANY TIME
Send for 64-page catalogue blue book and historical sketch to
WM. H. DANA, R.A.M., President

Fall Term begins Monday, September 8, 1913
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RALFE LEECH STERNER, Director
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Teachers
Virtuosos
Students
July 14 to August 23

MUSIC SCHOOL

The von Ende

Two connected buildings delightfully situated between Central Park and
ALL BRANCHES OF MUSIC AND THE ARTS TAUGHT FROM THE
BEGINNING TO THE HIGHEST ARTISTIC FINISH
Owing to increasing business we have secured the building adjoining the school and cut through

School of Music
58 W. 90th St., New York

SPECIAL COURSE FOR TEACHERS AND PROFESSIONALS

Pianoforte, Singing, Violin

STARTING ON ANY DAY IN THE YEAR

and Theory Departments

Our Instructors Will Teach You Just What You Need in Your Work
Our Tiachers' Diplomas Are Recognized Throughoc
PROPER CHAPERONAGE
Terms, including tuition, board,
DORMITORY IN THE SCHOOL
’'Steele
c.'r,i6'

Questions and
Answers
Helpful Inquiries Answered bv
a Famous Authority
By LOUIS C. ELSON
Professor of Theory at the New E„gIand

A Correction.— 1 n the answer to i, h
iu last month’s issue, occurs the statemc..1
“It is a whole measure rest in every
except 3/4 and 4 /2, in which rhytLs iUs
of the length of a whole note.” Mr Si,„,
has asked us to call attention to a nrlnW.
error. The rhythms designated should hfve
been 3/2 and 4/2, not ;:.M and 4/2.—Editor
of The Etude.
‘T01i
0- 1 have a piece in which the following
figure appears itt all the just section mil
.. iu,.i.,ii
, ... ,, . ■ wul
kindly tell
the base note
should be played with.first of the three
thirty-second notes (embetUs 1
notes), or

Distinguished Faculty Including
ALBERT ROSS PARSONS
Dean of American Piano¬
forte Pedagogues.

INTERNATIONAL

home

MRS. BABCOCK
QFFERS Teaching Positions, Colleges, Conservatories, Schools.
Also Church and Concert Engagements

ssaff
hil. _
PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC AA1I OKA WING
as used In the Public Schools of New York city

study

CARNEGIE HALL, NEW YORK

SIGISMOND STOJOWSKI
Represented by assistants
preparingstudentsforhi
HANS van den BURG
Foremost composer and
pianist of Holland.
JEAN MARIE MATTOON
Pupil of and for six years

Crane Normal Institute of Music
LOUIS STILLMAN
Author of “Concentration
and Technic” for pianists,

TRAINING SCHOOL FOR SUPERVISORS OF MUSIC-B.th Se«,
methods, praet’icfrf^chinfr'"Gra^atra'hSI’imp^mrtfptKiUbns in cofleges^city amfnormal

POTSDAM, N.

Q. When one-sixteenth grace note precedes
a half note or a quarter « .'• , the grace note
having no mark through the stem) would
the bass be played with the grace note or
with the principal note! K. \V.

Y.

Teachers, Schools, Conservatories — Special Advertising Rates. Address THE ETUDE, Philadelphia, Pa.
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0F

- FRANK DAMROSCH, Dire
AN ENDOWED SCHOOL OF MUSIC
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For catalogue and full information address Secretary, 120 Claremont Avenue Mew York.

THE VIRGIL
PIANO SCHOOL CO.,

For Teachers and
Advanced Students
WITH OR WITHOUT BOARD.
Piano, Voice, Organ, Violin, Elocution
Public School Music, Normal Methods'
Locke’s Primary Plan, etc. Certificates!
Catalog. Teachers educated in Europe.
Marks’ Conservatory of Music
E. F. MARKS, Director
2 West 121st Street
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<2 WEST 76th ST., NEW YORK
Hie “ Tek
The Bergman
The Bergman
instruments
The Bergman

ENGLISH DICTION
Clavier
2 and 4 Octave
for travelers
Technic Table

William H. Jones, A. A.G. O.
brother and Literary Executor of the aulhor
announces Special Summer Courses for teacher^
and singers. Correspondence invited.
71S COLONIAL AVE.
NORFOLK, VA.

(Raised Keys)

The Bergman Child’s Pedal
PUBLISHERS OF
‘THE VIRGIL METHOD” Books I and II
^PRACTICAL EXERCISE^'lN HARMONy'plAYING1”6 ther"
CHOICE COMPOSITIONS, Grades I ^ 3:4 5^ Piano *

*
'

]f
150

r •^iVe,I!aeW S°ngs f°r Home and Concert Use. by Mrs. A. M. Virgil
Liberal Discount to Teachers
Send for Catalog,-

MRS.

A.

M. VIRGIL,
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|
__

June 25th to July 30th i

42 West 76th St., NEW YORK
Please mention T)

E. M. BOWMAN
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A. It would have been ■ ter notation to
have written the above six nth chords as
short grace-notes, eighth-no:
with a diag¬
onal stroke through their stems, but they
must be played as grace-notes all the same.
Strike them with the bass-rote and immedi¬
ately repeat the chord, a- • ..ting it. This
mode of playing is called en batterie,” and
has been very much used by i .iszt.
my people in
several meas■ning the page
i casures before
on the page.

Q. I understand that m
sight-reading commit or gras,
ores at a time so that in H
it may be turned four or five
the playing the final measur
Is this sot—Scotch Reader.
A. It is well to commit
passages at the turn of the
scarcely necessary to a good ■eader, who is
able to grasp two or thrglance. In sight-reading i prima vista) h
• to memorize
would, of course, be impo:
such passages.
<?. What do singers mean when they speak
of ‘•Attackr—E. J.
A. They mean the clear beginning of the
first note of each phrase. Often the vocal¬
ist does not strike this purely, but slides
up (or down) to the true pitch. Some teach¬
ers also use the term to signify the “glottis
stroke,” in which the tone is all prepared,
the breath-column pressing for release, but
the glottis closed. It is suddenly opened and
the tone begins with some emphasis. Thi*»
coup de la glotte” is somewhat over-done by
poor vocalists, and it often results in a poor
and hard tone. Caruso says of “.Attack” that
In general this may be described as tne
P°sition of the throat and tonguand the quality of voice as the tone is began.
He believes in the full opening of the throat,
and at the same time opening the sides of
!: e JhOhth, dropping the chin well, to assist
the full opening of the throat. In taking the
high notes he thinks it well to open the
t
.a little Wider than usual. He
in having the throat well open before
uttering the syllable, thus avoiding the Glot
tis stroke.

■will yon kindly tell me i
</■”tremolo
tremolo tand vibratot—
'“"“Lp definition is not altogether easy
A....vocal tremolo is an exaggerated
but tlie, i,p used only in moments of great
vibrato, » notation. The vibrato, on the
■aguish or as
gentler undulation of tone
contrary. «
constantly present in all exwbich is
jng. Yet the vibrato is not in
P^'ftvor in America, England or Germany,
much tayo* a Italy it is much prized, and
H> Frpmfnent vocalists employ it constantly
luauy enu“."tries. I have heard some singio those no Rome, Milan and Paris, whose
ers in y*“P'ed’ seemed to have the ague, yet
^ public applauded them vehemently.
is the scientific distinction be■^ eouud and noisef-G. M. T.
. This Question seems wrongly worded.
v.L,thing that can he heard is Sound.
ffveryimn!/
Noise is a species of Sound.
!inf if we change the query into, “What is
SJ difference between Tone and .Noise?’ the
1 ™er can readilv be given. Tone is regu-

f“,S^bratton. becoming audible at 10 vibra¬
tos a second, and having a higher pitch
.. the vibrations grow quicker. Noise is
frresular vibration, .-banging the speed of its
KStnns very quickly and continuously.
£ persons imagine that if the vibrations
»re verv sudden, explosive, or short a noise
* a result. This .
f wood, in a Xylofor a knock upon a J
little
centuries ago the Duke of Alva
shot a
„„
had -a „t
s of eight .— which -’■-i
diatonic scale.
0 What were the Mysteries and Morali¬
ties! Miracle-plays. , v. is there any music
connected with tin m l—C. B. G. .
A In the Middle Ages the Church pro¬
hibited any layman from reading the Bible,
lest he should »m the Scriptures to his
own destruction, li.“
The Scripts'
laitv by the pin
Many of their flock
could not read and could not understand a
*’ cfore it was deemed adsubtle analysis,
leach them the Scripunatic representations.
tural lessons
aiuu IC000...1 ... ..ality and piety were
taught by the sum.- means. Mysteries and
Moralities would attempt the last-named
task, while Minn !.- plays would generally
present some
1 ” ’.
| p D,K,~

both solo' chanting and chorus work. It
seems odd to learn how Intense the feelings
of the audiences of ihese simple plays often
became, and also I lu- crude means taken to
inculcate the morn i. Titus in a Miracle-play
of “Adam and I n ” t lie primal pair were
dressed in silks ami satins before the fall,
’but‘ clothed
" ' i:'
after it. This may not
• cording to the Biblical
t it .well t
humble audience
In these o' '
and devils w;
'-lift or singers, since tuej
receiving a few missiles
f the excited audience,
of one of the Miracle-plays
ion, that when Judas
tnged himself, the public
refused to al
dm to he cut down, mobMng those
ttempted to do so, and
causing the dealli of the innocent actor.
Attempts have re ontiy been made to place
sock plays upon the modern stage, and
Everyman,” because of its auaint flavor, has
had a decided success. William FitzStephen
(the old English w riter) speaks of a monk
of Canterbury who wrote many of these
Plays and died iu 1101. Out of these primi”1 ^representations sprang the Oratorio,
I
first acted, exactly r~
older Mysteries, Moralities
MiraclePlays had been.
aim ,
m,en *'mi‘nfiea arrangements oj
amult piano classics t Would not such a
course tend to deceive the child as to the
rue nature of the compositiont—Sister M.
4 T personally do not believe in such
c'J'p'^od VeiBious. mtt
But mere
there are
a many »“
that can be made from the masters
w“u|d not need simplification. The
e
oJ the slow movement of Beethoven's
Er 0p’ 14’ No- 2. or the theme of
oven’s Andante Favorl, for example,
pv.n J?uch ifistances might be cited. While
i‘e ,y°"agest pupil will find good classClempn+fc in the Sonatinas of Kuhlau, or
,»"d fine romantic works in Schu0fan“a Album for the Young and in many
Jeasen

?ano works of Keinecke, Kullak,

fliin nt8ti* po,alf,le to express the relationPerrehL ,,e 11 Cerent keys so that one may
•taZe J‘? inter relation of all. For inthere’t 0 ,s related to F and G because
each
°nly one additional accidental in
ana a , H <* nU° related to O minor
birr
,inor- /s there any means of findaid 2 "°,w u <* related to the other keys
1 what ordert—Puzzled.
"at p
r-snarp or G-ttat, L’-nai,
draV g,?av’ B‘flat and F. You can readilv
lnB
0 4iagram for yourself by writbeys in a circle in the order named,
circle
keys outside the rim of the
’ ana “e relative minor keys inside.
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Fernando
Tanara

Sigismond
Stojowski
The eminent
Polish com¬
poser and

Remeny
The distinguished
! authority on

pianoforte teach-

of Caruso, Bond, Slezak,
Gadski, Farrar, Homer,
Griswold, Destinn, etc.

interpretation.
%
Hans Van
Den Burg
Holland’s fore¬
st composer
and
pianist.

Frank Croxtoni
Leading GerChaatau9ua* N* Y. July and Augusl
The FRANK CROXTON QUARTETTE *

- College of Fine Arts —
Syracuse University
f 20
* [•-ta8e81°r the study of music. Faculty
degree of Mus.B. Special certificate courses. Special

singing teach-

THE von ENDE
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Vita
Witek
Well-known Ber
lin pianiste and
ensemble player.

Bea trice
McCue
American con¬
tralto and singing

OF NEW YORK
HERWEGH von ENDE, Director

Granberry Piano School
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Witek
Concertmaster
Boston Symphony
Orchestra.

Lawrence
Goodman
Josef Llievinne’s
most brilliant pu¬
pil and concertist.

New Building
14 West 85th Street
New York City

Harry Rowe
Shelley
The
^
distinguished
American organist,

Jean Marie
Mattoon
For six years teacher
under Leschetizky
in Vienna.

Stillman
• Writer and lec¬
turer on musical
pedagogy, and
piano instructor

Herwegh
von Ende
Eminent instruc¬
tor of violin virtu¬
osi and teachers.
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Study This Summer—Take my

The American Institute
of Applied Music

Normal Correspondence Course
In Modern Ideas of Touch, Technic, Pedal, Metronome,
Hand Culture, and How to Teach Them
Address, JOHN ORTH, Steiner* Hall, BOSTON

28th Season Begins Sept. 29th,1913
Send for circulars and catalogue
KATE S. CHITTENDEN, Dean

MUSIC MATERIAL
For Kindergarten Teachers
The Color Bird Scale; Color Note Scale;,
Color Scale; Music Staff Peg Board; Music
Folding Board, etc. Send for catalog.

The National Conservatory of Music of America
rporuted tu 1885, Chartered In 1891 by Special Act of Con«

MRS. JEANNETTE M. THURBER,
The faculty of th
been productive of tl
won artistic honors :

le pedagogic system pursued hi

rhe orchestral classes attracte
timed. The operatic classes at
that genuine talent will be carefully nurtured and developed at the National Conservatory, as the re¬
markable history of the Institution so conclusively proves. September 23d the Season of 1913-14 begins.
TUITION FEES MODERATE

Address Secretary :: 126 W. 79th Street :: New York City

CHORUS CHOIR
mpiled by
W. T.

VIRGIL

GIFFE

Price, 30 Cents
This collection of anthems from standard
and modern sources is especially designed
for chorus singing, and as the anthems are
not difficult, they will prove available for
volunteer choirs. There are but few solos
and even these might be sung in unison.
The organ part is full and effective but not
difficult to play. The anthems are espe¬
cially strong in rhythmic effects.
THE0, PRESSER CO., PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Practice

Clavier

Far superior in its latest construction to any
other instrument for teaching and practice.

VIRGIL

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

WEEKS’ SUMMER SESSION
Begins Saturday, June 28til
For catalogue and prospectus address:

A. K. VIRGIL,

Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

NEW YORK
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EASTERN SUMMER SCHOOLS

The New Haven School of Music
Voice, Violin, Piano and Musical Theory and .HI*
Dmlomas. I

|New England

Conservatory
OF MUSIC

Year opens
Sept. 18 th, 1913

Boston, Mass.
GEORGE W. CHADWICK, Director

open during Summer. Booklet free.
63 Dwight Street, New Haven, Conn.

STUDY AT HOME
The Normal Piano Correspondence Course
means Growth and Development m Real Musicianship, Teaching Power and Artistic Standards.
(Our Free Booklet Contains Points of Value)
PERSONAL COURSES—two weeks or longer, ex¬
cepting August. PRACTICAL HARMONY by mail.
SHEPARD SCHOOL OF MUSIC
-- - ” SheparJ
-M 1

The Largest and Best Equipped School of Music

EASTERN
CONSERVATORY of MUSIC
(A Department of Eastern College)
voice, violin, elocution, arts and crafts taught by artists, home
and^forelgn trained.^Uterary studies free. Delightful oli*
DR. H. U. ROOP, Pres.Manassas, Va.Box K.

SOME NEW MUSICAL BOOKS.
What We Hear in Music, by Anne
Shaw Faulkner; published by the Educa¬
tional Department of The Victor Talk¬
ing Machine Company, Camden, N T
Price, $1.00.
' J'
The “Foreword” to this book sums up
its purpose very accurately in saying that
“In this Course of Study for High
Schools, it has been the earnest desire
of the author and the publishers to con¬
tribute a well-organized plan for the
study of music in a broadly cultural
style, looking toward giving a working
knowledge of the literature of music,
rather than a theoretical study of the
form and grammar of the subject.” The
work is described on the title page as
a “Laboratory” Course of Study in Musi¬
cal Appreciation for Four Years of High
School, Academy, College, Music Club or
Home Study, and the four courses pre¬
scribed are The Principles of Music, The
History of Music, The Orchestra and The
Opera and Oratorio. The use of the talk¬
ing-machine for education:! purposes is
a decidedly new development, and the
Victor Company is to be heartily con¬
gratulated on its enterprise in recogniz¬
ing the vast educational po hilities of its
famous invention.
Music Dreams: The Thirteenth Rhap¬
sody, by Margaret Anderton; published
bj' the author. Price (board binding),
fifty cents.
Miss Anderton has recognized the need
many people have for a “story” in con¬
nection with their music, and has woven
a little phantasy-romance around Liszt’s
Thirteenth Rhapsody. The various de¬
tails of her dream-story are illustrated
by themes from the rhapsody. The work
would make a desirable gift-book for any
one going through his Liszt period.

University School oi Music
Ann Arbor, Michigan.

Albert A. Stanley. Director
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WESTERN SUMMER SCHOOLS
SIXTY-SECOND YEAR

tarles A. Sink, Secretary
JW®jon^March (8 hds.). Hewitt; Le
Navlre (4 hds), Wachs; Over Hill
Fepri.le (8 hds.), Engelmann; La Pie
and £a n2 hds.), Rossini; Dainty March
Volenw 1“ hs. Gran(i Festival March (8
<1 ^ ikgelmann; Valse, Op. 55, No. 2 (8
hdS-)f Tj Godard; Comrades In Arms (8
hds.j’ tj e3. chanson D Mai (6 hds.),
MS’)> . v/jse OP- 39. No. 8 (8 hds.), Tschai®omw’^.row; Serenade (4 hds.). Low;
Stare ’“D’Oberon” (12 hds.), Weber;
Sen (8 hds.), Btzet-Parlow; Parade Re*w (8 hds.), Engelmann.
f“fionHgM”! swrftn! ^Beethovtui; Valse,
on 42! Chopin ; ( nri< do. Op. 14, Mendels-Valse de Om.ert, Wleniawskl; ConmSstlick, W
d- Gounod; '-is*t “Estrella,” Concert Paraphrase, Le Barge.
.re Green.
■ Jolly Jingles, c ver ; Wake, Dolly, Wake,
I.ange
; Gladys Waltz,
Rowe; Flower s.n
widows, Connolly; Roses,
j'earis; Dancing
Rowe; Katy Wall.:. i carls; Twilight Strains,
i oi Thoughts; Holst;
Engelmann;■
Contented Bird. J- .we; Moonlight on the
Hudson, Wilson ; weet Long Ago, Blake;
i-ama, Anderson; Sheppark's*Evening S-.t ■ (4 hds.), Blake; Sunset on the Alps, i • ■sten ; Polka De Concert,
Bartlett; Chapel i i the Forest, Jungman;
e
; Helm well; Chiming
Tin Soldiers, IP
Bells, Rowe; Ar; ■ Blossoms. Engelmann;
Nellie’s Dream of the
ditntlons, Morrison; Bell
-v..i • Sheppard’s Lullaby

Lawrence Conservatory
(A Department of Lawrence College)

Michigan Conservatory of Music
" sderic L. Abel, Director
Eminent Faculty ot 50
s eom-Bes in Piano, Vocal, VioUn.Vtolonceno, Organ, Cor3ight Reading, Ensemble Playing, Public School
)rawing, Dramatic Art, Physical Culture and Expr
School grants diplomas and degrees and offers an’
f free advantages to deserving students,
srst catalog address Hugh Johnson, 1021 Woe

E. R. KROEGER
PIANO.
Galloway, Org
Stockhoff, Piano. Nordstrom Carter, Voice. 53rd year.
College, College Preparatory and College of Music.
SUMMER SCHOOL IN MUSIC OPENS JUNE 1st.
Annual Session, September 18. Gym., Exprr

FOREST PARK

KffiS UNIVERSITY
NORTHWESTERN OHIO SCHOOL

PIANO TUNING
D. O. BETZ, Dire.

ts for
study of music. Enjoys the
and social life of Lawrence
Faculty of noted specialists, Choral
Society of 150 voices, Orchestra, Recit¬
als by World’s Artists, Music Festival,
Faculty Concerts, Superior Public
Schooi Music Course, Normal Course
for Piano Teachers, Piano,Voice.Violin,
Harmony. Dormitories for students.

SPECIAL ONE-YEAR COURSE
Thoroughly equips young men and women
to teach these subjects in Public Schools.
THOMAS NORMAL
TRAINING SCHOOL

WILLIAM HARPER, Dean, Appleton. Wia.
OF IMPROVED MUSIC

Dunning system study for beginners

g Systen
There is a reason u
uiu.via u. luus.c
.. a reason why a. teacher taking this course should have a Dunning class of
^eventy-two in six months. Teachers are proving every day that it pays, Musically, Artistically and
Financially, to take the Dunning System, for it is recognized as the best in use in ns line of teaching.
That is the opinion of Leschetizky, Scharwenka, Busoni, Carreno, DePachmann, Gabnlowitsch, Dr.
Masoa, Johanna Gadski and many others. For further information and booklets address
MRS. CARRE LOUISE DUNNING, I 1 West 36th Street, New York City
Normal training class for teachers in San Diego, Cal.

development.' '—D'Isrc

; Cheer Dp, Rowe;

Music Education

Detroit Conservatory
of Music
TORY IN THE WEST

(S)l\ CENTS ""

Private Classes and Normal Courses
Students of Music—Piano-

in stamps sent to EFFA ELLIS
CALVIN BRAINERD CADY
(Lecturer in Mudc/Teachere’ College, Columbia

^ The Violinist’s Dictionary, byB.
superior advantages to
in rcuouco ouu routed students In aSUMg|MER -COURSE beginning JUNE 9th.

The Art oi
PIANO, i
THEi

London. Price
This work supplies a genuine need.
There are many dictionari, of music in
existence which cover the whole ground
of musical terms, but there does not ap¬
pear to be one dealing exclusively with
terms peculiar to violinist-- and violin
playing. The Violinist’s DU tinnary con¬
tains nearly two thousand words, phrases,
references, etc., a list of important com¬
posers of violin music, old makers of
violins, and rules for the pronunciation
of foreign terms. It is a distinct gain
to the violinist’s library.
Play Songs from The Song Series. By
Aly E. Bentley, Director of Music, Wash¬
ington, D. C., with Piano Accompani¬
ments by Harvey Worthington Loomis.
Published by the A. S. Barnes Co., New
York.
’
These songs are for children of the
first and second grades, and are intended
to develop a rhythmic sense. The tune¬
ful melodies are much enhanced by Mr.
Loomis’s

Students’ Popular Album

Anthem Devotion

.

is**""

nmils.

ORATORY

AND

THE YOUNG DUET PLAYERS ^SttaasifflaSi^;
ssll

‘2ZS2££3S££"“
-MUSIC—Languaj
| PUB LI C TcHOOl"mUSIC

OF

MUSIC

BURROWES COURSE 2^1

KATHARINE BURROWES 5^T^h5,°«?h^

STUDY
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hE FLOWERS’ RECEPTION
T A Juvenile Springtime Playlet.

STOP RUSHING.

ROOTING OUT MISTAKES.

CHICAGO SUMMER SCHOOLS

wrongly read notes, etc. Young pupils up
to the entrance of the third grade or

Dr. F. ZIEGFELD, President
“FIFTY YEARS OF ACKNOWLEDGED SUPREMACY”

Fall Term °ee Sept. 15
are merely requested to make sin¬
cere investigation into the merits
and advantagesof this half-centui
old institution in comparison wit
those of any music school <
America or Europe.

faults

wise

and

patient

For these careless

in the quick results achieved through its
application.
If there is time (and there should be),
first allow the pupil to play over the advanced section of the piece or study with-

:edmgly careless pupil for the
, and others show wrong
The pupil is required to coristakes of which he or she is
at the first going over. Thus
• is able to detect the i

624 S. Michigan Blvd., Chicago

MRS. STACEY WILLIAMS
Studios 405-406 Kimball Hall
Chicago, Ill.

The

lp‘,
of the pupil

tr, CHICAGO MUSICAL COLLEGE

MRS.STACEY WILLIAMS

The Daisy Chain.........F. A
Bees and Flowers.H. I
Iris Intermezzo.p. ]
Daisies and Buttercups.G. D.
Waltz of the Flower Fairies.. .M. Crosby
When the Flowers Bloon

o that pupil that he or si

Chicago Musical College

ners have, is to play fast, is far too pTevbetween six and sixty years of age.
Piano students seem to have the false
idea that unless their fmgers are flying,

60

Finale.
At the end all the fit

are not making ar*y Progress,. and allow

It is a
that, “Any
“Any focl
fool can
can play
play fast>
fast, but>it
but'it takes
t;
that’
a
0_ce
a good
good musicia„
musician to
to play
play slowly/.
slowly.” C
more, to quote Chopin, “Every difficulty
slurred over will be a ghost to disturh
you later on.”
All great minds run in the same channel, and only a little sound reasoning is
needed to see the value of these quotations.

HOW I GOT MY PUPILS TO
COUNT ALOUD.

For the fleeting

un-bow, and pot o’

BUSH TEMPLE CONSERVATORY
N. Clark St. & Chicago Ave., Chicago

SUMMER NORMAL
June 23, to July 26, 1913

Up

WEEKLY RECITALS AND LECTURES

MUSIC

iae&i Music

where I felt I had failed the worst.
I had said, “Now please count aloud;”
“It is best to count aloud;” “Try to re¬
member to count aloud,” all the way up
to—“You have just got to count aloud if
you ever expect to learn to play well.”
All had excuses; they could not count
and play at the same time; their i

Centralizing
School of

•sariM:

MacBurney
Studios

is the way to London bridge.” I just said
count at regular intervals, and had to keep.

is

jPSSshS

importance.3 At’las*
on^thir idea
and it succeeded. At the regular monthly
meeting of the history club I told ail
the pupils that I was going to keep an
account of how many times I had to tell

Here let me say that I n

The Mary Wood Chase School of Musical Arts
I play?”

CHICAGO SUMMER SCHOOLS

The Queen Recites.

. . s are the c
_
the most rapid progiess. The impetuous,
fly-away kind may deceive a few, and
perhaps themselves, for a while, but in
the end it is like the rocket, goes off
with a noise and brilliancy, but comes
This America
of rushing
carried into music study with as

A PRIMER OF FACTS ABOUT MUSIC
tKS Prlcc’
Ce"C . .

THE MEETING OF THE BROWNIES.
The Brownies.Play.
Parade of the Brownies
B
Arrival of the Brownies'.'.KR. Anthonv
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Results Positive
SEND FOR ART BOOKLET No. 8

To such I answt

The Columbia School of
VICTOR HEINZE pS?d
of BERLIN, Germany
will—by request of his old pupils—

Mr. and Mrs. Crosby Adams
Two Special'" Summer

PRIVATE'LE^ONSCffiUChiLago, m?

with nearly all pupils.
The plan could be carried out well f

Classes
snarp snould come as is possible, in some

%irchi?ago

Crosby Adams,

The Pun sirs Plnv.

Oak Park, II

| Cosmopolitan School of Music and Dramatic Art

CONSERVATORY

KIMBALL HALL, CHICAGO, ILL.

I first make sure that the nuoil under!
stands the correction and then in as
brief a way as possible, pencil a characteristic reminder. The limits of this article
will not permit of a detailed exulanlrt™
of this point.
■
P
°n
When the section has been thorouehlv

b’s frcedom of choice; tlie road does not
CarC’ neithcr does the guidepost. As the
P°St never Ieaves its position to forcefuIly carry tlle traveler along the right
road- 50 with the teacher, he should
never be disturbed over one self-willed
pUpi1' Let hirn g0’ another always comes

contain "gS

to Z

of the pupil.

Address J. B. HALL, Manager, 509 South Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, ILL.

AMERICAN

wDaX

Music

" “** ° * ^

Now thatththeCoruffilSSmeaS*

written< “merely to have learned how to

afifm^diiira at’thenn ^ f°r
I^eteir
th£°!^eat shaHneera!eSSali

^eded'from
PUpiI’ and Pe^haprtea^heT'L^od'cration.

.'
University

«

SONGS OF PRAISE AND DEVOTION

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

it*
COMPANY

Uses

-

1712 C

P. C. LUTKIN, 1

Western Conservatory
I and Normal College of Music

time in the furtherance of his studies w

u

f|St‘.Ve force

to

ldeas and sentiment.

mamM,

S

HER W O O D
.SfessMU SIC

:o"ir
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Half a Billion a Year for Music in America
Some

Surprising

Statistics

Philadelphia

Given

Music

at

Annual Dinner of

Teachers’

the

Association

By JOHN C. FREUND
rie» A 12
At the Annual Banquet of the Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Association
held on June Second, many distinguished guests addressed the Association at the end of the repast, among
them Mr. John Luther Long, author of
Madama Butterfly, and Mr. John C.
Freund, publisher of Musical America.
During his address Mr. Freund asked
the members of the Association to give
an estimate upon the amount of money
spent for music each year in the United
c, ,
....
,
States. Several estimates were made,

promote musical culture in America
through carrying music to the homes of
the people than any other man. This
Modem Violinists, Series
personal testimonial is published in
A and B, each • - (
The Etude, at Mr. Freund’s express
50 cents per dozen postpaid
request.
NEW SETS FOR 1913
An editorial in tjie Philadelphia
Public Ledger commenting upon the
above facts is as follows:
Accordi
to statistics presented before
the Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Association at their annual banquet the music bill
of Americans amounts io more than $o»d,HISTORICAL POST CARDS
500,000 a year. This sum is expended upon
LISZT—Six Cards—The set, 15 cents.
starting with ten million dollars. Mr. the production of that costly luxury, opera—■
WAGNER—Twelve Cards-The set. 30 cents.
T
„
. ~ .
„
., x
of the grand, light or comic varieties—upon
James Francis Cooke, President of the the maintenance of orchestras, the purchase
BEETHOVEN—Twelve Card»-30 cent, per set.
Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Associa- of pianos, the payment of tuition fees In
GREAT COMPOSER POST CARDS-Fourteen
.• _
j
...
c -r ... -c
,■ conservatories or for private Instruction,
of the Great Composers. Printed in nine colors,
tion, and editor of The Etude, esti- and—neither last nor least—the increaswith the composer's birthplace on each card. 35
mated $100,000,000.00. Mr. Theodore ingly significant Item of the talking-machine
cents per set.
. ... „ „ ._records that delectably reproduce the singPresser protested that this was too ing of Caruso, Tetrazzini or Melba for the
OPERATIC POST CARDS
high, but withdrew his protest when benefit of thousands who have never seen
Reproductions of photographs of the Wasner Operas as
he learned that Mr. Freund intended to
tpevhlps °no profession In which
-,-J Germany, Lohengrin (4), Meis*
1 ',n1. Tristan and Isolde (3
include all branches of musical en- the rate of emolument Is so variable as that
19). The Ring (21
deavor and manufacture. Then Mr. ^te^T^ow gSSS? $60 STEZ* to
Freund presented carefully revised fig- Paris. There are teachers in this country
rvienzi-rrontenaer, i anr.I
ures indicating that our total annual
MeUtenawers. Parsifal. The Ring. Six selected
expenditure for music in America was aldine Farrar got $10 for singing at a con$583,000000.00. This amount, he stated, ^ l^lfm^th^^mo^Torsing*
REWARD CARDS
approached the value of the cotton and appearance would be nothing out of the
A set of fourteen cards. Portraits of the Great Com¬
hay crops, and was far in advance of “Sggfc. ls the happy hunting ground of
posers with their ^birthplaces, ^printed in nine colors.^On
our total national outlay for our navy the foreign artist, of course. There were 140
Mch'^fu dvffl fr°£ a ffi’i'prileard^ttMlenCTaving, with portrait* of eight composers, and blank for in¬
and our army, with the postal receipts o§inlTSthat
%50 a year*® in“the
scribing name. The Price, 50 cents per set.
included. He also called attention to smaller churches the usual stipend Is $100
the fact that Europe could little afford |°15$2^- sso^weddy.^Tn8 German^opfra
Send For catalogue of MuVical PhturT,
to sneer at “commercialized America/’ houses male chorus singers receive $18.75
since their expenditures for musical deSm^rea^Hhe SS at
velopment compared with their expen- $37.50. A musical census in Berlin showed
ditures for more material things were gcaLd2VoreSms^or^em'Sls were
in most cases far less than those of not getting $12.50 a month, and 45 per cent,
the United States
dId not reach $15 a month,
tile united States.
The best salaried player in the opera
ORGAN REPERTOIRE
Mr. Freund s address was received orchestra of Vienna gets $720 per annum,
Compiled by PRESTON WARE OREM
with great applause. Incidentally he ®“1,„PH11 eSt> a“oant. received by any
.,
,
,
member of the Royal Orchestra in Berlin is
Price. $1.50
paid a glowing tribute to Mr. Theodore $1,250. Chorus singers In Paris average
The chief object in this compilation has been
Presser (the founder of The Etude, *300 “ year. The maximum salary paid the
to cover the ground as widely and thoroughly
as possible, incorporating many novelties and
who was also one of the founders of $1,600 a'montn, when^thig0country6'there
original pieces as well as some standard com¬
the Philadelphia Music Teachers’ Asso- are several singers who expect that much for
positions and new transcriptions not to be
found in other collections, composers of all
ciation, as well as the National Music $2,500™" W°rk‘ and Carus° recelves
Teachers’ Association), declaring that ...Whj]? Paderewski earned only $95,000 on
THEODOREPRESSERCO., Philadelphia, Pa.
Theodore Presser had done more to netted* bimU$i60,000 and6 his tMni $248foo<d
"
$50,000 to $80,000 a year is received
by the most popular singers as royalties
upon their talking-machine records. Patti
when she appeared in this country demanded
School of the
and obtained $-j,000 (or each performance—
always paid her in advance. That already
Pianoforte
venerable operetta. The Merry Widow, was
a gold mine for its producers. Counting the
By THEODORE PRESSER
Price 75 Cents
sale of the scores, the gross receipts in less
HE latest work along lines of elementary instruction. The material used
than two years in America were $3,094,000.
The great prizes of the musical profession
is entirely fresh and is presented in an attractive manner. It is intended
have been awarded chiefly to foreigners.
for the veriest beginner; little tots just out of kindergarten. A very large
m!11*
Ahas ,been singers
?he case
to gone
such abroad
an extent
note is used in the early part of the book. Questions and answers are given to
that American
have
and
changed their names and come back with a
clinch every subject. Writing exercises are introduced at the very start.
picturesque distorted spelling suggestive of
The utmost care has been given to every part of the work to make it as nearly a
La Seal a or the Hofoper. We are beginning
perfect Beginner’s Book as it is possible to make. A trial of this new book is
to learn that Americans, too, can sing and
earnestly solicited by all who have to deal with elementary piano instruction.
play, and deserve compensation equal to that
of certain foreign artists. We are also iearnLiberal discounts.
lng that there are excellent teachers on this
Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
side or the Atlantic. In musical composition
we arrived late, but we are making up for
lost time. In short, we are developing our
own school of music and musicians, and by
its own manifest dessert* and not merelv
S™m-fmotlVeS
Pride aad patriot¬
ism
it deservesoftnational
to be supported.

BEGINNER’S BOOK
T

THE BUSINESS MANUAL
FOR MUSIC TEACHERS
By G.

Price,

-

C.

BENDER

$1.00

Tells how to make the most of your talents ; how to make musical advertising
pay; how wide-awake teachers raise their rates and secure new pupils; how suc¬
cessful teachers hold their old pupils by bright ideas in correspondence, recitals,
etc.; how to collect old accounts, etc., etc.
Not one teacher in a hundred receives more than a fraction of what his valuable
services should bring if profitably and actively marketed.
One chapter in this book may raise your income enough to pay for it a
hundredfold.
Theodore Presser Co., 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa.
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers.

“The editorial in the Public Ledger
totally misapprehends the value of the
figures given, as well as their intent. If
the figures show anything (and, by the
bye, many of the items have just been
practically confirmed by the Director of
the Census in Washington) they mean
that we are, in the first place, no longer
open to the slur that we are merely a
nation of dollar-hunters, but what is to
my mind of far greater importance,
that of the vast sum which we spend
for music in all its forms, exclusive, as
I said, of the musical comedies, more
than one-half is spent for tuition and
pianos, which, in a sense, means music
in the homes. Now, while the figures
that we spend for such purposes are
great in themselves, they are compara¬
tively nothing compared to what we
spend at home—on our own teachers,
on our own choirs, organists, orches¬
tras,' singers, players and instrumen¬
talists. That is really the value of the
figures that I have taken sml; great
pains, and, I may say, to whirl I have
given the experience of a lif me, to
produce.”
At this dinner, the wall placards used
in combating the missed lev n evil
were displayed to the member
r the
first time.
BUSINESS CONDITION.
MUSIC.

Do you think that you would >icceed
in any other kind of work? Id you
feel that you could take up sun
small
business and make it pay a worth profit?
If you do not you should not wonder
if your musical work does not 1
; you
a good income. There are certain busi¬
ness conditions which pertain to :dl ! busi¬
nesses and which are more or 1 ,-s the
basis for business success. Per ; the
best way in which to find out h
ihese
conditions apply to your own ca- is to
sit down and ponder over the ft II t ing
questions:
Is my business systematical;
con¬
ducted? Do I have any waste :
that
can be filled profitably during tiv.
cek?
Do my pupils come regularly and
promptly because they know that I am
prompt and regular and demand a ,>wnilar
appreciation of my own promptness?

Am I able to tell now just how much
I have taken in each month? How much
I have put out? How the present month
compares with the same month last year
or the year before last? What is my real
profit for this month after all bills have
been paid. In other words, what is my
salary? Can I tell a parent just bow
his account stands without doing a lot
of needless calculating? Do I realize that
in a bank or in a business house the book¬
keepers remain at their posts until a
balance is effected even if they have to
The spirit of this editorial, however, stay all night?
seems to suggest that our startling
national expenditure for music goes
Am I charging a right amount for my
into the hands of foreign artists. This lessons? Am I wearing myself out with
is by no means the case. Nor do Mr. a hoard of pupils at cheap rates when
Freund’s statistics indicate that the by better work, more study and more
patronage of music of the cheaper or leisure I might make the same income
less worthy kind, ragtime, low vaude¬ and make myself happier by raising my
ville, etc., figures to any great extent in rates to what I should receive?
his estimate. As the publisher and
editor of Musical America and The
Am I advertising rightly? Do all the
Music Trades, papers devoted to gath¬ people who should know about me receive
ering reliable news pertaining to the dignified reminders of my existence every
musical profession and to musical in¬ now and then?
Do I write letters
dustries, he is in a position to secure promptly? Do my hills go out promptly?
dependable information upon this sub¬ Do I see to it that my money comes in
ject. Commenting upon the editorial in within ten days after the bill has been
the Public Ledger, Mr. Freund says:
sent as would a business man?

Do

You Know how Paderewski
Holds His Hands at the Piano?
P 7
7.
o.7 “Show me how the pupil holds his hands and I will show you how much
a musician he js<" This great artist spent many years mastering the best
method of “Holding His Hands,” that the muscles might respond readily to every dictate and emotion of his intelli¬
gent, musical soul, and enable him to properly interpret and express every note, accent, phrase, dynamic mark, etc.

r aderewst^t KJnce oaia.

There are so many vitally important little things
in piano teaching that you should know, and yet these very
essential things are overlooked by many teachers. Pader¬
ewski is great; he is superlative, simply because he is
always great in little things—small points of technique, etc.
He overcame every obstacle no matter how apparently
insignificant.
So, Mr. William Sherwood, after years of study with
Kullak, Deppe and Liszt, saw the necessity of paying more attention to the
little things. He became America’s greatest piano teacher, because of his
painstaking care in thoroughly grounding his pupils in these little things.
Sherwood spent 30 years teaching, playing in concert and lecturing.
The sum total of the knowledge thus obtained, combined with his valuable
training earned from the old world masters, Sherwood put into a Course of Weekly
Normal Piano Correspondence Lessons for Teachers and those preparing to teach.
In these Lessons attention is given to the little things as
well as the big ones. Every phase- of Piano Playing and Teaching is

comprehensively treated, with particular emphasis upon the important
problems of every day practical teaching—just the things that every
artist and teacher must absorb before achieving great success.
, By the aid of actual photographs, Mr. Sherwood has
shown clearly and plainly in these Weekly Normal Piano Lessons, the
proper positions of the arm, wrist and fingers for the up and down move¬
ments from the knuckles; the proper use of the forearm and fingers for
chord and octave playing; the exact positions of hand, wrist and fingers
for contracted extended positions for crossing movements during scale
passages; interlocking passages in double thirds, etc. Every physical
exercise used by Mr. Sherwood in developing his marvelous technique is
brought before you in a life-like manner, by this wonderful system of
photographic illustrations.
Paderewski, Emil Sauer, Moszkowski, Walter Damrosch, Lechestizky, Henry T. Finck, and other great authorities, have
freely and gladly endorsed our correspondence lessons which you can
take in your spare time in the quiet of your own home, at small cost.

We Will Send You Absolutely FREE

one of the most delightful little volumes on Music and Musicians that you ever opened, describing
these Sherwood Lessons fully and completely It also explains how it is possible to take,in the
quiet and leisure of your own home—
The Pipe Organ Lessons of Clarence tddy;
The Harmony Lessons of Rosenbecker;
The Composition Lessons of Protheroe;
Lessons in How to Teach and Supervise Public
School Music from Frances E. Clark;
Lessons in History, Analysis and Appreciation of
Music from Glenn Dillard Gunn;
Voice Lessons with the aid of the Edison Phono¬
graph, Choral Conducting Lessons, etc.
The present edition of this valuable reference book is limited,
but if you will fill out and mail the attached Coupon at once
we can assure you of prompt delivery. Tear off and mad
Coupon now. IPf

SIEGEL-MYERS
Correspondence School of Music
950 Siegel-Myers Building, Chicago, III.

SIEGEL-MYERS Correspondence School of Music
950 Siegel-Myers Building, Chicago, Illinois
Please send me by mail, free of all charge or obligation, the eighty-page book
describing your courses of Correspondence Lessons, and containing musical
dictionary, portraits and biographies of famous musicians.
No application for this book accepted from children.

! Complexion
care in Summer
The Summer sun not only
Vwfwn
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discolors the skin but
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toughens it and makes the
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pores coarse and prominent.
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If this damage is not
'fMf'/,
guarded against or immeaIt
■
diately repaired it becomes
A
permanent.
/
The skin treatment par excel/
lence in Summer is a daily
touch of Pond’s Extract Company’s Vanishing Cream. It
Ijpl
does _ away with dryness and
“J
la?n?ari°n
f sunburn’ C0°Is and refreshes the skin and
makes it
feel like velvet.
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Even a complexion which has been so neglected that its
Vanishing CrfaT’

“ °nCe t0 the revitalizinS effect °f
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Potvds Extract

Company's

vanishing cream

A valuable summer suggestion

POND’S EXTRACT
for 60 Years” - sk

Mennen’s Violet Vi'iVV'.',’ Powder

The Most Universally Adopted Educational Music Work.
Selected “Czerny” Studies
By EMIL

Standard Graded Course of
Studies for the Pianoforte

LIEBLING

In Three Books
Price, 90 Cents Each
A noteworthy addition to the technical literature
of the pianoforte. In practically every volume of
Czerny’s works will be found some gem. Mr.
Liebling’s selection and editorial work are masterly.
All the popular Opus numbers and many less known
. are represented, compiled in an attractive and
convenient form for general use. These are the
studies that contributed to the making of all the
world’s great pianists.
Perennial—STUDIES—Indispensable

The Cheapest and Best Anthem
Collections Ever Published
Model Anthems, Anthem Reper
ship. Anthem Devotion, Anthems o
Anthem Service.
25 CENTS EACH
$1.80 PER DOZEN
No collection of anthems for church use has ever
attained the popularity of this series. Each volume
contains 64 pages of pleasing and singable anthems,
adapted for either quartet or chorus choirs, some with
solos. While all the anthems are melodious and
interesting, they are truly devotional and churchly;
all are within the range of the average choir.

Beginner s Book

Touch and Technic
By DR. WM. MASON

Compiled by

w.

„
IN FOUR BOOKS
PART I—The Two-Finger Exercises (School of Touch'
PART H -The Scales Rhythmic^ Tr “led (School'd Brilliant

S. B. MATHEWS

PART SNZlft 'thl"hm'calb Treated (Passage School).
PART IV-Scbool of Octave and Bravura Playing.
Price of Each, $1.00
An original system for the development of a com¬
plete technic, from the beginning to virtuosiu ;
embodying all the ripened musical experiences of
its distinguished author.
The highest praise from the most eminent
teachers and piamsts-Liszt, Paderewski, Joseffy, etc.

10 Grades
10 Volumes
____
$1.00
Each Volume
A complete course of the best studies selected for every
Pr«« t, Thk Graded Course idea is original with the
evcr nnhl!^e^but^!tan d m°r.e A." *ny °ther s-vstcm°twork
It
hdi, 7hlS Course 1S being improved constantly.
It combines the best elements of all schools, the greatest
Isv t7 ft0m l6 ,beSt C0.mP°sers- ^ ^ simple and practical;
easy to teach, always interesting. We invite comparison!
More Than a Million Copies Sold

Root’s Technic and Art of
,„
Singing

A Series of Educational
Scientific Methods, for
struction and in Classes.
L Methodical Sight-Singing.

Works in Singing on
Use in Private In¬
By FREDERIC W. ROOT
Op. 21. Three keys,

Siopy:?8ht
(The |

The Greatest Technical Work since Plaidy

A First History for Students of All Ages

The Standard History of Music
By Janies Francis Cooke

prjce $1.25

ilhtfm°rmHPle,te’ C?nC‘Se Series of 40 entertaining and
illustrated story lessons in musical history. Many
ckaUrn«s ^ ^ S°ld' Its «rong features are
and term’ PractI?abdlty. self-pronunciation of names
sensible ,en^aChA?hapter •“ COmPiete in itself’
of
hlstorv
® h' ,iN? Pr?v,ous experience in musical
tionsTre
'fded °i.f th/ tcachcr or reader. DirecMusical History Club f°rmatl°n and conduct °f a

5

School of the Pianoforte

.. By THEODORE PRESSER
Price, 75 Cents
* '^
A book for the veriest beginner, planned along modern lines, proceeding loeicallv
step by step, making everything plain to the youngest student. All the Material is
fresh and attractive and full of interest. An extra large note is used. Special
features are writing exercises, and questions and answers.
P

Collections of Piano Miicis*
Standard Th“
ScC°"d ^ePieces
Standard Fif^a^ShTh Grade Pie™"
SJfSlfj Compositions, Vol. 1. Grade 1
Standard Compositions,
oiauuara
compositions, Vol. 2, Grade 2

S19

'in

c.

compiled by

W’ S’ B‘ MATHEWS
propositions, Vol. 3. Grade
■ u v-ompositions. Vol. 4. Grade 4
rd Compositions, Vol. S. Grade S .
™ Compositions, Vol. 6. G

THEO, PRESSER CO„ 1712 Ctauu Street,

vose pianos
w

w_vose
vose &

have been established 60 YEARS
n
every famiiv in moderate circumstances c*/system of P^^ents
take old instruments in excnanTelnn lr
^ a vose P'ano. We
home tree of expense. Write for Catalog? 'Vrtr th? new Piano in your
son
sons piano co BouoT

